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COMMHNT OF THE MONTH
Putting the House in Order.

LAST month we pointed out how essential it is that the concerns actually
engaged in the development of television should take joint action

to enable them to be officially represented when decisions of the future
policy of television are being made. It is gratifying to be able to record
that the suggestion met with approval and that as a result a meeting
has already taken place between some of the influential interests. From
one point of view the matter has now become one of extreme urgency,
for it has been evident from the attitude of the daily Press of late that
there is an anti -television publicity scheme in operation ; and there is no
organisation to counter it. Due to the pressure that is being brought to
bear on the Press entirely contradictory statements have appeared in the
same journals within a few days, and while we deplore sensationalism we
equally deplore the complete change of front with the inaccuracies that
have been presented.

This is only one side of the matter; the Television Advisory Committee
does not consist of a body of experts who have devoted years to research
work, and obviously its members must need guidance in many matters
with which only the technician is fully acquainted. Discrimination of
individual interests must be made in the general policy and this could
best be done by the joint advice of those who are really responsible for
television. Details of the most successful systems are now generally
known so there is no need for any aloofness on the grounds of secrecy as
there has been hitherto. The -competition that is to be feared at this stage
is from outsiders who are desirous of retarding the progress of television,
and this can best be countered by joint action.

Commercial Developments.
TT is gratifying to observe that concurrent with the technical progress

that is being made there is also considerable commercial activity con-
nected with television. Several new companies have been formed or are
in process of formation, and on another page in this issue we give particu-
lars of the merger between Scophony, Ltd., and the well-known wireless
firm of E. K. Cole, Ltd. Most of the larger concerns both here and in
Germany have pinned their faith to cathode-ray systems so it is interesting
to know that, one at all events, will intensively develop television from
the mechanical side.

Short-wave Interference
IT seems that many years will have to elapse before broadcast listeners in

this country Nvill all be using receivers having a reasonable degree of
selectivity. At the moment a good so per cent. of the sets in use are
only just capable of separating the medium -wave programmes. In the
circumstances it is not surprising that the amateur transmitter, although
only on the air for about an hour and a half a day during broadcasting
hours, is still a source of annoyance to broadcast listeners. Perhaps in
time these listeners will realise that it is their receivers that are at fault
and not the amateur transmitting stations spreading.
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Valve oltmeter
This simple piece of apparatus has so many uses that no up-to-date receiving or transmitting station should

be without it. The total cost is low, which solves a problem of the average amateur.

JT is almost impossible to give accu-
rate reports on small changes in R
strength unless some visual means

of checking is available. I believe that

measured a meter of the thermionic
valve type must be used. It is simple
and cheap, so there is no excuse for any
station not being so equipped. Although

This photograph shows the panel of the valve voltmeter with the sensitivity control at the left.

the minimum change in strength that
can be detected by the human ear is
about 20 per cent.

Very often when working with weak
stations a zo per cent. change would
mean a big alteration at the transmit-
ting end. Looking at it from another
angle, I was recently working a local
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The circuit arrangement is actually an anode bend
detector using a low -impedance triode valve.
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station making some minor alterations.
With the first change no difference could
be detected by ear, but the valve volt-
meter, connected across the loud
speaker, register d an increase of to
per cent. in signal output.

This was duly reported and further
tests made. At the end of the trans-
mission the strength of the station under
test had gone up, in small steps, by 40
per cent.

Without the valve voltmeter I should
not have noticed the initial rise in
strength and very probably have sent
the operator incorrect information.

Whenever small changes are to be

ampere meter used, a
ment costing no more
prove very satisfactory.

For example, the
Sifam meter reading
from o-2 milliamperes
will do very well, and
as it has quite a wide
scale small changes
can be read. Actually
the valve -meter con-
sists of an anode -bend
detector rectifying
the speech output
from a receiver. It
can be connected
across either the out-
put or detector valves,
although the final
valve is preferable
owing to the higher
current reading. So

the scope of the instrument depends to
a certain extent on the type of milli -

cheap instru-
than ros. will

A small accumulator will last for
many months as the discharge is very
small indeed. With 16 volts high-ten-
sion, apply sufficient bias to reduce
anode current to just below cut-off and
then directly a signal is applied to the
grid of the valve a small D.C. current
will be shown on the milliampere meter.
The bias applied to the valve should
then be readjusted until the anode cur-
rent is a reasonable order. Of course, the
meter will only give comparative read-
ings, but this is usually enough for
general testing.

So as to extend the scope of the meter
a variable potentiometer has been con-
nected across the bias battery, for the
amount of applied bias can be increased
to make the unit less sensitive.

Calibration
Calibration is fairly simple if an A.C.

voltmeter is available. A mains trans-
former with a low -voltage secondary
must be connected across the input ter-
minals of the voltmeter.

The voltage output is then checked
and comparative readings on the valve

+ 2V. ACCU.

0.10
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e

1úv. MT.

g utiiV
IMVUT 0-2 mA

25.000 n
13"

This is the suggested lay -out for the components which can be
modified if desired.

as to prevent D.C.
being applied to the grid of the valve
two isolating condensers are connected
in circuit. One of the condensers is
rather a passenger, but it does prevent
possible damage to the valve under all
conditions of operation.

The unit can be made completely self-
contained if a small accumulator is
used. H.T. is obtained from a i6 -volt
grid -bias battery, while another 16 -volt
grid -bias battery is used for bias. The
voltmeter being described is housed in a
wooden box which is screwed to the
wall of the transmitting shack and con-
nected permanently across the output
terminals of a short-wave receiver.

voltmeter observed. A power potentio-
meter is then connected across the
secondary of the mains transformer and
the voltage output varied until the
meter has been completely calibrated.

With a little care readings can be
taken at all settings of the bias poten-
tiometer, so making the unit suitable
for wide variations in signal input.

It can be used to check variations in
input from other stations, to give fre-
quency -response curves, and a multi-
tude of other purposes. A suitable
valve for this unit is one having an im-
pedance of between 3,000 and 6,000
ohms with as high a slope as possible.
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THE

JUNIOR 30 -LINE

TELEVIEWER

CHEAP : : SIMPLE

COMPACT

This receiver has been designed to enable amateurs to
obtain a working knowledge of television at the lowest
cost and in the simplest manner. Refinements which

may be thought desirable can be added later.

ONE of the objections the would-be television ez-
perimenter has when building his own apparatus

rotating is generally un -
cased and not very ornamental.

To overcome this and so enable the non -technical
constructor to see the type of pictures that are at
present being radiated from Brookman's Park, we have
designed what we consider to be a neat television re -

Plywood
Sides

Resistance
mount ng
Board

A cut -away sketch showing the essential parts of the viewer.
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This photograph shows the complete receiver

ceiver which more or less overcomes the prejudice to an
open disc.

The very minimum of components has been used,
so that cost has been kept down to a trifling amount.
Any handyman who can make simple pieces of wood-
work would only have to buy five components, these
being the motor, disc, speed regulator, neon lamp and
lamp holders. The total cost need not exceed 42s.,
and it could be brought even lower than this.

Making
the Case

Altogether ten pieces of wood are required. T o
large pieces form the back and front, some i -in. wood
for a base, and some á -in. ply as a front panel, which
in addition to supporting the disc housing also accom-
modates the speed regulator. The wood separating
the front and back of the disc case is i in. square and
should be cut to fit-the actual details can be seen
from the illustrations. The motor is provided with a
square metal plate and is secured to the front of the
case by four screws. A hole, approximately 4 in.
diameter, must be cut to take the boss and shaft of
the motor and two smaller holes drilled so that two
protruding nuts on the motor will sink flush with the
woodwork. A small viewing hole has to be cut in
both front and back of th3 woodwork. This hole is
approximately i in. wide and 2 ins. high. The size
is not very important but it should be a little larger
than the distance between the first and the last scan-
ning holes. All these details are given in the drawings.

After the viewing hole has been cut on one side of
the woodwork an identical hole should be cut on the
reverse side.

The motor should then be fitted. Short wood screws
will be satisfactory, or alternatively 4 B.A. nuts and
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Photograph of the back of the receiver.

bolts will do equally well. After the motor has been
fitted the disc can be mounted. When this is almost
flush with the front board, the disc will have to be very

MAY, 1935

slightly bent to tighten the grub screw of the boss on
to the motor shaft. if this is done carefully it will
not distort the disc at all. The reverse side of the
disc housing can then be fixed, i -in. wood screws being
used for this purpose.

A standard batten holder is used for mounting the
neon lamp and this should be arranged so that the lamp
conies central with the scanning hole which was pre-
viously cut. Two leads from the motor, which by the
ivay is of a special type and can be obtained from the
Mervyn Sound and Vision Co., are taken to the front
board and out again to the base. One lead goes
directly to the supply mains while the other goes to the
mains via the variable resistance, which should be
mounted on the sloping front panel. Leads from the
neon lamp are taken from the batten holder in the usual
way for connection to the radio receiver.

Connection
to Receiver

Perhaps the most important part of this television
machine is the way it is connected to the radio set.
First of all it is essential that the output valve in the
radio set be capable of giving at least 1,250 milliwatts,
preferably more. This means that you will require
either a Pen22oA battery -operated pentode running at
175 volts or almost any mains -operated triode or pen-
tode valve. As a general rule commercial receivers
using mains -operated pentodes give between 2,500 and
3,50o milliwatts.
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Fully dimensioned drawings of front and end elevations of the receiver. All the necessary constructional details are quite clear.
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Neon lamps are usually designed to strike at 187
volts, which means that this amount of voltage must
be available in your radio receiver. Unfortunately it
is most unusual for this voltage to be available and even
if it should be it is not always possible to tap it off
satisfactorily.

Assuming the necessary high-tension is available, the
neon lamp can be connected directly in the anode circuit

Terminals
Breaking Anode Circuit

(11
1.1

Split Anode
Adoptor

With a commercial receiver a split anode adaptor will come in useful.
The lamp can be connected to the two side terminals on the adaptor.

AND
SHORT-WAVE WORLD

?/e

1 (1"Spacing
Frame.

Plywood
Side fixed
by screws

Base \\\ \\í/ RBood
(screwed to Frame)

This drawing shows the partly assembled case.

of the output valve. As a general rule this will mean
that the output transformer or choke filter circuit will
have to be removed.

NORMAL
H.T.+

,-30 H.
L.F. CHOKES

211Fa

POWER
VALVE

NORMAL
H.T.-

11 a choke filter circuit is favoured it can be linked
up to the lamp in this way.

TUBE

H.T.
180Y

With a commercial receiver, it is safe to assume that
the additional high-tension will not be available, in
which case the neon lamp will have to be fed separ-
ately. Fortunately this is quite a simple matter and a
suitable circuit is shown above. The speech output
from the receiver is fed into a 2-mfd. fixed condenser.
The open side of this condenser is then joined to both
the neon lamp and modulation choke. The spare con-
nection on the neon lamp is then connected to earth,
while the remaining connection on the modulation choke
is taken to earth via the high-tension battery or mains
unit of 190 volts or so.

In certain circumstances where although the addi-
tional voltage is not available some 20 or 30 milliamps.

of current are spare in the radio receiver, then, instead
of using a separate battery or eliminator, the high -
potential side of the modulation choke can be connected
to any point in the radio receiver where the voltage is

Terminals
Breaking Anode
Circuit

i-1
Trans.

A

TO
200V.
D.C.

25 rnA
o

Neon Lamp

SpliT Anode
Ada pia r

.1ometiwes the lamp will need an additions/ battery.
This is the lust way to cwnnect tie extra battery.

,over 200. This is perhaps the most convenient way
of connecting the neon lamp, and one that will overcome
the use of additional voltage.

Assuming again that the receiver in use is a com-
mercial one, it is not always possible to get at the anode
connection of the output valve. Fortunately there is
a very simple remedy. A split -anode adaptor type A7
can be obtained from A. F. Bulgin & Co. It is fitted
with two terminals to which the neon lamp can be con-
nected directly.

With receivers that are fitted with extension loud-
speaker terminals, it is quite a simple matter to con-
nect across these terminals a i-1 ratio output trans -
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former with the neon lamp and additional polarising
voltage in series across the secondary. With this
arrangement the loud speaker is always in circuit.

As we have mentioned previously, it can be taken for

particularly to receivers giving a moderately high out-
put from Q.P.P. or class B amplifiers.

To overcome the difficulty of low A.C. output with
battery sets it is a good plan to connect two valve

L.S.
TERMINAL

III
I I TRANS. k -SWITCH

H.T.+

NEON LAMP

' H.T. I
I80v

If you have two receivers and can spare one for tele-
vision, this circuit can be recommended. Simply
take off the loud -speaker and connect to neon lamp

as indicated.

750f1

It is an expensive hobby running a neon lamp from
dry batteries, so if you have mains laid on use a
metal rectifier of the half -type wave. Don't forget
the small resistance in series with one side of the

supply.

2MFO

Px9 -LPq
TYPE

MOLL

Ot700r- TO AC

Z
7

LMA5515

This is a circuit that can be used with the mains
receiver. If the applied voltage is too high, the
definition will suffer. This can be overcome by the

use of the variable resistance.

granted that any modern D.C. or A.C. mains receiver
will give sufficient output to feed the neon lamp, while
at the same time it can also be assumed that 90 per cent.
of the battery receivers will be unsuitable. It applies

holders in parallel externally, simply linking them up
with the output valve holders in the receiver by four
wires and four plugs. In this way the output from the
receiver can be doubled with the minimum of expense.

American Television Systems
The following details of American television systems are taken from "Electronics," publis':ed by the McGraw-Hill Publishing Co. Inc., New
York :-

Type Method
Type of

light
Receiving

light
Company. of of scan- No. of No. of sensitive Synchron- source and

subject. ning. lines. frames. device. ization. color.

CATHODE-RAY SYSTEMS.

Method
of light
modu-
lation.

Method of
image

recreation.
Type of
screen.

Philco Radio and Tele- studio cathode- 240 to 24 to 60 mosaic separate fluores- control cathode- fluores-
vision film ray 360 plate signal vence electrode ray tube cent

-outdoor " camera
tube "

(green)

RCA -Victor C.). ... ... studio cathode- 240 to 24 to 60 mosaic separate fluores- control cathode- fluores-
film
outdoor

ray
"icono-
scope "

360 plate signal cence
(green)

electrode ray tube cent

Television Labs. (P.T. studi 1 cathode- 240 30 uniform separate fluores- control cathode- fluores-
Farnsworth) film

outdoor
ray
" image
dissector "

plate signal cence
(green)

electrode tube cent

J. V. L. Hogan ... ... studio mechan- 120-60 20-24 photocell trans- glow- direct mechan- projec-
film ical (not

disc)
mitted
signal ;
also

lamp
white)

ical (not
disc)

tion and
direct
fluores-

cathode-
ray

300-60 20-24-30 fluores-
vence
(green)

control
electrode
special

cathode-
ray
tube

power
system

cent

MECHANICAL -OPTICAL SYSTEMS.

International Television studio resanant 60-120 24 photocell trans- incandes- Kerr resonant
(W. H. Preiss) film mirror mitted

signal
plus
resonance

cent
lamp
(white)

cell mirror

Peck Television ...
(W. H. Peck)

film mirrored
lens disc

60-120 24 photocell power
sys' em

incandes-
cent lamp

Kerr cell mirrored
lens disc

(white)

projec-
tion

projec-
lion
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THE ELECTRON MULTIPLIER
AND MECHANICAL TRANSMISSION

sINCE the end of the
nineteenth century,
when Nipkow com-

menced his experiments
which resulted in the in-
vention of the disc which
bears his name, methods
of scanning have swayed
backwards and forwards
between mechanical and
electronic systems. As
far back as 1907, Rosing
patented a television sys-
tem in which a cathode-
ray tube was used as a re-
ceiver, and about this
time Campbell Swinton
proposed a form of tele-
vision apparatus in which
a cathode-ray tube was
used at both the trans-
mitting and receiving ends. Camp-
bell Swinton's transmitter was in fact
a forerunner of the Iconoscope.

Owing to the comparatively un -

12

loo 200
Anode Volts (GridROoVt)

Fig. i.-(a) ZCircuit to show secondary emission.
(b) Anode current curve for triode with coated anode.

advanced state of contemporary
technique, these experimenters met
with little success. Other experi-
menters returned to mechanical
methods, and Baird, using the Nip-
kow disc, accomplished true tele -

By G. BALDWIN BANKS

Three forms of electron multiplier are shown hr this photograph.

vision in 1926. Similar results were
obtained in America in the Bell Tele-
phone laboratories. German experi-
menters used mirror -drums and
mirror -screws in addition to the disc.

More recently there has been a re-
turn to electronic methods of scan-
ning, owing to vast improvements in
the design and manufacture of cath-
ode-ray tubes. The advent of high -
definition television has turned the
scales in favour of electronic
scanning methods. If mechanical
methods are to survive on the trans-
mission side it will be necessary to
produce some photo -sensitive device
which will be many times more effi-
cient than the ordinary photo -cell.

The Farnsworth
Image Dissector

Strangely enough, as a direct con-
sequence of the invention of an elec-
tronic scanning device --the Image
Dissector-it is probable that a new
photo -sensitive cell will be available
which may result in a new lease of
life for mechanical transmission
methods. The image dissector was
fully described by Mr. J. C. Wilson
in the March issue of TELEVISION AND
SHORT-WAVE WORLD. By itself this
device is little more efficient than a
well -designed mechano-optical sys-
tem, and Farnsworth admits that the
sensitivity for high -definition prac-
tice is not adequate for direct scan-
ning of subjects. Normally the am-

plitude of the output sig-
nals is below the ampli-
fier noise level. For this
reason the unaided dis-
sector tube could be used
only for image transmis-
sion, when it was possible
to project a very bright
image on to the photo-
sensitive cathode.*

To overcome these diffi-
culties, Farnsworth de-
veloped the " ` electron
multiplier," which de-
pends for its action on
secondary emission.

Secondary
Emissions

Under suitable condi-
tions it is found that an

electron impacting on a conducting
surface may release a number of
secondary electrons. The number
of secondary electrons released by
the impact depends on the velocity of
the primary electron and on the phy-
sical and chemical nature of the sur-
face. Under normal conditions the
number of secondary electrons
emitted is about two or three, and
rarely exceeds ten. The secondary
electrons are emitted in all directions
and have low initial velocities.

The secondary emission effect may
easily be shown with any triode in
which the grid is made more posi-
tive than the anode. Fig. Ia shows
a circuit by which the phenomenon
may be demonstrated. A fixed posi-
tive potential is applied to the grid,
and the anode current measured for
varying values of anode potential. It
will be found that as the anode is
made positive with respect to the
cathode, the anode current rises be-
cause more and more electrons pass
through the grid and reach the plate.
Above a certain voltage, however,
the anode current begins to decrease
because the velocity of the electrons
impacting on the anode is sufficient
to release secondary electrons, caus-
ing a reverse current from the anode
to the more positive grid.

When a certain voltage is reached
each primary electron will liberate
one secondary electron and no anode
current will be registered by the

B
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Intone Dissector Tube Anode

Solenoid

Scanning
Aperature ¿/Y

1sr. Calh_ode -v^

2nd.

tirade

Solenoid

Oulput

90Volis

'6ó0001

50 Mc.
Oscillator

Fig. 2.-Electron
multiplier for use
with image dis-

sector tube.

meter. Further increase in anode
voltage may result in more second-
ary than primary electrons and the
meter will show that the anode cur-
rent is flowing in the opposite direc-
tion. These effects are shown in
Fig. lb in which the data were ob-
tained with a triode having an anode
which had been treated with caesium.
It will be noticed that above iso volts
the anode current begins to rise
again owing to the fact that the
potential of the anode is approach-
ing that of the grid, causing it to
take an increasing share of the elec-
trons.

Secondary -emitting
Materials

As previously stated, secondary
emission depends greatly on the phy-
sical and chemical properties of the
surface. The effect of the chemical
constitution is concerned with the
work function of the elements of
which it is composed. All conduct-
ors contain a great number of free
electrons which are able to move
about in the metal. To enable an
electron to leave the surface of a con-
ductor work has to be done in over-
coming the attraction between the
metal and the electron, and this quan-
tity is different for each substance.
The work function of an element is

defined as the work done in causing
unit charge to leave the surface, and
is usually expressed in volts. The
following table* gives the work func-
tion of various elements. It will be
seen that caesium has a compara-
tively low work function and for this
reason it is very suitable as an emit-
ter of secondary electrons.

Element. Work function (volts)
Caesium I. óI
Calcium 2.24
Nickel 2.7.
Thorium
Molybdium

3.35
4.44

Tungsten 4.52
Platinum 6.27

In passing it may be mentioned
that although the voltages given for
the various word functions are only
a few volts, it should be understood
that the attraction of a metal for an
electron must take place within a
very short distance-a few Ang-
stromst-from the surface. Assum-
ing that in the case of platinum the
linking distance is ten Angstroms,
then the field required to remove an
electron would be .627 volt per
Angstrom or over 6o million volts per
centimetre. From the physical
point of view a highly -polished sur-

* Dushmann : " Electronic Emission."
Reviews of Modern Physics. 2. 394. 1930.

One Angstrom equals lo -8 centimetres.

MAY, 1935

face emits more electrons than a
rough one. Changes of temperature
seem to have no effect except so far
as such a change may alter the phy-
sical character of the surface.
The Electron
Multiplier

We have seen that if the primary
electrons have sufficient velocity their
impact on a surface will create a
greater number of secondary elec-
trons. Farnsworth makes use of
this fact to amplify an electron cur-
rent by causing the stream of elec-
trons to bombard an electrode coated
with a film of caesium on silver oxide.
The secondary electrons themselves
are then caused to impact on another
similar surface and this process is re-
peated a number of times. The very
large amplification obtained by this
process can be gauged by consider-
ing the case where each electron pro-
duces 5 electrons for each' impact.
After only five impacts the magnifi-
cation would be over 3,000, and in
fact an amplification of over 5 x IQ'
times has been obtained in this way.

The method in which the process
is carried out may perhaps be better
understood by considering the type

Cathodes coated wiTh. photo-sensdwe
secondary -emissive inoiecial

Optical scannins
aperature Anode

Fig. 3. Secondary emission photo cells (a) for we
with mirror -drum transmitter, (b) for use with disc

receiver.

(Continued on page 25 z)
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Grid Modulation
THE conventional form of choke

modulation employed on many
amateur phone transmitters de-

mands a modulating valve of approxi-
mately the same power rating as the
final P.A. stage. In the case of
a 5o -watt outfit, this implies that the
microphone amplifier feeding the
modulator valve must supply at

Not Greater
Than 005

To
II

Drive

G.B.

9+

P.A.
Valve -

1

" 0005

Output Transformer
from final stage of
speech amplifier
VI Ratio forTriodes
2/1 Step down. for Pentodes

son

By " Radio Engineer."

sub -multiple of the desired frequency.
Suitable stages of frequency doubling,
finally result in a voltage of correct fre-
quency which is fed to the final neutral-
ised power amplifying stage delivering
the H.F. energy to the aerial system.
It is this final stage which must be ex-
amined in order to interpret the general
theory of grid modulation.
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least 5 watts of undistorted speech
power. For this reason quite a
number of amateurs who might wish to
make an occasional phone QSO do not
trouble to go to the expense of addi-
tional equipment which might easily ex-
ceed the cost of the transmitter itself.

Some simple and more economical

1.5-VG

2.-Here is the la/Vg characterisitics of a
final P.A. stage biases to cut off.

form of modulating system is very de-
sirable and, providing the speech -
quality and modulation depth are good,
a certain loss in power efficiency is
tolerable. Grid 'modulation is a very
useful alternative, therefore, to the
more classical forms of choke or
series modulation, and, providing
due precautions are taken with
the circuit technique involved, the
results are surprisingly good. In a

driven type of transmitter a crystal
oscillator is employed, working at some

r represents, in schematic form,
the circuit of a final P.A. stage in a
driven transmitter. The biasing of the
valve is a question of great importance
particularly when grid modulation is
contemplated. For ordinary transmis-
sion, where the P.A. is keyed, the con-
nections from A to B may be a grid
leak, because the necessary bias is de-
rived from the valve itself. The
mechanism of this self -biasing effect is
simple; the driving voltage is rectified
by the grid current characteristic of the
P.A. valve and a mean D.C. voltage is
thus set up across the leak, its magni-
tude depending upon the peak value of
the driving voltage and the value of
the grid leak. If this latter value is
large compared with the mean effective

Tó
Drive

+
HT.

L.T.

Fig. 4.-With this circuit in use the P.A. will
operate down to io metres with grid modulation.
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impedance between grid and filament
when rectifying, then the D.C. potential
is practically equal to the peak value of
the driving voltage. The valve is thus
biased negatively, and the drive should
be adjusted so that the input is fully
loaded.

This may be checked by disconnect-
ing the aerial coupling and adjusting
the drive until minimum anode current
is obtained when the anode circuit is
tuned to reasonance.

It is rather dangerous to employ self -
biasing systems because a failure of the
driving valve will immediately result
in zero grid bias on the P.A., which
shows up very quickly by terrific over-
heating of the anode, and possible re-
sultant loss of vacuum in the valve it-
self. For this reason it is far better to
connect a bias battery between the
points A and B and to bias the grid
negatively with no applied drive, until
the anode current is substantially zero.
The drive is then increased until no
further increase in aerial current is ob-
served when the tuned circuit is at re-
sonance. It is this type of driven P.A.
which is particularly amenable to grid
modulation.

Fig. 3.-These are the three half waves mentioned in
connection with the modulation.

Fig. 2 shows the Ia/Vg characteristic
of a final P.A. stage which is biased to
cut off by Vg negative volts with res-
pect to the filament.

The peak value Vd of the driving
voltage must firstly be carefully ad-
justed to its optimum value beyond
which no further output results. This
is an extremely important point and
must be strictly adhered to when mak-
ing the adjustments for speech modula-
tion of the stage. If an aerial ammeter
is employed, the next step is to increase
the P.A. bias until the aerial current is
halved. If no meter is available a
fairly accurate equivalent result will be
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obtained by doubling the bias, always
providing the optimum drive has been
initially obtained. The process o

modulation now merely consists o

swinging the bias in alternate direc-
tions, so that in a positive direction the
initial bias is reached, and in a nega-
tive direction the drive does not operate
upon the valve characteristic at all.

The three half -waves of Fig. 3 show
clearly the process involved.

The centre half -wave is the position
of the driving voltage Vd for the car-
rier only. In the hight-hand halt -wave

a positive modulation peak at too per
cent. modulation depth has been pro-
duced. Finally the left-hand wave is
a negative modulation peak at too per
cent. depth. The carrier has thus been
changed over tha complete cycle of
modulation, from zero to twice its qui-
escent value, which represents a linear
too per cent. modulation.

Naturally, the modulation of the grid
bias (which it really is) may be achieved
by using speech potential derived from
a microphone and an appropriate am-
plifier. The speech power required may

be roughly estimated as about one -
tenth of the D.C. input power to the
P.A. On a to -watt transmitter, any
small mains power valve is adequate,
and the degree of amplification which
precede it is naturally determined by
the sensitivity of the microphone em-
ployed. With most carbon granule in-
set type of instruments a single high
magnification stage preceding the
audio -power valve should be ample.

Fig. 4 shows the necessary connec-
tions involved round the P.A. stage, and
will be suitable for all amateur bands
down to to metres.

"The Electron Multiplier and Mech-
anical Scanning."

(Continued from page 250.)

of electron multiplier designed to
work in conjunction with the image
dissector tube. The construction of
the multiplier which is built on to the
image dissector itself-as a sort of
annexe-the whole thing being
evacuated, is illustrated in Fig. 2.
The weak stream of electrons from
the dissector tube pass through the
scanning aperture in the first cathode
and are accelerated towards the ring -
shaped anode by a potential of 6o to
90 volts. A powerful magnetic field
due to a current -carrying solenoid
wound round the tube, prevents the
electrons from reaching the anode,
causing them to move in a direction
parallel to the axis of the tube.

Under ordinary circumstances the
electrons would not reach the second
cathode, the attraction of the anode
acting in the opposite direction once
they pass the centre of the tube. In
order to cause the electrons to travel
backwards and forwards between the
cathodes, a radio frequency of about
5o megacycles is applied to the latter.
By adjusting the amplitude of the
R.F. it can be arranged that the elec-
trons make one traverse across the
tube during one half cycle. As the
cathodes have a coating of caesium
a considerable increase in the num-
ber of electrons results from each
traversal. The magnified output is
taken off from across the anode re-
sistance.

It will be readily understood that
if this magnifying process were al-
lowed to carry on unchecked a satura-
tion point would be reached, or the
tube might even be destroyed. In
this case the final current would give
no indication of the value of the
original electron current. For this
reason it is necessary to stop the ac-
tion-after a certain number of tra-
versals have taken place-before the
limiting current is reached. This

may be accomplished by introducing
an interrupting frequency which
serves to check the action periodi-
cally in a manner somewhat similar
to the action of the quenching fre-
quency in a super -regenerative re-
ceiver. The anode current is then
directly proportional to the initiating
electron current.

Application to
Mechanical Systems

So successful was the addition of
the multiplier to the image dissector
that it was found possible to increase
the output of the latter three or four
thousand times without any increase
in noise level. There seems to be no
reason why a photo -cell, embodying
the electron multiplying principle,
should not be adapted to mechanical
scanners. If the great amplification
claimed for the device is realisable,
high -definition scanning of direct
subjects by disc or mirror -drum sys-
tems would be quite possible. A
secondary emission magnifying
photo -cell of the type shown in Fig.
3a would be suitable for use with

mirror -drum or lensed -disc systems.
A modified form, Fig. 3b, could

easily be evolved for Nipkow disc
arrangements. This will differ from
the electron multiplier just described
in so much that light is admitted in-
stead of a stream of electrons. As
the caesium -coated cathodes are
photo -sensitive as well as secondary
emitters the light will cause electrons
to be thrown off from them. These
constitute the primary electron cur-
rent which is magnified by the pro-
cess previously described. Owing to
the great sensitivity of this new
photo -electric device it would be pos-
sible to make the moving parts of a
mechanical system quite small so that
the whole camera would be compact
and easy to manipulate. This re-
duction in size would mean that very
little driving power would be re-
quired. It is possible that a mechan-
ically -operated television camera will
be evolved which will be more simple
to operate than the electronic scan-
ning cameras, which require some-
what complicated scanning circuits to
control them.

Television Scanning Tech-

nique and X-ray Diagnosis
The difficulties involved in X-ray

diagnosis are said to be greatly re-
duced by the invention of a three -
colour reproduction process which
permits X-ray pictures to be trans-
mitted by wire. Luther G. Simjian,
former head of the photographic de-
partment of the Yale Medical School,
developed the process by using the
well-known scanning technique used
in the mechanical systems of tele-
vision.

The patient undergoing the exam-
ination is placed between the X-ray
tube and a fluorescent screen in the
usual manner. The image appearing
on the screen is scanned by a lead
disc containing holes arranged in a

spiral about its circumference. The
light which passes these holes is
allowed to fall simultaneously upon
three photo -cells. These cells are
fitted with special filters, the first cell
responding to the portions of the pic-
ture containing considerable light,
the second to portions containing a
medium amount of light, and the
third to the Clark portions of the pic-
ture.

The output of the photo -cells, after
amplification, is used to actuate
gaseous discharge lamps of three
different colours. The image is then
recreated by a second disc, and the
three colour elements combined. By
the use of telephone lines between the
scanning equipment and the receiv-
ing equipment, the image may be
sent to various hospitals for diag-
nosis.-Electronics.
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An
All -wave
Super

This receiver is a stepping stage between
the very simple straight set and the
somewhat complicated S.S. Super. It
has been designed by Kenneth Jowers
for use on several amateur bands but
has the added advantage that t will
function on medium and long waves if

necessary.

MOST amateurs know that a
super -het that will give opti-
mum results on the amateur

bands has to be designed in a different
way to an all -wave super for all
normal amateur and commercial wave-
bands. With this receiver, I have
combined the advantages of a highly
efficient amateur -band super kith the
requirements of the ordinary listener
who wishes to hear the London
Regional programmes, for example, in
addition to the more popular commer-
cial short-wave broadcasts.

The receiver has been designed more
or less around the new Bulgin tuner,
which will become very popular in
amateur circles. Even though the
hypercritical may consider that an all -
wave tuner is not satisfactory, in this
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Both the cabinet for the receiver and the cabinet for the poner pack match up. They have been arranged to
fit together cne above the other.

unit the losses have been kept to a
very low minimum so that on 20 -metres
signal attenuation is negligible as com-
pared with an ordinary plug-in coil.

This tuner has been arranged to take
five coils, four of them always being
completely out of circuit. There are
no dead-end effects. Amateurs will
immediately realise that the coils can
be modified if necessary to cover to-,
20-, 4o-, So- and t6o-metre bands or by
leaving out one or two of the bands
not required for medium and long
wavebands.

My particular requirements call for
reception on zo, 40, So and 16o metres,
leaving one coil spare. The spare con-
tacts are utilised by the long -wave coil
so the National and other interesting
long -wave programmes can be received.
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The circuit of the receiver section has been kept separate from the L.F. section and the poner pack.

The coils as supplied are designed .to
cover wavelengths between to and 22,
20 and 45, 4o and go metres and the
usual medium- and long -wave broad-
casting.

Tuning
Range

These coils are then suitable for
amateur and commercial reception
without alteration, but I noticed that
by re -winding the coils so that the re-
quired wavebands came in the middle of
the band -spread condenser, there was
decided increase in signal strength.
This suggestion is only made for
serious amateur listeners. The ordinary
programme listener will not find it
necessary to make any alteration.

Some readers may criticise the coil
unit being fitted so that the control
knob is at the back of the cabinet.
After weighing up the advantages and
disadvantages of fitting it to the front
I came to the conclusion that as the
amateur listener would probably use
one waveband for two or three hours
at a stretch the continual ae of the
wavechange switch would not he neces-
sary.

First of all, I do want to stress that
this receiver is not intended to rival an
S.S. Super with a pre-H.F. stage and
all the other refinements, but it will be
a distinct step-up in the right direction
for a large number of amateur stations.

Although amateurs speak rather
glibly of making up multi -valve super-
hets, some of them are finding that,
simple as they are, freak arrangements
do not always turn out satisfactorily.
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In such circumstances, this super -het
will make an extraordinary difference
to the number of stations worked, for
it is simple to operate, cannot possibly
fail to function through lack of ex-
perience, and is quite within the capa-
bilities of the constructors who have
not before tackled a super -het receiver.

Circuit
Arrangements

Now for the design. The first valve
is a fixed -grid base high -frequency
pentode working as an autodyne
detector -oscillator. It gives very satis-
factory results without complications,
and in the event of any trouble arising
it is simply checked up for oscillation. '

The two intermediate -frequency stages
use AC/VPs high -frequency pentodes
with a variable grid base, but these
have been biased so as to widen the
grid base and, at the same time, keep
sensitivity to maximum. The inter-
mediate -frequency coils are tuned to
450 kc., for this frequency gives excel.
lent stage gain with complete stability.

Although a leaky -grid second detec-
tor is perhaps more sensitive, an anode -
bend detector is often more satisfac-
tory, and that is so in this receiver.
That comprises the receiver itself.
The output stage and power pack have
been combined on a separate chassis
and are coupled to the receiver by
means of a five -way cable. The idea
behind this is that in the near future
if other receivers are designed there
will not be any need to alter the output
stage or to buy any new components
for that section. In fact, several
receivers can be constructed, all work-
ing from the same power pack and the
same output stage. This results in dis-
tinct saving in space and in construc-
tion costs. In the future I intend to
design every receiver so that it can be
plugged into this standard amplifier
and power pack, all receivers termina-
ting at the second detector stage.

Actually, the second chassis houses

MAY, 1935

Here is the receiver chassis. The panel is only a temporary one used to secure the tuning components during
testing.

the low -frequency transformer, steep
slope output pentode, rectifying valve,
two smoothing chokes, all the neces-
sary smoothing condensers, mains
transformer and the output choke, so
forming a very compact and service-
able unit.

Building
The Receiver

Construction of the set should not
present any difficulties. The baseboard
is raised approximately one inch, :'o all
the unimportant wiring can be kept out
of sight. The top of the chassis is
lined with zinc. This is the first time
that I have used this metal for screen-
ing, but it is a distinct advantage over
aluminium, for all negative connec-
tions can be soldered to it. A small

This section of the circuit is entirely self-contained. It gives 3,400 uiilliwatts output with only a moderate
input. The power pack gives' z f o volts H.T. at 6o milliamperes.

piece of ebonite the length of the base-
board and 34 inches in height will be
required until the preliminary tests
have been made. This panel is used
to hold the tuning dial, master tuning

The main tuning condenser is
actually a .00025-mfd. Jackson Popular
Log which the makers have double-
spaced, giving a capacity of approxi-
mately .00017 mfd. In normal circum-
stances, this condenser is left set at
zero capacity, for the band -spread
condenser will spread the amateur
bands over R0o degrees.

When other bands are required, the
wavelength range of the receiver can
be increased by varying the tuning on
the major condenser, the idea being
that the receiver is tuned to almost the
required wavelength by means of the
larger capacity condenser, tuning after
that being done with the band -spread
condenser. The volume control takes
the form of a variable potentiometer
supplying voltage to the screening
grids of the first three valves. In
additido to this, where constructors
have built the receiver in rather a hay-
wire fashion, probably causing insta-
bility, this control will be invaluable
in stabilising the intermediate -fre-
quency stages.

A milliamp-meter has been connected
in the anode circuit of the first detector
valve as well as in the screen circuit,
the idea of reading the screen current
as well as the detector anode current is
because at certain settings of the con-
trol the anode current is inclined to rise
rather sharply.

Several transmitting amateurs have
pointed out that in confined spaces,
that is, where the receiving and trans-
mitting aerials are inclined to be rather
close together, when the receiving set
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is tuned to the same waveband as the
transmitter there will be a serious
attenuation of radiation. To overcome
this, a switch has been connected in
series with the aerial lead so the aerial
circuit can be broken if necessary.

In the amplifying section, variable
tone correction is across the output
choke. This does help to reduce inter-
ference and static. It cannot be cut
completely out of the circuit, but in the
zero position it has practically no cut-
off effect.

Good

Performance
Owing to the very complete smooth-

ing, head -phones can be used if
required, but as a general rule the
receiver will bring in most of the
worth -while stations at good strength.
I have often found that if a station is
not decipherable on the loud -speaker
no material improvement is noticed
when headphones are used.

On the top hand, unless the aerial
was kept to a reasonable length, the
London Regional and National stations
were inclined to break through owing
to there not being any pre -detector
high -frequency stage. In my locality
this does not cause any damage, but
where a harmonic is likely to interfere
with a local amateur station a simple
wave trap will overcome the difficulty.
So metres provided reception of several
W -stations, which shows that the range
of the receiver is well up to standard.
While quite a number of stations on the
.lo -metre band could not be separated,
incidentally what receiver will separate
them ? Several DX stations were heard
at good strength.

Canary Isles. Morocco, and, of

Most of the wiring is point to point. This is most essential on the higher frequencies. Keep the connector
wires short.

course, hosts of ZL's and VK's were
received at different times. Those ,

interested in the reception of broadcast
stations should make a special note
that \ V3ZAL on its 16 -metre channel
was heard every afternoon for one week
on a loud -speaker. Stations on the 19 -
and 25 -metre channel were also tuned
in to give 2 watts output.

On the broadcast band second -
channel interference is inclined to be
troublesome, but 20 or 3o stations can
always he received, while on the long
waves 6 stations are generally received.

I am of the opinion that this receiver
will suit the requirements of many

amateurs. It is selective, has a low
background noise level as compared
with some of the large super-hets, and,
in addition to receiving broadcast pro-
grammes by virtue of its band -spread-
ing, is really suitable for amateur work.
It should not entail any difficulty to
couple up an untuned high -frequency
stage in front of the first detector so as
to lessen second -channel interference
on the top band, but if the f6o-metre
band is not of primary importance then
the receiver will give excellent results
as it stands. At the present moment
the receiver is being used with 5ZJ and
QSO's have been made with many DX
stations.

COMPONENTS FOR THE ALL -WAVE

Receiver Section
CHASSIS AND CABINET.
i-special type (Peto -Scott).
CONDENSERS, FIXED.
I-.0002-mfd. type tubular (Erie).
I-.0003-mfd. type tubular (Erie).
2-.0005-mfd. type tubular (Erie).
4-.o1-mfd. type tubular(Erie).
3-.I -mid. type tubular (Erie).
I-2-mfd. type 990 (Eddystone).
CONDENSERS, VARIABLE.
1-.00017 mfd. popular log double-spaced (Jackson).
I-.0000l5-mfd. type 990 (Eddystone).
r-.0002-mfd. type 957 (Eddystone).
COILS.
i-complete set All -wave with holder (Bulgin).
CHOKES, HIGH -FREQUENCY.

screened all wave type 982 (Eddystone).
DIAL.
1-type 970W (Eddystone).
HOLDERS, VALVE.
2-five-pin type Air -Sprung (Clix).
3-seven-pin type Air -Spring (Clix).
METER.
1-o -lo milliampere type E66 flush mounting

(Sifam).
RESISTANCES, FIXED.
I-2-megohm type I -watt (Erie).
2-zoo-ohm type I -watt (Erie).
i -5,000 -ohm type I -watt (Ene).

1 -25,00o -ohm type i -watt (Erie).
1 -50,00o -ohm type i -watt (Erie).
3 -1,000 -ohm type I -watt (Erie).
RESISTANCES, VARIABLE.
r -5o,000 -ohms with long spindle (Reliance).
SWITCH.
I-type S91LB (Bulgin).
TRANSFORMERS, I.F.
3-type 674 (Eddystone).
VALVES.
2-AC/VP1 (met) (Mazda).
i-ACS/2Pen (met) (Mazda).
I -354V (met) (Mullard).
TERMINALS.
2-type 13 marked A and E (Beddling Lee).
SUNDRIES.
3-type I'41 top cap connectors (Bulgin).
I-type P36 five -pin plug (Bulgin).

Amplifier Section
CHASSIS AND CABINET.
i-special type (Peto -Scott).
CONDENSERS, FIXED.
2-or-mfd. type tubular (Erie).
1-2-mfd. type B.B. (Dubilier).
I-2-mfd. type 990 (Eddystone).
r-5o-mfd. 50 -volt working (Franklin).
1-4-mfd. 600 -volt working (Franklin).
2-8-mfd. 600 -volt working (Franklin).

A complete Kit of Parts can be obtained

SUPER

CHOKES, LOW FREQUENCY.
2--L34M (Brian Savage).
1-HT35 (Wearite).
RESISTANCES, VARIABLE.
1 -25,00o -ohm (B.T S )
SWITCH.
I-DPDT (Wearire).
TRANSFORMER, L.F.
I-AF3 (Ferranti).
TRANSFORMER, MAINS.
I-special type to specification (Sound Sales).
HOLDERS, VALVE.
1 -7 -pin type Air -sprung (Clix).
2 -5 -pin type Air -sprung (Clix).
RESISTANCES, FIXED.
i-io,000-ohm type I -watt (Erie).
1 -2,00o -ohm type I -watt (Erie).
1 -164 -ohm type Ohmite (Graham Farish).
VALVES.
I-AC2/Pen (Mazda).
I -11116o/250 (Mazda).
SUNDRIES.
1-type P36 five -pin plug (Bulgin).
I-special combined fuse -holder and mains plugl

(BellingLee).
i-yard five -way cable (Bulgin).
6-insulated sockets (Clix).
6-insulated plugs (Clix).
LOUD SPEAKER.
i-Stentorian Senior (W.B.).

from Peto- Scott, Ltd.
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The
Short-wave

Two
Here are some further details on the
Beginners' Two -valve Receiver described

in last month's issue.
TWO of the components for this

receiver can be home -constructed
without special tools or technical

knowledge.
As the two components in question

can be used in almost every short-wave

Choke)

111111111151111

150Turns
36 DSC.

IIIIII IIIIIIIIIII

21/2_

1L1 f

Space

L2
L3

suitable for all kinds of short-wave sets
in addition to the two-valver described.
A piece of paxolin former 21 ins. in
length and 4 in. in diameter should be
fitted with two 6 B.A. terminals, one
at each end, as shown in the sketch.

Wind 150 turns of 36 gauge enam-
elled -covered wire on the former in
simple solenoid fashion. Of course,
the enamel covering must carefully be
scraped off the ends of the wire before
it is anchored down under the terminal
head.

The Coil.
This has a multiplicity of uses. It is

suitable for simple straight sets as a
grid and reaction coil,
or as an oscillator coil

1G -33M. 30 -80M. 50-120M.

21/2T. 4 Va. T. 7T. '
t/20 1/2'i

51/2 T. 9 T. 1(.1 T.

4'/2T. 8 T. 10 T. 

All Windings 28 D.S.C.

Cods
G II C p

All the necessary details for winding the coils for the Beginner's Two
and other simple receivers are given above.

receiver we have devoted a little more
space than usual to constructional de-
tails.

First of all the H.F. choke. It is

in a super -het circuit.
Dig out one of the

old valves that has
given up the ghost,
and remove the base
from it. By soaking
the base in methylated
spirit after a time the
base comes off quite
easily. Of course the
connections to the valve
pins must be unsol-
dered.

Then obtain a piece
of paxolin former that
will fit into the top of
the valve base. If the
base is of a particularly
odd size it may be bet-
ter to fix the former to
it by means of a 6 B.A.
nut and bolt through
the side of the former
and the valve base.

The number of turns
wanted for the different
wavelengths are given

in the table while the sketch shows quite
clearly how the windings are connected.
If different wire is used the wavelengths
covered by the coils will alter.

We have re-
produced here
the circuit of the
Beginners' Two
for in the ori-
ginal circuit re-
produced last
month a slight
variation oc-
curred which al-
though not of a
serious nature
might cause
needless worry
to the beginner.

Here is the cir-
L.T. cuit and it should

be coupled with
the blueprint re-
produced on page
,86 of the April
issue.
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Here is the circuit for the Beginner's Tao. There is ony one high-tensi.2n voltcge

tapping; it is impossible to siort-circuit high-tension to the reaction condenser
owing to the use of a series blocking condenser.
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Number of Elements and
Picture Detail.

The human eye is able to see two
objects separately, for instance two
stars, if the light rays from the stars
form an angle of not less than 3o
seconds or even one minute. Many
eyes require at least ij minutes or
1i4o degree. This sharpness ex-
tends over a field of view comprised
within an angle of about five degrees.
The angle of distinct vision is about
24 degrees. For a picture sub-
tending this angle and having a
height h, all those elements d cm.
apart will appear separated for which
the ratio h/d is at least equal to
24:1/40 or about 96o. Splitting the
picture up into more than 96o lines
would serve no useful purpose for
observers looking at it from a com-
fortable distance. For television
pictures where objects are not seen
against a dark background, the num-
ber of lines may be appreciably re-
duced.

A large number of illustrations
from magazines were placed at dis-
tances at which the details were still
recognisable. At a distance which
corresponded to 450 lines (when the
angle of sharpest vision was as-
sumed to be 3.4 minutes instead of
1.5 minutes) all the pictures were
satisfactory, from a distance equiva-
lent to 18o lines about 84 per cent.,
and with 90 lines 3o per cent.-Ferns.
Tonf.

30 -Line Transmissions-
Alteration of Time.

In view of the increasing number
of sporting broadcasts during the
summer, the B.B.C. has decided that
the afternoon broadcasts of television
are becoming inconvenient. Com-
mencing on April 22, the afternoon
broadcast will be transferred to Mon-
day night from 11.15 p.m. until 12
midnight. These times line up with
the existing Wednesday evening 3o-
line transmission.

Readers will appreciate the altera-
tion in time for of late the Saturday
afternoon broadcasts have often been
curtailed.

Television To -day. --This is a serial
publication which is to be issued in
about sixteen weekly parts at is.
each. judging from the first part
the work will he comprehensive and
provide a general survey of the sub-
ject. The contributors include
several well-known names, and the
articles are profusely illustrated.
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THE A B C OF THE CATHODE-RAY TUBE II
By G. Parr

In the first article of this series, published last month, the writer dealt with the theory underlying the
flow of the electric current, and showed how electrons could be made to pass out of a piece of metal
by the application of heat. The series is written as an introduction to the study of the cathode-ray
tube and is specially intended for those who have not yet taken up the fascinating study of television.

PUTTING ELECTRONS ON THE SPOT
THERE is one property of the electron which must

be considered before we go much further, and
that is its charge. We probably already know

this word in con-
nection with accu-
mulators, and in a
vague way asso-
ciate it with con-
necting the cell to
the supply mains
and having it re-
plenished with
electrical energy.

U n f o rtunately
this idea does not
help much in arriv-
ing at the meaning
of the word. We
frequently read
that a Grand Jury
was charged, but
that does not mean
that they were con-
nected to the sup-
ply mains, fortu-
nately for them.
The electron is
even more compli-
cated than either
the accumulator or
the Grand Jury,
since it is "nega-
tively charged " !
So we have two
things to consider
-the meaning of
" charge " as ap-
plied to the elec-
tron and the mean-
ing of " nega-
tively." T h e
second word is a
little easier to deal
with so we Nv ill

take it first.
Positive
and Negative

The words
" and

'. negative " have.
been associated
with electricity

Fig. 1.-Photograph of the elJctr)de
assembly of the cathode-ray tube.

from the very earliest days in which the only experi-
ments conducted were with glass rods rubbed with cat -
skins and similar curious pieces of apparatus. Frank-
lin, in his ingenious theory of electricity, imagined that
there was such a thing as an electric " fluid " which
became distributed unequally among certain substances
when they were " electrified," giving an excess to
some and a deficit to others. He first applied the
terms " positive " and " negative " to the distribu-
tion of this imaginary fluid, calling those substances
positive in which there appeared to be an excess.

The terms were,' and still are, purely arbitrary, but
they have been accepted into the technical language,
and we now find it convenient to retain them and to
build up certain definitions round them. When elec-
tricity graduated from the cat -skin stage through the
discoveries of Volta and became a source of light and
heat it was thought that the float of the electric current
in a circuit was always in a definite direction, namely,
from that terminal of the battery labelled " positive "
to that marked " negative." It is just as though the
excess of electric " fluid " at the positive terminal of

Fig. s.-Electrons
being collected by a
metal plate con-
nected to the positive
terminal of a bat-

tery.

****/10TMETAL

v

the battery were draining through the circuit to restore
the equilibrium at the negative pole.

This idea, although later theories have displaced it,
is so firmly rooted that nearly everyone imagines the
current to start from the terminal of the battery marked
+, or painted red, and to flow to the terminal marked -,
painted black. In fact this reasoning was so firmly
established that when the electron came along it was
judged by the same standards. The early experiments
showed that electrons were attracted by wires which
were connected to the +, or painted red, and flowed
to the terminal marked -, painted black. It was as -
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sumed that the electron was associated with the "nega-
tive" end of the circuit, and it was said to be a particle
of negative electricity.

Actually, since the words " positive " and " nega-
tive " were applied quite arbitrarily in the first place,
we have no more right to say that the electron is nega-
tive than positive, but the convention holds good, and
it really doesn't matter as long as the idea is clear.

The electron therefore behaves as though it were
deficient in electric " fluids," that is, it is attracted to
a positively charged electrode. There ! The word
charged has suddenly come into the talk, because it

Fig. 3. - Taken
from an actual

photograph, this
shows the electrons
being emitted from
a cathode and spray-
ing on to the anode.

is so closely associated with the words positive and
negative. " Charged " simply means containing elec-
tricity, and hence a positively charged substance is one
which we assume to have an excess of electricity, ac-
cording to the old idea. Now since the electron is a
particle of electricity it seems illogical to say that it is
charged with negative electricity, but that is the fault
of the early theories that is persisting in our new ideas.

All we have to remember for the present is that an
electron behaves as though it were negatively charged,
and is therefore attracted to a substance which is posi-
tively charged. This is one of the fundamental laws
of electricity-that oppositely charged bodies attract
one another and similarly charged bodies repel one
another.

It would take too much space to go further into this
aspect of electrical theory, and besides, this is not a
text -book on elementary electricity. But if you are
interested enough to go into the matter from the begin-
ning, get hold of a copy of Silvanus Thompson's "Ele-
mentary Lessons in Electricity and Magnetism." It is
out of print now, but is one of the best little books on
the subject ever written.

Attracting
the Electron

At any rate, we have found a means of attracting
the electron, and of repelling it, too. And now we can
go a stage further in considering what to do with the
electron when it is produced from the atom by heating.

If we heat a wire in a vacuum, the electrons pro-
duced leave the surface atoms of the wire and tend to
fly off into the surrounding air. That was explained
last month. They do not go very far, even though
there are no atoms of air to impede their movement,
for two reasons : Their velocity is low, that is, the speed
with which they are ejected is not sufficient to carry
them any distance, and secondly, the first electrons to

leave the metal hang about the surface, and prevent
the others from going beyond them.

Each electron, being negatively charged, will repel
its neighbour, and if an initial layer of electrons is
established above the surface of the metal, this will
tend to push back other electrons which are on the
point of leaving. Now, if we put a positively charged
plate just above the surface of the metal, all the elec-
trons which are produced will at once fly over to it due
to its attraction (Fig. 2).

The higher the attractive force the faster they will
travel. If the positive plate is connected through a
battery to the heated metal, all the electrons attracted
to the plate will find their way back to the heated metal
via the battery, and we shall have a continual migra-
tion of electrons, or an electric current.

This is the simplest theory of the electron valve,
which we use with such wonderful results wherever
radio messages are being transmitted or received. Of
course we do a great deal more to the electrons than
just send them round and round in a ring, but that is
how they are produced and made to flow in anv path
that we like to make for them.

The
Cathode-ray

The cathode-ray is an electron stream. Why, then,
call it a cathode-ray? It is just another case of the
survival of a term coined by early experimenters before
the electron arrived on the scene. In the early vacuum
tubes the electrons produced used to give the effect of
an invisible ray proceeding from the cathode, and the
name " cathode-ray " applied to this effect has stuck
to the more modern tube.

The cathode is the name given to the source of elec-
trons, or our bit of heated metal. The attracting plate
which is mounted a little distance away from the cathode
is called the anode, and those are all the technical terms
we need for the present.

Look at the picture of Fig. i. That is the
business end of the cathode-ray tube (you can't

Fig. 4. -Showing
what happens if a
hole is made in the
anode. The elec-
trons travel at high
speed and pass right
through it to reach
the end of the

vacuum tube.

T

help calling it that-it's a habit), and all the elaborate
pieces of metal are merely for the purpose of producing
a stream of electrons, and having produced them, mak-
ing them do what is wanted.

Fig. 3 is taken from an actual photograph of what
goes on inside a cathode-ray tube. The cathode is the
little hairpin -shaped wire, and opposite it is the anode,
a flat plate. All the electrons produced by the cathode
are being pulled over to the plate and the effect is
rather as though the plate were being sprayed with
water from the cathode, acting as a hosepipe. This
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water idea is most useful, and will help to explain all
sorts of things later. For the present it gives us a
reason to use the words " jet " or " beam " when we
are speaking of these electron movements.

The
Cathode

One or two little queries may occur to you as the
sketch of Fig. 3 is considered. Why is the cathode a
hair -pin? Why not have a fat bit of wire and get
more electrons from the surface?

The answer is that the particular use which we have
for these electrons requires them to be in the form of
a narrow stream, and we are using a hair -pin of wire
instead of a wider area in order to give a narrow area
from which the electrons are produced initially. There
is no point in producing a flood of electrons unless we
intend to use them and collect all of them by the anode.

The pure metal is not a very good provider of elec-
trons, and it is usually coated with a compound which
gives them off in greater numbers when heated. This
compound while giving a better yield initially has a
tendency to fall off in its properties after a time and to
become inactive. The cathdoe is then said to have
become " de -activated " and its useful life is at an end,
even though it is still capable of being heated.

The
Electron Jet

The speed vv-ith which the electrons fly to the anode
is increased by increasing the attractive force of the
anode, i.e., by applying a high potential. Potential
and voltdge are very much the same thing, and with-
out 'going into more theory, we can take it that the
attractive force of a positively charged plate is propor-
tional to the electrical voltage applied to it. Applying
a voltage is connecting a battery to the plate in such
a way that the plate is positive, the negative end of the
battery being connected to the cathode. The higher
this voltage the greater the velocity which the arriving
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electrons will acquire, and if it is of the order of 500
or 600 their speed is such that they hit the anode hard;
if one can imagine such a tiny thing as an electron
hitting anything hard !

The effect of this high speed is seen immediately if
we bore a tiny hole in the centre of the anode. The
electrons arriving at the centre will be travelling so
fast that they will pass through the hole in the plate
and go shooting on into the vacuum on the other side.
If the anode was at the end of a very long tube they
would go on until they hit the wall at the end. In fact,
if their speed was high enough they wouldn't stop
there, but would go clean through the glass. This
sounds far-fetched, but there have been many cases in
the early days of radio valves of the electron stream
passing the anode and puncturing the glass bulb by
their impact. The velocity of our electron stream .is
not as high as that, but we want them to hit the bulb
at the end, since this is the principle on which we are
basing the electron tube.

So now uu e have a jet of electrons produced by a
hot cathode and passing through a tiny hole iri áñ anode
placed near it, proceeding up a long tube arid finally
coming to rest on the glass at the end. Next tine we
can tidy them up a bit and make their arrival on the
glass visible to the eye.

CATHODE-RAY SCREENS
According to Electronics, improvements in tech-

nique have enabled the Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories,
of Upper Montclair, N.J., to overcome the blackening
of the fluorescent screen when the electron beam is al-
lowed to remain stationary. This means that the life
of the screen is materially increased as the darkening
caused deterioration of the fluorescent screen and hence
loss of light. Furthermore, because of this defect in
cathode-ray tubes previously it has not been practical
to use them for certain uses, such as sound recording
or indicating meters where the spot or line might remain
stationary for a considerable period of time.

Push-pull Modiilitío
pUtiH-PULL plate modulation

seems to be the solution to the
problem of modulating a high -

power transmitter. Grid modulation is
all very well but apparently quality is
not up to the standard of plate modu-
lation. Ordinary push-pull or even
Class B modulation is hound to be more
widely used in the future. Class B
modulation is, in the States, the ac-
cepted arrangement for modulation of
high -power rigs.

Here is a circuit for the connections
between a push-pull modulator and the
final P.A. It is simple and cannot be
bettered. This circuit is applicable to
all types of valves for Class B ampli-
fication.

The speech output from the modula-
tor is fed into the P.A. circuit through
an output transformer of the correct

TO
DRIVER
AMP.

P.A. HT+

P.A. AnoDE

HT-

ratio to match up the valves used. Sim-
ply consider the P.A. as a loud speaker
\\ lien calculating the correct ratio

transformer for the

Try push-pull to increase the modulation percentage. There is not
any need to alter the P.A. circuit with this arrangement.

job and use the stan-
dard formuhe.

H.T. for the P.A.
is fed on to the
anode through a
low -frequency choke
in series with a high -fre-
quency choke. Do not
forget the by-pass con-
denser of .002 mfd. ; this
is most important. A
higher value will prob-
ably attentuate top notes.

Earth one side of the
output transformer, but
before doing so make
sure the z-mfd. blocking
condenser is capable of
standing up to the D.C.
voltage applied to it,
otherwise there will be
trouble.
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A NOVEL USE FOR THE SCANNING DISC
By S. Marks

This article describes how a scanning disc can be used for checking camera shutter speeds, and it suggests
a line of experiment for the amateur photographer.

HERE is an example of a novel
use to which a television receiver
can be put.

A short time ago the writer made
some alterations to the speed adjust-
ments of the shutter on one of his
cameras and therefore found it neces-
sary to determine accurately the new
shutter speeds. There are, of course,
methods which make use of a white
spot travelling at a constant speed
across the field of the camera, but

Fig. I. -Illustrating the effect of an exposure of
one -fifteenth sec. Note the vertical bands due to
mains modulation on the lamp and indicating asyn-
cbronism. The thin vertical black line is a faulty

bole in the disc.

these necessitate calculations involv-
ing the distance of the camera from
the spot, the focal length of the lens
and other factors which very easily
introduce inaccuracies. It was in
consequence of this that the author
evolved the method described below,
and which is, as far as he knows,
original.

The camera, the shutter speeds of
which it is desired to test, is set up
on the tripod in front of a Nipkow
disc televisor, as near to the latter as
focusing arrangements will permit.
In place of the normal flat -plate neon
lamp a too -watt gas -filled opal lamp
is plugged into the lamp holder be-
hind the disc and the 5o cycles supply
mains connected to it. The motor

drive to the disc is then switched on
to give it ample time to warm up to
a steady speed of approximately 75o
r.p.m. In the meantime the image
of the scanning lines illuminated by
the too -watt lamp is focused dead
sharp on the viewing screen of the
camera. If the camera is of the roll -
film variety with no focusing screen,
it will be necessary to fit a temporary
ground glass screen in such a position
that the ground side of the screen is
in exactly the plane normally occu-
pied by the film (elastic bands or plas-
ticine are very useful for this pur-
pose). When focusing has been ac-
complished the temporary screen is
removed and the camera loaded nor-
mally, great care being taken not to
move the camera in the meantime.
Focusing by scale should not be re-
lied upon as at these short distances
the adjustment is extremely critical.

When the speed is correct the
screen of the televisor will be seen to
have eight vertical stationary bands
less brilliant than the remainder clue
to the light from the lamp fluctuating
at twice the mains frequency. These
bands can be clearly seen in Fig. 1.
If the bands are moving from right to
left the disc speed is too low and if
they are moving from left to right the
speed is too high.

Calculating the
Speed

Now all that remains is to expose
a negative using the shutter speed it
is required to test, bearing in mind
that the effective exposure is ex-
tremely short owing to the speed of
the scanning spot. It is, in fact, of
the order of 1/26,o0o sec. only, and
it can easily be seen that this effec-
tive exposure is the same for all shut-
ter speeds faster than 2/25 sec., the
only difference being in the larger
area exposed at the slower shutter
speeds. Thus with an exposure of
2/25 sec. the whole of the scanning
area will be exposed.

The illustrations to this article were
taken on fast panchromatic film at
an aperture of f4.5. Panchromatic
negatives are essential owing to the
necessity of high sensitivity to arti-
ficial light.

Having exposed a negative as
above, develop fully, as the image will
be somewhat thin, and fix as usual.
There is no need to make a print; it
is only necessary to examine the nega-
tive (with the aid of a magnifying
glass if the image is very small) and
count the number of scanning lines
on it. In the case illustrated in Fig.
t there are, by a lucky coincidence,
exactly 26 lines on the negative. The
nominal shutter speed used was 1/15
sec. The actual shutter speed is cal-
culated thus: -

Since there are 12 complete scans
in one second,

3o lines are exposed in 2/25 sec.
2 26

26 lines are exposed in - x -
25 30

which is, almost exactly, 1/15 sec.
For the exposure illustrated in

Fig. 2 the shutter was set to a speed
of 1/15o sec. An examination of

sec.

Fig. z.-Taken with a nominal shutter speed of
sec. Examination of the photo reveals that

the actual exposure was raz sec.

the photograph shows that approxi-
mately 2 3/5 lines were exposed.

Thus the actual exposure was: -
2 1 13 t-x - x - - sec.

25 30 5 144
As for a shutter speed of t/t,000

sec. only 3/8 of one line would be ex-
posed, it becomes necessary to
know the area of negative which
would be covered if the whole scan -

(Continued on page z6z.)
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Iicptodes on Short Waves
ROM every quarter different
opinions as to the merits of hep-
todes for frequency -changers are

heard. Occasionally amateurs do find
that heptodes are suitable on wave-
lengths below 30 or 4o metres, but the

valve has a high degree of sensitivity
and a great degree of reliability due to
absence of the third grid (every addi-
tional electrode to a frequency -changer
increases the difficulty in pumping and
so obtaining a good vacuum).

Fig. r.-This is the heart of an efficient short-wave super -het. It can be added to almost any short-wave
super but preferably one with 45o'ke. I.F. transformers.

general impression is that sorne other
means of frequency conversion must be
used to obtain optimum efficiency.

It should not be inferred that the hep-
tode is the most suitable valve for use
in a short-wave receiver, but for a very
big percentage of amateurs it has many
advantages.

Fig. z.-It is suggested that on the z5 -megacycle
band automatic -volume control be omitted. Notice

that the third coil is then connected to earth.

First of all a heptode when correctly
used will oscillate down to 15 metres,
while we have used them down to 12
metres. A very good receiver can be
built using home -constructed coils that
will work excellently with a standard
heptode such as the Osram MX4o. This

Again the heptode has a very low sig-
nal-to-noise ratio and introduces the
minimum of harmonics. Finally,
comes a most important point-no fre-
quency pulling, that is, consistent fre-
quency conversion over the whole wave-
length scale.

A typical circuit for a heptode fre-
quency -changer is shown in Fig. I.
Actually the circuit is for a triple -wave
short-wave super -het covering wave-
bands between 1.5 and 4 megacycles, 4
and to megacycles, and io to 25 mega-
cycles.

It is advisable to use an intermediate -
frequency of 45o kilocycles in order to
give complete stability on 25 mega-
cycles, to overcome second channel in-
terference as much as possible and to
avoid drift of oscillator frequency.

So as to keep the positive potential
on grids 3 and 5 absolutely constant it
is essential that a low -resistance poten-
tiometer be utilised to obtain this volt-
age. G2, the oscillator anode, may be
fed via a series resistance as the volt-
age on this electrode is not particularly
important. Too low a value of resist-
ance will probably cause rough con-
trol and noticeable harmonics.

Modulation hum is noticeable below
14 megacycles, but this can be over-
come by connecting two .or-mfd. con-
densers in series across the heater sup-
ply and joining the centre point to
earth.

From Fig. 1 it will be seen that the

switching has been arranged completely
to cut out of circuit the coils not re-
quired. This is to prevent possible ob-
sorption at various frequencies.

As the secret to successful operation
of a heptode lies in the coils, full con-
structional details of coils to cover the
frequencies previously mentioned are
given. Three points must not be for-
gotten. Maintain a high mutual in-
ductance between the oscillator grid
and anode coils. An oscillator voltage
of about io volts peak is suggested. The
.i-mfd. by-pass condenser for the screen

Oscillator Coil

Fig. 4.-Here is the coil former, all the necessary
winding data are given in the text in concise form.

must be kept close to the valve socket
and have a low self-inductance, while
any resistances in the A.V.C. feed to
the grid circuit must be kept as low as
possible. Half a megohm is the maxi-.
mum permissible resistance.

Fig. 2 shows the switching, and a
method of producing A.V.C. on two
frequency -bands only. Experience has
shown that the amount of control on the
25 megacycle band is negligible and it
is advisable to have the receiver run-
ning at maximum sensitivity on this f re -

Fig. 3. For ultra short-wave and/or television
reception a separate oscillator is recommended in

this circuit.

quency. However, if it is desired to
introduce A.V.C. on all bands, it only
means one extra connection and this can
be obtained from Fig. r.

Below 25 megacycles the heptode is
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definitely unsuitable for use as a com-
bined detector -oscillator, but if it is used
as a simple detector with a separate tri-
ode oscillator then results are highly
satisfactory. This suggested arrange-
ment, Fig. 3, actually is only a varia -

many problems connected with high -
definition television reception.

As regards the coil construction. The
type of former recommended is shown
in Fig. 4, and the method of construc-
tion is almost self-explanatory.

Frequency range .. 1.5 to 4.o mc. 4 to ro mc. ro to 25 mc.

R.F. coil .. .. 37 turns ro turns 4.5 turns
Ose grid coil .. 33 .. 9 4 ..

Ose, plate coil 12 12 6

All coils wound with 32 S.W.G. wire.
R.F. coil is single -layer wound on j in. tube.

Assuming an I.F. of 450 kc., the following constants will be correct :-
Frequency range 1.5 to 4.o mc. 4 to to mc. to to 25 mc.

Ose. grid coil .. 25 µh. 3.6 µh. o.65 µh.

R.F. coil .. 32.5 µh. 4.5 µh. 0.7 µh.

Tracking condensers (P)
1,000 µµf. Not needed

Trimming condensers (T)
Variable max. capacity 20 µµi

tion on the triode heptode, but it cer-
tainly is extremely satisfactory down to
6 or 7 metres. Experiments tend to
show it may prove to be the solution to

Here in tabulated form are concise
details of the coil windings, type of
wire, and the actual capacity required
for padding.

THREE
GRIDS

AND CENTRAL
FILAMENT

M AY, 1935
DETECTOR GRID

ANODE

7 PINS ,
(I BLANK)

Fig. 5. All the electrodes in this Osram heptode
can be quite clearly seen. A point to remember is

that the control grid is taken to the top cap.

"A Novel Use for the Scanning Disc."
(Continued from page 260).

ning field were exposed. This can
easily be obtained by measuring the
size of the image on the ground glass
focusing screen before taking the
photograph. The simplest way is to
set a pair of dividers to first the ver-
tical, and then the horizontal dimen-
sions, transferring them in turn to a
piece of paper. It is useful to do this
also at the lower shutter speeds as if
the lines are rather indistinct it is
only necessary to determine the ratio
of exposed to unexposed area to cal-
culate the shutter speed.

Obviously this method of shutter
speed testing cannot be used for shut-
ter speeds below 2/25 sec. unless
some means is adopted for running
the scanning disc at a slower known
speed. For most purposes, how-
ever, this should suffice as shutter
speeds generally range from 1/15 to
1/2,000 sec.

A mirror -drum receiver can be used
just as easily for this purpose of
checking shutter speeds. The pro-
cedure is almost identical, but the
Kerr cell and Nicol prisms must be
removed to allow sufficient light to
pass through to the screen. Also,
since the thick filament of the pro-
jection lamp is not modulated by the
mains cyclic variations, a normal
type of stroboscope must be used.

Safety Regulations for
Interference Suppressors.
Interference suppressors of the sim-

ple condenser type are being used in
many cases without due regard to the
test voltage of the condensers used. The
Council of the Radio Component Manu-
facturers' Federation have noted with
alarm the steady increase in this prac-
tice.

Certain regulations have been drawn
up in conjunction with representatives
of I.E.E., R.M.A., B.B.C., G.P.O.,
B.E.A.M.A., and the British Electrical
Industries Research Association.

It must be realised that it is totally
inadequate to use a normal type of radio
condenser tested at soo or 75o volts
D.C. in an interference suppressor
which is to be used in conjunction with
electrical apparatus tested at 1,500
volts A.C. from terminals to earth.

3/6 per Quarter
6/9 per Half -Year
13/6 per Annum

will ensure "Television and
Short-wave World " being
delivered to you regularly

each month.
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The condensers used must be capable
of withstanding the same 1,500 volts
A.C. tests or its equivalent 2,250 volts
D.C. tests. In practice the specifica-
tion fixed calls for the latter tests over
a duration of one minute, since the A.C.
test will be harmful to the life of the
condenser.

In practice this means that the con-
densers must necessarily be three times
the size and cost of the normal types of
condensers used in a standard radio
receiver.

Another standard that has been set
is that an unearthed portable appliance
must not have a larger condenser than
.01 mfd. connected from either terminal
to frame because of the risk of shock
from an unearthed frame. This will
probably mean special circuits, or
chokes may have to he used as a sub-
stitute for larger condensers.

Quoting the R.C.M.F. report, we find
that " Interference suppressors shall be
protected by separate fusible cut-outs
against the break down or overload of
any component, except when the sup-
pressor is built into and forms an inte-
gral part of an appliance, or when the
suppressor is so designed that it can
only be used in sub -circuits which are
already protected by fuses of a suffi-
ciently low rating."

We should like to point out that the
existing mains interference suppressors
marketed by several firms are perfectly
suitable for use in conjunction with
standard radio receivers.
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RECENT
TELEVISION
DEVELOPMENTS

A RECORD
OF

PATENTS AND PROGRESS
Specially Compiled for this Journal

PATENTEES :-D. H. Byron and Radio Construction Co. Ltd. ; A. C. Cossor, Ltd. ; L. H. Bedford
and O. S. Puckle ; J. L. Baird and Baird Television, Ltd. ; A. G. D. West and Baird Television,

Ltd. ; Radio Akt., D. S. Loewe and K. Schlesinger.

Test " Films for Television
(Patent No. 42.3,050.)

A photographic record, which is
intended to be used for simulating a
television transmission, is made by
projecting the picture from a photo-
graphic enlarger A on to a film F
through a slit S which corresponds in
position to one line of the television
image. The slit is moved parallel to
its own length, so as to correspond
with successive scanning lines, by
means of a micrometer screw M. In
making a record for test purposes,
the slit is set along the edge of the
film F, corresponding to the first
scanning line, and the film is fed for-
ward by an amount not less than the
length of the slit S. The slit is then
moved by the screw M into position

Apparatus for pro-
ducing photographic
record for simu-
lating a television
transmission. Pat-
ent No. 423,050.

for the second scanning line, and the
film F again advanced the length of
the slit, and so on.

The various movements may, of
course,, be effected automatically and
at high speed. When finished, the
film is attached to the peri-
phery of a drum and used
to control a " slit " source
of light in a television re-
ceiver. It is pointed out
that the scheme involves
the use of photographic
and mechanical processes
only.-(D. H. Byron and
Radio Reconstruction Co.,
Ltd.)

I Synchronising
(Patent No. 423,098.)
The " placing " of the

line scanning movement
and the fly -back of the spot
at the end of each picture
are both controlled directly from the
transmitter by radiating a high -volt-
age impulse at line -frequency, and
suppressing it once during each com-
plete picture. The non -arrival of the
suppressed scanning impulse is then
utilised in the receiving circuits to
discharge a condenser, which returns
the spot to its initial position at the
beginning of the first scanning line.
A voltage -limiting device, such as a
diode valve, is used to prevent false
operation.

One advantage of the arrangement
is that the picture fly -back takes place
outside the area of the picture proper.

The synchronising
signals as pro-
duced at the trans-
mitter correspond
to a voltage
' ` blacker than
black," and pro-
duce in the re-

Ltd., L. H. Bedford and O. S.
Puckle.)

Interleaved " Scanning
(Patent No. 423,101.)

One alternative to the ordinary
system of scanning is that known as

CATHODE
R Ay

CATHODEAy

Fig. i.-Circuit for producing interleaved scanning.
Patent No. 423,501.

ceiver voltages
stronger than any
of those due to the
picture signals.-
(A. C. Cossor,

" interleaved " scanning. In this
system two separate spots are made
to alternate with each other in such
a way that when one spot has finished
the first line it is returned to a posi-
tion where it repeats the first line
scanned by the second spot, and so

Fig.

TIME
2.-Wave-forms for interleaved

Patent No. 423,10I.
scanning.

on. The idea is that owing to the
persistence -of -vision effect, the defi-
nition given by two " interleaved "
thirty -line scanners is approximately

The Information and illustrations on this page are given with the permission of the Controller of H.M. Stationery Office.
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as good as that given by a single
sixty -line scanner.

According to the invention the sys-
tem is applied to a cathode-ray type
of receiver, and the necessary inter-
leaving of the scanning spots is
secured by subjecting the cathode-ray
to the combined effect of two inde-
pendent valve -oscillators, one at
least of which is of the saw-toothed
type. As shown in Fig. r two saw-
toothed oscillators V, V r are used,
the cathode of V being connected to
the anode of Vr. The combined

The inventors overcome this diffi-
culty by deliberately " spreading "
the normal size of the spot as it
reaches the screen, so that it affects
an increased area of the sensitive
material. The resulting distortion is
offset by interposing a compensating
lens between the screen and the ob-
server. The spot is artificially
" spread," in a direction at right
angles to the scanning line, either by
using a rectilinear cathode, or by
superposing a small transverse vibra-
tion on the ordinary scanning move-

ments of the cathode-

Circuit for producing saw-
toothed oscilla¡ions. Patent No.

42,394.

oscillations generated across both
valves in series are applied to the de-
flecting electrodes of the cathode-ray
tube to produce the two scanning
lines shown in Fig. 2. It will be
seen that the lower ends of the curve
B rise in steps, as compared with the
curve A, by an amount represented
by the wedge-shaped curve O.-(J. L.
Baird and Baird Television, Ltd.)

Viewing -Screens
(Patent No. 423,247.)

One of the difficulties in cathode-
ray reception is to secure a strictly
quantitative effect on the fluorescent
screen. The fluorescence increases
with the intensity of the cathode-ray
only up to a certain point, after
which the proportionality disappears.
In this connection it has been found
that the saturation point of the screen
is not reached instantaneously, even
for large values of excitation, though
it is( usually inadvisable to exceed
certain limits owing to the danger of
damaging or burning the fluorescent
material.

ray beam.-(A. G. D.
West and Baird Tele-
vision, Ltd.)

" Saw-toothed "
Oscillators

(Patent No. 423,394.)
One of the conden-

sers C is charged up
from a mains -supply
unit M through a
screen -grid valve V,
which acts as a con-
stant -current device.
The condenser C is
then discharged to
produce line -scan-
ning voltages for a
cathode-ray television
receiver through a
gas -filled tube T,
which may be of the
Thyration type. The
frequency of the scan-
ning voltages is de-
termined by selecting

a particular condenser C by means of
a switch S, and by adjusting the bias-
ing voltage on the screen grid of the
valve V through a tapping P on the
supply unit. The resulting saw-
toothed oscillations are applied to the
deflecting plates of the cathode-ray
tube from the terminals O.

Owing to the effect of the gas in
the tube T, the period of the discharge

MAY, 1935

slight " staggering " of the point of
commencement of each line. To
compensate for this, a resistance R
is inserted in the cathode lead of the
discharge tube, so that it is in series
with the main discharge current and
so serves to stabilise the frequency.
-(Radio Akt. D. S. Loewe and K.
Schlesinger.)

Scanning Systems
(Patent No. 423,427.)

Instead of anchoring one plate of
each pair of the scanning electrodes
in a cathode-ray receiver to a fixed
voltage, the electrodes are worked
in push-pull. The fact that the oper-
ating voltages are in phase opposi-
tion serves to minimise the distorting
influence of one electrode upon a
neigbouring electrode. For instance,.
the line -scanning voltages do not in-
teract with the focusing or picture -
signal voltages or with the framing
voltages applied to the adjacent pair
of scanning electrodes.

As shown in the figure, line -scan-
ning voltages applied to the terminals
O are amplified by the valve V and
pass to the terminal K of the cathode-
ray tube. A tapping T on the output
circuit of the first valve is connected
to the grid of the second amplifier Vr,
so that out -of -phase voltages are fed
to the terminal Kr supplying the op-
posite plate of that pair of electrodes
in the cathode-ray tube. A second
pair of amplifiers generates similar
out -of -phase voltages for the frame -
scanning electrodes of the tube. The
terminal B supplies a biasing voltage
to the scanning electrodes, which are
kept approximately Soo volts nega-
tive to the anode.-(Radio Akt. D. S.
Loewe and K. Schlesinger.)

Summary of Other Television
Patents

(Patent No. 422,752.)
Mirror -screw scanning system util-

ising a Kerr cell light-relay.-(Sud-
deutsche " Tekade " Co.)

Circuit of push-pull sys-
tem for cathode-ray tube.

oscillations is found to be liable to
small fluctuations which affect the
proper alignment of the scanning
lines, and, in particular, cause a

(Patent No. 422,914.)
Television system in which direct

and low -frequency components are
(Other patents on page 266.)
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DISTORTION IN

CATHODE-RAY IMAGES
Although the cathode-ray tube is recognised as the solution to most of the problems of high -frequency

scanning, it should not be assumed that the tube is perfect in itself. There are a number of peculiar
defects in the tube, either inherent to the construction or introduced by the scanning circuits, which will

give rise to distorted pictures unless special steps are taken to minimise them.

1THODE-RAY tubes are of
two types-gas-focused and
high -vacuum. The former is

going out of favour from the point
of view of television on account of the
larger number of errors introduced by
its use, and the fact that its charac-
teristics as a picture producer are in-
ferior to those of the high -vacuum
type.

With a line screen produced by
suitable linear scanning circuits, the
picture is projected on the screen by
modulating the intensity of the beam
Nv ith the incoming television signal.

Defects in
Gas -focused Tubes

For a given average intensity of
spot on the screen the alteration of
the shield potential by the signal
should he such that the beam is cut

BLACK OUT BRIGHT
SHIELD POTENTIAL

Fig. T.-Ideal curve of beamTintensity-shield
potential giving full modulation with no distortion.

off altogether (producing the black
portions) or increased in intensity by
a corresponding amount to produce
the bright portions. The action of
the shield potential is in every way
analogous to that of the grid of the
valve, and to avoid distortion in the
picture the incoming signal must vary
this potential in a linear manner on
either side of the working point, as

in Fig. i. With the gas -focused
tube this linear response is difficult to
attain, and at the best it is only avail-
able over a limited portion of the in-
tensity -shield potential characteristic.
As the negative potential is increased
the beam tends to lose focus, and the
line screen itself becomes distorted,
the lines becoming curled where the
transition from black to white takes
place (Fig. 2). The amplitude of the
modulating signals is thus limited to
such a degree that good black and
white contrast is difficult to obtain.

Origin
Distortion

A second disadvantage of the gas -
focused tube is in the " origin -distor-
tion" produced by the non-linear res-
ponse of the beam to small deflecting
potentials. This, on a television line
screen produces what is usually
known as the " white cross," in
which the centre of the screen is
marked with a row of white dots and
one of the vertical scanning lines ap-
pears more brilliant than the others.
Various ways have been proposed to
overcome this defect, from elaborate
constructional alterations in the tube
to the use of deflecting coils to push
the cross off the screen.

Von Ardenne has patented a spe-
cial arrangement of deflector plates
to overcome the difficulty, but, while
these remedies are of use in ordinary
research work, the advantages of the
high -vacuum tube are such that they
are not now necessary in television.

High -vacuum
Tubes

The high -vacuum tube suffers from
neither of the above defects since the
beam intensity is to a large extent
independent of the focus. For a
given combination of focusing poten-
tials on the accelerators the intensity
can be fully modulated without loss
of sharpness, even with a large num-
ber of lines. Further, since there is
no gas, origin distortion is absent,
and the screen is of uniform bright -

Hg. 2.-Dis-
tortion due to
over -modulation
produ.:ing cur-
vature of the
scanning line
besides a soot
and whitewash

effect.

ness. There are, however, other de-
fects which arise in the use of the
high -vacuum tube which require spe-
cial means to overcome them.

To appreciate the first defect it is

Fig. 3.-Showing
how the deflector
plates P differ ap-
preciably in poten-
tial from the second
accelerator. This
causes defocusing
of the beam on
parts of the screen.

300V.
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necessary to remember that the focus-
ing of the beam depends on the poten-
tial of the final field through which it
passes on its way to the screen. With
the deflector plates connected to the
second accelerator, this potential is
that of the second accelerator itself,
and the spot can be focused in the
usual way. When, however, a de-
flecting voltage is applied to the
plates these will fluctuate in potential
above and below that of the second
accelerator, and thus tend to alter the
focus of the beam.

Fig. 4.-A line screen in the form of a trapezium
caused by interaction of the deflector plates with_high

scanning potential{.

The effect of the deflector plate
potential will depend on its value, but,
since the high -vacuum tube is inher-
ently less sensitive than the gas -
focused type, it is possible that the
deflecting potential may be as much
as 20 per cent of the accelerator

potential. The diagram of Fig. 3
shows a simple time -base circuit con-
nected to one deflecting plate, the
negative of the time -base H.T. being
connected to the accelerator. Re-
versing the connections of the scan-
ning circuit does not alter the condi-
tions, but makes the deflector nega-
tive to the accelerator, instead of
positive.

In either case a loss of focus on
large scans is the result. A second
effect which is caused by the fluctua-
tions in the deflector plate potential is
that which gives rise to a trapezium -
shaped line screen instead of a rec-
tangular one. This is shown exag-
geratedly in Fig. 4 and is due to the
effect of one pair of deflector plates
on the other; in other words, a form
of cross -modulation ! The fact that
the two pairs of deflector plates are
mounted at different distances from
the accelerator also produces a cer-
tain amount of distortion due to the
variation caused in the velocity of the
beam as it passes through them in
turn.

The majority of the distortion due
to the interaction between deflectors
and their action on the accelerator can
be minimised by ensuring that the
deflecting potential varies by an equal
amount on each side of a mean value,

' and that no plate is thus at a per-
manently higher or lower potential
than the accelerator.

To ensure this a symmetrical ar-
rangement of the deflecting circuit
must be devised on the principle

MAY, 1935

shown in Fig. 5. In this the fluctu-
ating component of the time -base
potential is applied to the plate
through a condenser, thus avoiding a
permanent D.C. bias, and the deflec-
tor plates themselves are connected
together by a high resistance, the
centre point of which is connected to
the accelerator.

A balanced circuit for the linear
deflection has been developed by the

Fig. 5.-Symmetrical circuit for balancing poten-
tials applied to the deflector plates to overcome

distortion.

Cossor Co., in which the potential of
the charging condenser has a portion
applied to the grid of a valve. This
portion is adjusted so that the poten-
tial in the anode circuit is equal and
opposite in phase to that developed
across the remainder of charging
circuit. The deflector plates are
connected through the isolating con-
densers shown in Fig. 5. A similar
" push-pull " arrangement can be
adapted to the resistance -capacity
time -base recently described in this
journal (December, 1934).

" Additional Patent Summaries "
(Continued from page_264).

(Patent No. 120,679.)
Filtering system for separating -out

signal and synchronising signals in
television. --(Radio Akt. D. S. Loewe
and K. Schlesinger.)

(Patent No. 420,727.)
System for maintaining correct

" tone " values in television.-
(Fernseh Akt.)

(Patent No. 420,881.)
Improvements in the electrode sys-

tem of cathode-ray tubes operating
as intensity modulators.-(Radio
Akt. D. S. Loewe.)

(Patent No. 422,824.)
Television system in which com-

pensation is made for slow changes
in the average picture illumination.-
(Electric and Musical Industries, Ltd.,
P. W. Willans, W. S. Percival, E.
L. C. White and H. E. F. Osborne.)

(Patent No. 422,906.)
Means for preserving the absolute

level of brightness in a series of tele-
vised pictures.-(Electrical and Musi-
cal Industries, Ltd., and P. W. Wil-
lans.)

Standard Terms and
Definitions

Photo -electric Cells

Since the Research Committee of
the Television Society published their
list of recommendations (see page
317, July, 1934, issue), further meet-
ings have taken place between the
Technical Committee of the British
Standards Institution and the Re-
search Committee, and agreement
has now been reached on the defini-
tions printed below, which replace
those previously printed : -

Photo -electric Cell. (Abbreviation
-Photo -cell). A device such that
one or more of the electrical proper-
ties undergoes a change when it is
exposed to light.

Photo -emissive Photo -electric Cell.
(Abbreviation-Photo-emissive Cell).
A photo -electric cell in which the light
causes the emission of electrons from
a metallic surface in an evacuated or
gas -filled envelope.

Photo -electrolytic Photo -electric
Cell. (Abbreviation-Photo-electro-
lytic Cell). A photo -electrolytic cell in
which the light sets up a difference of
potential between two similar elec-
trodes immersed in electrolyte.

Rectifier Photo -electric Cell. (Ab-
breviation-Rectifier Photo Cell). A
photo -electric cell in which the light
causes the passage of electrons across
a rectifying contact gap between the
bounding surfaces of a conductor and
a semi -conductor.
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REVIEWS OF THE PROGRAMMES AND RECEPTION REPORTS
BV the sudden change in tele-

vision hours at Easter lookersL have lost their Saturday matinee
programmes. Schoolboys are dis-
appointed that this alteration had to
be made in the holidays, but it was
inevitable. The claims of sport is
the reason given by the B.B.C.

On April 27 the wavelengths were
needed for the Cup Final commen-
tary, on May ii they will be wanted
for the Rugby League final, and
throughout the summer there will be
a succession of sports relays on Satur-
clay afternoons. Also on Saturdays
special programmes will be broadcast
for the entertainment of Jubilee
crowds waiting for Their Majesties'
drives. Let us face facts. Until tele-
vision commands a bigger public,
commentaries on 'Test matches and
tennis championships have prior
claims.

AVhile the trade loses an oppor-
tunity for day -time demonstration

the change brings certain gains. Last
minute cuts will no longer be neces-
sary to accommodate preceding pro-
grammes running late. It is impos-
sib!e to time a sporting relay exactly
and recently several Saturday trans-
missions have had to he shortened on
this account.

Artists are temperamental crea-
tures and delays and uncertainty at
the start are risky in the novel and
peculiar conditions of the television
studio. For lookers waiting at home
it was a strain to concentrate on a
screen while nothing happened. So
a cause of anxiety to the producer and
an aggravation to the looker should
be removed by the change, though I
notice with some apprehension that
the Grand Opera season will soon be
with us.

Relays from Covent Garden caused
several late starts last season and a
programme beginning after 1L3o

A technician explaining the function of a Cossor cathode-ray tube to some members of the
Cambridge Boat Race crew. (Left to right)-W. C. R. M. Laurie, J. H. C. Powell,

D. C. Kingsford and J. N. Duckworth (holding tube.)

p.m. finishes very late indeed. The
public for a programme after mid-
night must be negligible, and it would
be better to switch a transmission
from one night to another than to
start at this hour. A few days' notice
should be possible and announcements
from the television studio during
programmes would be effectual.

* * *

A small crystal microphone at the
end of a wand has replaced the bomb -
like condenser microphone which has
been used for so long. While the
relatively heavy condenser instrument
could be pushed about the studio on
its stand, the advantage of infinite
movement is claimed for the new in-
strument.

A little larger than a match box it
is plugged into the end of a thin
brass rod about two feet long, the
other end of the rod being connected
by flex to an amplifier in the control
room. Its range is thus limited only
by the length of the flex attached to
the rod and it can be placed at a
moment's notice in any position in the
studio from floor to ceiling and when
carried in the hand can follow an
artist's movements about the studio.

In a close-up, while an artist is sta-
tionary, the microphone rests on a
support beside the projection win-
dow, and when the artist retreats for
a distant shot the rod is carried by
an attendant " off stage " to the back
of the studio. The instrument has
not yet been seen on the screen ; it is
a pity that it was not ready at Christ-
mas when it might have been waved
by a fairy. D. R. Campbell was res-
ponsible for this arrangement of the
microphone, which has already pro-
duced a more even transmission of
sound.

* *

The problem of sound is somewhat
similar in television and film studios,
t hough different technique is required
for instantaneous transmission when
it is impossible to go back on a shot,
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or to add an effect afterwards. In
film studios the difficulty of conceal-
ing the microphone has been over-
come by the use of elaborate gear and
engineers are now experimenting with
a wooden boom hung across a corner
of the television studio. If this were
used lateral and vertical movement
could be secured by suspending the
microphone from a cord passing
through a number of pulleys, but I
doubt whether such an arrangement
would produce better results than the
wand.

*

Although no hint of its intentions
is yet available at the B.B.C, the
probable nature of early high -defini-
tion programmes is an interesting
speculation. I have never believed
that television will damage cinemato-
graph interests and discussing the
prospects with an enlightened mem-
ber of the film trade I discovered that
we shared certain beliefs.

We agreed that for many years the
full-length picture will not be «-anted

in the home. Screens will be small
at first and the effort of concentration
for an hour and a half will be much
too great. Domestic interruption is
also a factor to be considered. Short,
snappy and varied programmes
should be broadcast so that lookers
may tune at any time during trans-
mision with a guarantee that their
entertainment will not be spoiled
through having missed half a film.
News reels and shorts would be al-
most ideal, and it is not for such items
that millions pour into the cinemas
each week; the " big " picture is
always the attraction.

Believing that this difference is
fundamental, I see no conflict of in-
terests. The cinema could release
such reels for television without pre-
judice to their business.

The supply of short pictures show-
ing for only ten or fifteen minutes is
limited and would fairly soon become
exhausted in a regular programme
service. It seems probable, there-
fore, that there w ill 1w a demand for

Afiss Pearl Rivers who appeared during April in song. ,ind dances.

short films which can be produced
quickly and cheaply specially for the
new medium. Through the hire of
existing films and the production of
new pictures, television may in time
provide a source of income for the
film business.

*

Some bright programmes have
been seen and heard during the
month. Joan Carr, a radio discovery
with an alluring voice, showed that
Hollywood experience is an asset in
the studio, and several sketches
which had been broadcast in the
monthly revues gained fresh point
from being seen.

Anti -television
Publicity

PROPOS of the suggestionsA that some of the big radio manu-
facturers are using their influ-

ence with the Press to stifle tele-
vision, Mr. Howard Flynn, managing
director of Edison Bell (1933), Ltd.,
in the course of an interview which
he accorded a representative of Adver-
tisers' Weekly, said:-

" I notice that television is des-
cribed as a scare. This is perfectly
ridiculous. Television is not a scare.
"Television is here now.

" The present situation savours of
racketeering methods. The trouble
is that in this country there are
15,000,000 radio sets-which is far
too many. The trade has reached
a saturated point just as it is
doing in America. The situation is
merely a repeat of what happened to
the piano and the gramophone indus-
tries.

" Personally I fail to see how radio
manufacturers or anyone else can pre-
vent the publication of news about
television. If there is news there, the
Press will publish it.

" The opposition says that pro-
grammes are not frequent enough or
long enough to justify the ownership
of a television set. This again is a
rather curious situation. I know for
a fact that a complete service of high -
definition television programmes is
possible to -morrow.

" Scare or no scare, I am going
ahead with my own plans for market-
ing television sets.

" I intend to spend about £1o;000
on advertising. I am not using
threats, but if newspapers choose to
bar television, they will suffer in
twelve months' time."
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SOME PROBLEMS OF HIGH -DEFINITION
MECHANICAL SCANNING

By Robert Desmond
The production of high -definition pictures by mechanical scanning methods provides some problems
which are receiving the attention of those who are interested in mechanical systems. This article
gives an outline of some of the difficulties which will have to be surmounted. It refers, of course, to
systems which are ordinarily used and not those of a specialised nature which are being developed in

this country.

ONE of the results of the Tele-
vision Committee's Report has
been to cause considerable con-

troversy among television enthusiasts
as to the respective merits of cathode-
ray and mechanical receivers. Many
people are of the opinion that the
mechanical scanners must entirely
give way to those of the electronic
type.

Mass has always been somewhat of
a bugbear with all mechanical scan-
ners, and it is this " masslessness "
relatively, of the cathode-ray scanner
which so weighs the scales in its
favour. Sometimes we are rather in -

as the muzzle velocity of a rifle
bullet.

It is obvious from the above that
though the mechanical mass which
controls the light beam has not such
a high speed in lineal footage, the
speed is, however, very high and the
mass of the moving parts must be
kept low unless considerable power
is available to control it. By way of
comparison the spot of the present
service travels about 126.6 miles per
hour on a 6 -inch -high screen. The
foregoing gives us an insight what
the process of scanning requires.

Now let us see how a mechanical

ScANroNG IN THIS
DIRECTION FROM
B DRUM

"B DRUM

LENs

MODULATED
LIGMT SPOT

SCANNING IN T1415
DIRECTION FROM

'A' DRUM

DRUM

A suggested scheme for high -definition mechanical scanning employing two mirror -drums.

dined to forget what the scanning
spot has to do in the way of travel-
ling.

Scanning -spot
Speed

Suppose we have a screen 6 ins.
wide scanned by 240 lines 25 times
per second. The spot travels 125 ft.
per picture, 3,125 ft. per second,
which, given in the nomenclature of
the man in the street, is 2,130 miles
per hour or about half as fast again

system can produce the necessary
effect. To produce a picture of 1 in.
by .75 in. on a disc with the usual
flat plate light source one would re-
quire a disc of 240 holes spaced angu-
larly by 1.5 degrees, the pitch being
such as number one is spaced radially
from number two hundred and forty
by .75 in. Such a disc would not be
less than 6.3 ft. in diameter. Size
alone rules out such a disc, even if
one could reasonably construct it,
quite apart from the power required
to rotate it 25 times per second.

The mirror -drum provides even
worse problems, apart from the fact
that it is always much heavier. On
such a drum the cant between adja-
cent mirrors would be only .004683
of a degree, with a radial spacing of
1.5 degrees. While the latter is a
relatively easy mechanical proposi-
tion, one wonders who would like to
tackle the former, from the construc-
tional point of view.

Synchronising
Difficulties

So much for the problems of con-
struction. In considering these diffi-
culties we must not overlook the prob-
lem of constant rotation. " Hunt-
ing " of one degree, plus or minus,
on a thirty lines, represents a rise or
fall of the picture by one -twelfth of its
height; on 240 lines two-thirds of its
breadth, just tolerable on 3o lines,
would be quite impossible on 240
lines.

It is obviously quite clear that if
mechanical scanners are going to be
used on high -definition, they must
be rather different to what we have
been accustomed. The two move-
ments of scanning, spot and line tra-
verse, could be produced by two mov-
ing systems. For example, the two
mirror -drums A and B, in Fig. 1,
which have their mirrors parallel to
the axes, can be made to give the
necessary results. If a beam of light
is projected on to a mirror -drum
and the drum rotated, the reflected
beam will sweep along a given direc-
tion, this direction being changed by
a mirror such as one on the drum B,
which is at right angles to drum A.
Now if A was stationary and B
rotated, the light beam would sweep
in a direction which would be at right
angles to the previous conditions. By
rotating both, the combined effect
will cause the light beam to scan an
area whose length and breadth can
be arranged according to the relative

(Continued on page 270)
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THE II.E.R.I;. H.a CU\ TESTS
First details of the present position of the 1935 contests.

By E. N. Adcock, G 2D V.
[T HEN the Radio Society of Great

)\ / Britain sponsored the first
British Empire Contest in 1930,

it was little thought that this test would
become one of the greatest annual
events in the world of amateur. radio.
Judging by the stations heard compet-
ing, this year's entry will create a re-
cord.

For over a week before the commence-
ment of the first round on February z,
conditions were very poor on the zo-
and 40 -metre amateur bands, and we
here in England wondered if any DX
would be heard during the contest. Zero
hour at 17.00 G.M.T., however, saw the

going great guns. Situated centrally
as he is with easy contact to all parts
of the Empire it was soon apparent that,
barring accidents, he must win this
year's contest, the ' ` one point per con-
tact " ruling being particularly in the
favour of a station so situated. Sta-
tions in VQ3-4 (Kenya and Tangan-
yika) were also putting very consistent
signals into this country, but wasted
much time sending " Test BERU,"
while English stations were waiting in
a queue to work them.

From 24.0o to o5.00 G.M.T. the next
morning little was to be heard apart
from a few South American stations,

At 9 a.m. most English stations moved
down to the zo-metre band, and at the
writer's station excellent signals from
ZL and VK were immediately audible,
lasting until 4 p.m., a most unusual
state of affairs. VK5SU, of South Aus-
tralia, was particularly prominent, being
a loud speaker signal most of the time.
It might be mentioned here that a little
study of the directional effect of receiv-
ing aerials for this band would be well
repaid in contact work. At G2DV com-
parisons on VKSSU's signals on three
directional tuned aerials gave R2 -R3 in
two cases and R8 with the remaining
antenna. This particular one was a

full -wave zepp (tuned for
reception) running due north

The photograph shows, from left to right, the Senior Trophy, the Junior Low power Cup and the prize to be
won bythe listening competitor. The small cup replica of the Senior Trophy will be retained by the winner.

7 mc. band spring to life. DX stations
appeared miraculously. (This effect
incidently is frequently noticeable at
contest times, and leads to the belief
that apparent " bad conditions " may
often be ascribed to stations being in-
active.)

Australian and South African stations
were to be heard at R5-7 up to 24.0o,
and were easily contacted. From 20.00-
23.00 several Indian stations were at
good strength, VU2JT being particu-
larly prominent. That seasoned com-
petitor, SUIEC, of Cairo, was heard

which several G stations contacted "just
to keep their hands in." At 5 a.m. ZC
(Palestine) and SU (Egypt) were active,
while at 6 a.m. the New Zealanders
started coming over, with the stalwart
ZL3FG leading the van with a consist-
ent R8 signal. Australian signals also
appeared again around 7.30, and both
ZL and VK were excellent strength
until around ro a.m. Contact was at-
tended with considerable difficulty,
however, as terriffic interference from
U.S.A. stations was being experienced
in the Antipodes.

to south. Around 1-2 p.m.
signals from VP4 (British
Honduras) and VP5 (Jamaica)
came over well but, as in
the 1932 test, conditions to
Canada were very poor, only
two contacts being obtained
on this band with this usually
easily contacted zone.

4 p.m. saw most of the G's
back on 7 mc. Signals from
Hong Kong and Australia
came over well, despite the
bad interference from con-
tinental telephony stations.
When will this useless tele-
phone work be banned on
7 mc. ?

Conditions were similar
in the first week-end of
the Junior tests, but in

general fell off slightly during the re-
mainder of the contest, although con-
ditions for Canada improved. No sig-
nals were heard from Iraq, but un-
usual contacts with VQ8A (Ascension
Island), VS8AB (Bahrein Island), and
V8 (Mauritius) were made by English
stations.

In conclusion, it must be said that
those competing had a most enjoyable
time, and look forward with pleasure to
next year's event. Competitors' logs
should provide valuable data on propa-
gation.

" Some Problems of High -definition
Mechanical Scanning "
(Continued from page 269.)

positions of the two drums and the
screen.

For a 240 -line picture, 25 times per
second, the A drum could have 6o
mirrors rotating roo times per
second, or 120 mirrors rotating 5o
times per second with the B drum,
in both cases with 25 mirrors rotat-
ing once per second. The object of
reducing the mirrors on A is to

simplify construction and allow more
light to be reflected for a given size
drum, which unfortunately is rather
offset by the necessary high speed of
rotation. A Nipkow disc with a
similar number of holes equispaced
from the centre could be substituted
for the A drum, though it would
probably cause too much loss of light.

With regard to the constancy of
rotation, this would require the same
accuracy as a 240 drum or disc. It
might also be possible to substitute

oscillating mirrors for both drums,
especially the B one, but this is a
problem for some ingenious designer.

Another problem with mechanical
systems is the modulated light source.
It is doubtful if we know of a method
of modulating light over such a wide
frequency -band. There seem great
hopes from a system of electronic
bombardment of certain materials,
producing an intense light source,
rather like that which takes place in a
cathode-rav tube.
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A TELEVISION
TEST TRANSMITTER FOR 7 METRES

By J. H. Reyner, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
There is much interesting work to be done on the 7 -metre band but development is being handicapped
by the absence of definite transmissions, either of speech or television. The remedy is to generate one's

own high frequency energy and the transmitter described herewith has been designed for this purpose.

THE power re-
quired for a
test transmitter

for most purposes is
comparatively small
and in the present in-
stance the circuit has
been designed to fall
within the customary
Post Office io-watt
limitation, this being
the anode dissipation
of the oscillator
valve. Under these
conditions an oscillat-
ing power of i to i
watts can be obtained
actually in the aerial,
the total closed-cir-
cuit power being
about 3 watts, which
constitutes an effi-
ciency of 3o per cent.

While we are accustomed with broadcast transmitters
to talk of efficiencies of the order of 70-80 per cent.,
it is well known that these figures fall off rapidly as
the wavelength is reduced, and an efficiency of the order
quoted on wavelengths between 5 and xo metres is
recognised as good going. Added to which an aerial
power of i to i¡ watts is sufficient for all normal re-
quirements.

There are occasions where more power than this is
required and for this purpose the present transmitter
has been designed so that it may be used as a drive
oscillator for a power amplifying valve. One or two
valves have been put on the market just recently spe-
cially intended for the ultra -short waves and some de-
tails of a power amplifier for 7 metres will be given at
a later stage for the benefit of those readers who are

The 7 -metre test transmitter.

interested. The pre-
sent article is con-
cerned with the low -
power portion only.

The production of
satisfactory oscilla-
tion in the 5-Io-metre
range is not easy. The
inductance must be
small and it is there-
fore difficult to obtain
a satisfactory LC
ratio. My earliest ex-
periments were made
with small coils of
heavy -gauge copper
wire wound about
14 ins. diameter.
Both grid and anode
were tapped along
the coil as indicated
in Fig. i so that the
optimum anode

impedance could be found by adjusting the anode tap,
and the grid tap could be adjusted to give the most
efficient oscillating conditions. Unfortunately the re-
sults were disappointing. The oscillating current ob-
tained was not by any means up to standard and there
was, moreover, a strong tendency to oscillate at fre-
quencies quite independent of those to which the cir-
cuit was tuned.

After some experimenting it was found that this was
due to the leads between the valve and the tuned cir-
cuit. Although these had been kept as short as possible
by practically hanging the tuned circuit on to the valve
holder, yet the circuit constituted by the leads and the
tuning condenser shown in dotted line in Fig. i ap-
peared to be an easier circuit in which to maintain

OF

Fig. ((left).-The leads to the valve form
an oscillating circuit as shown.

Fig. 2 (right).-The layout of circuit
finally adopted.

Fig. 3 (above).-Simple half -wave aerial.

HT -t
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PRODUCING TEST TRANSMISSIONS

oscillation than the carefully -constructed coil which had
been intended to carry the current.

The simplest solution of the problem was to allow
the circuit to oscillate this way and consequently the
tuned circuit took the form of a single loop of wire from
anode to grid. Across part of this loop the tuning con-
denser was connected, while the filament was tapped at
a suitable intermediate point as shown in Fig. 2.

I found that this arrangement would oscillate quite
easily and strongly even with a fairly large condenser.
This latter point is an advantage because one of the
dangers with short-wave transmitters is that the valve

two ebonite pillars tapped 4 B.A. at each end. There
are three supports around the fixed plates and I re-
moved the terminals from the two opposite ones and
screwed on the two ebonite feet. Then the whole con-
denser was mounted on the baseboard by screwing up
from underneath.

This mounted the condenser horizontally, with the
spindle vertical and a long extension handle was used
on the spindle to avoid hand -capacity when tuning.
The coil itself consists of a simple lead of 14 s.w.g. bare
copper wire running from anode to grid round the out-
side of the condenser as shown, on a diameter of ap-

Fig. 4 (below).-Half-wave aerial with
feeders.

Fig. 5 (right).-Theoretical circuit of
transmitter.

Aerial

Feeder)1' Y

-5-

A

47 X

teoov:

0 15/400

7V.

0 15/400

4V
1 II
30 -3C9 V.

00015

Source of
Modulation

capacity may constitute quite an appreciable portion
of the total capacity of the circuit. In these circum-
stances if the oscillating current is heavy, the glass in
the pinch of the valve begins to heat up and the valve
may deteriorate. In the present instance the circuit
oscillates over a range of 5 -II metres and, since it will
normally be wanted for wavelengths around 7-Io metres,
where there is quite an appreciable capacity in parallel
with the coil, this difficulty does not arise.

A further advantage of the arrangement is that, since
the coil inductance is relatively small, the resistance
loss in the wire is also small. This is an advantage,
of course, because we do not want to waste the power
in the closed circuit losses but wish to draw off as much
as possible externally, as will be seen later.

The next point is that of the valve. A valve with
a normal output of three to four watts will be required
and after some experimenting I decided on a Tungsram
O 15/40o which, as the name implies, is an oscillator
rated at 15 watts anode dissipation and 400 volts H.T.
This valve, though not specially designed for ultra -
short -wave work, is an excellent oscillator and went
down quite satisfactorily to below 5 metres. Actually
with the final circuit the minimum was 5.25 metres,
which I considered satisfactory for the purpose.

It was not necessary to " de -cap " the valve, but I
did mount it, as a precaution, on a Frequentite valve
holder and used a special Eddystone short-wave con-
denser for the tuning. This condenser was mounted on

proximately 41 ins. The moving plates of the conden-
ser were connected direct to grid while the fixed plates
were connected to a point on the coil about 2 ins. away
from the anode condenser. The correct choice of this
point has some influence on the efficiency of the circuit
since it alters the anode tap, but, since the filament tap
is made variable, it will be sufficient to make a fixed
connection from the fixed plates of the condenser to
the coil as shown and to make the adjustment on the
filament tap.

The valve is self -biased by means of a i,000 -ohm
resistance with a .oi mica condenser across it. One
end of this bias resistance is connected to a hum-
dinger across the filament terminals of the valve holder
while the other end is taken through a short flexible
lead terminating in a crocodile clip to a point about
4 ins. from the grid of the oscillating circuit. As al-
ready explained, the position of this connection is
critical. The circuit will oscillate over quite wide varia-
tion but the maximum oscillating current is obtained
when the clip is at the one particular point. The exact
spot is best determined by trial, the output being esti-
mated as described later on.

Short-wave chokes are included in the filament leads,
these being composed of lengths of glazite or similar
stiff insulated wire coiled into a spiral as shown in the
figures. About io turns half an inch in diameter will
suffice.
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Photograph of the power unit for 7 -metre transmitter.

Output
Arrangements

In order usefully to extract the energy from the
oscillating circuit a simple coupled coil was used. This
took the form of a loop of wire, again about 41- ins.
in diameter, the ends of which were connected to two
.000! uF. variable condensers mounted on a small panel.
The same panel also contained a 0.5 amp. hot-wire
meter for indicating the current in the output circuit.

5

i0 20 30 40 50 GO 70 80
Bias on ModuloTor Valve.

Fig. 6 (left).-Mod-
ulation characteristic.

Fig. 7 (right).-Gir-
cuit of power unit.

The load circuit may consist of simply a non-induc-
tive resistance of a value suitable for the particular
experiment or an actual aerial. Two aerial arrange-
ments are indicated in Figs. 3 and 4.

The first of these is a simple horizontal di -pole just
under half a wavelength long. The length need not
be exact because variations of plus or minus 20 per
cent. can be compensated for by suitable adjustment
of the tuning condensers. The table herewith gives
correct lengths:-

Wavelength Approximate length
(metres). of aerial (feet).

6 94
II

8 121

9 14

IO 154

SHORT-WAVE

The two condensers should both be adjusted until
maximum current is obtained on the ammeter. As far
as possible the adjustment should be made so that the
two condensers are of equal capacity and actually the
maximum current will be obtained when this is done.
A horizontal di -pole like this will give good radiation
over quite a distance and the signals may be picked
up off another horizontal aerial of a similar type.

A vertical aerial may be used if desired of exactly the
same type, or alternatively the power may be supplied
to a vertical aerial through a feeder system. In the
latter case the length of the feeder must be adjusted
to be approximately a multiple of half a wavelength
long, but the process of tuning is the same, both the
condensers being adjusted until the maximum current
is obtained on the meter.

The distance between the coupling coil and the main
oscillating coil must be six inches at least and I found
it convenient to use 14 -gauge wire and merely to bend
the coupling loop nearer to or farther away from the
oscillating circuit until the best results were obtained.
If the loop is too far away it will not be possible to
transfer the maximum power from the oscillating cir-
cuit into the aerial. If it is too near the operation is
not stable and it will be found that as the tuning con-
densers are varied in the aerial circuit the current
gradually increases and then suddenly drops back. This
is because the frequency of the oscillation has suddenly
changed due to pulling between aerial and primary cir-

cuit and the coupling must be weakened until this pull-
ing is no longer in evidence.

Modulation
We now come to the question of the modulation of

the current and here a somewhat special circuit has
been used. The ordinary choke modulating system has
several disadvantages for a transmitter of this type, the
main ones being:-
I. "The frequency response is limited both in the low

and the high frequencies. Since experimental tele-
vision transmitters require a very wide frequency
range this is a serious limitation.

2. The modulator valve has to be several times larger
than the oscillator valve, or alternatively a bank of
valves in parallel must be employed. Otherwise it

(Continued on page 295)
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Television with Batteries.
Excellent Results in Cumberland.

GOOD results with television in
Workington, Cumberland, about
three hundred miles from the

transmitting station, are not expected
with the best of sets, but Mr. Harold

used, but discarded in favour of a Mer-
vyn scanning disc. An electric horn
motor drove it, governed by gramophone
governors, and supported on some bed
iron. Meccano parts were used exten-

The amateur apparatus constructed by Mr. H. Dunn, of Workington.

Dunn, of Roper Street, Workington,
motor mechanic, has constructed a tele-
vision receiver from all sorts of " bits
and pieces," and receives splendid pic-
tures on Wednesday nights.

In 1927 he heard a lecture by Mr.
Dinsdale, on television, and was imme-
diately taken up with the new branch
of wireless. He commenced to build
his first receiver which was used, with
good results all last winter. He used a
Kolster Brandes battery set, model
KB242 for the vision and a small three -
valve Philips mains set for sound. For
the K.B. set he used a Philips' elimina-
tor, 15o volts, 3o mA output, and a set
of double -capacity Exide H.T. bat-
teries at 123 volts. In the original tele-
vision receiver, cardboard discs were

sively. A headlamp, and an old-
fashioned bull's-eye lens, in conjunc-
tion with a Woolworth lens, formed the
optical arrangement and the lamp was
an ordinary beehive neon.

Recently Mr. Dunn has constructed
a motor to run off the mains, and has
discarded the old horn motor (seen in
the left in the photograph). His re-
sults have immensely improved and he
hopes to still further enhance the vision
when he has completed a mirror -drum
(to the right of the photograph shown
above).

Attempts have been made to procure
photographs of the reception on Mr.
Dunn's receiver, but they have failed,
even though panchromatic plates were
used.

Edison Bell Television
Receivers

We understand that the Edison
Bell Co. are ready to go into produc-
tion with two. types of cathode-ray
receivers immediately high -definition
transmissions are available. The
two receivers ready for production
are fundamentally similar except that
one is of the console type and the
other a table model. The console
model in addition incorporates a
short-wave sound receiver.

Fifty guineas has been fixed as the
price of the console model, which will
include two short-wave receivers, one

for vision and one for sound, and
the complete cathode-ray equipment.

The table model is priced at 3o
guineas and includes a short-wave re-
ceiver for vision and the complete
cathode-ray equipment. It is in-
tended that sound be received by a
separate short-wave converter. The
aperture for the tube and the picture
area is a rectangle 12 ins. by 9 ins.

MAY, 1935

Self -generating Photo -cell
ALAYER of copper oxide on a

copper disc has some unusual
and interesting properties.

Many readers are familiar with the
copper -oxide rectifier which has been
widely used for several years. The
new Photox photo -cell may be called
the cousin of this. It, too, is a cop-
per disc with a coating of oxide, but
instead of rectifying, it acts as a tiny
primary battery when light strikes its
surface. The current generated is
measured in micro -amperes but is
sufficient to be extremely useful.

The current output is directly pro-
portional to the intensity of the light
which strikes it and retains this pro-
perty indefinitely. Its response to
coloured light is another interesting
characteristic. The response is al-
most exactly the same as that of the
human eye. Thus a coloured light
which seems bright to the eye seems
bright to the Photox. This property
has become the basis of the light -
intensity meter and the transparency
meter.-Electronics.

German High -definition
Transmission

We learn from the Reichs-Rund-
funk-Gesellschaft that the transmis-
sion times of the Berlin television
station are as follows:-
Sound Transmitter.-Wavelength 7.2

metres, power 16 kilowatts.
Television Transmitter.-W a v e -

length 7.006 metres, power 16
kilowatts.

Times of transmissions.-Daily 9
a.m., II a.m., 8.3o p.m., io
p.m., except Fridays and Sun-
days.

It will be noticed that there is some
modification of the particulars pub-
lished in last month's issue.

An Experimental Oscillator
Tone Source

Owing to the demands upon our
space in this issue we have been
obliged to hold over the particulars of
the method of calibrating the oscilla-
tor tone source described last month.
It should be noted that some typo-
graphical errors appeared on page

LENSES and MIRRORS
LARGE STOCKS KEPT

209, coloumn 3, in the figures as
under.
1st line 120,00o should be 1,020,000

Anything made to individual requirements 8th 8o,000 800,000
by the ACTUAL MANUFACTURERS. loth 20,000 9,200,000

M.& S. HUMMEL, 94 Hatton Garden, E,C,I 13th 20,000 200,000
Holborn 1752, 14th 8o,000

9 9 9

800,000
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By THE LOOKER

Photo -
Electricity

THE sensitive element in a photo-
electric cell usually consists of
one or more of the alkali metals

such as potassium, rubidium, or
caesium, which react to the ray of
light by emitting free electrons to
form a discharge current. This so-
called photo -electric action is, how-
ever, shared in greater or less degree
by quite a large number of other ele-
ments, including arsenic, sulphur,
carbon, and many of the oxides and
sulphides of the heavy metals.

The effect can be measured by sus-
pending finely -divided particles of the
substance between the plates of a con-
denser, the voltage being adjusted
until the tendency of the particles to
fall under gravity is just counter-
balanced by the electrostatic attrac-
tion of the charge on the plate. If
the cloud of particles is then illumin-
ated by a ray of light, the resulting
emission of electrons upsets the state
of equilibrium and causes a slow drift
of the cloud of particles towards the
negative plate of the condenser. By
carefully observing the rate of move-
ment it is possible to calculate the
number of electrons emitted, and
therefore the photo -electric response
of the substance under test.

Financing the
Programmes

The cost of providing studio pro-
grammes is going to be a big item
once television gets properly under
way, so that it may be necessary to
find new ways for making the service
self-supporting-without having to
raise the ¡os. licence fee. I have
never liked the American idea of run-
ning the broadcast services solely on
the revenue produced by advertising,
but I do think there is something to
be said in favour of the so-called
" double -chain " system, which is
now being operated in France and
elsewhere.

There, although most of the sta-
tions are kept under Government con-

trol, two or three wavelengths are
specially allotted to independent sta-
tions, which are run as commercial
concerns and live on the revenue
earned by advertising. The point is,
of course, that nobody need tune into
these stations unless they want to,
or unless the programme is suffi-
ciently attractive to make up for oc-
casional spots of " publicity."

Television is as much open to be
used for advertising purposes as
broadcasting, and there may be
room for some development on these
lines, particularly at a time when
money is scarce and expenses high.
For one thing there is plenty of ether -
room for any number of television
centres, with very little risk of inter-
ference on account of the restricted
range of 7 -metre waves; and for an-
other, the offer of, say, a three -years'
lease might start things going in
some of the big provincial towns,
where interest in television is just as
keen as it is in London-though the
prospect of getting an " official "
high -definition service is still a long
w ay off.

Looking
Forward

A correspondent, who is of an in-
ventive turn of mind, puts forward a
somewhat startling proposition. Ap-
parently his idea is that having satis-
fied the ears with broadcasting, and
the eyes with television, it is time to
try and do something for the olfac-
tory sense. He points out, for in-
stance, that a very tiny spot of musk
will scent a large room for years,
which obviously means that it is a
vigorous radiator of particles of mat-
ter capable of affecting the nose. If
every corner in a large room can be
reached in this way by a purely
natural process, what, he asks, might
not be done if we could only inten-
sify the process, and direct it like we
do a 7 -metre wireless wave.

Honestly, I don't know-though I
quite agree that there are localities
where a broadcast service, say, of
eau -de -cologne, would be a definite
boon to humanity. On the other

AND
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hand, chlorine gas has a similar un-
canny power of radiating itself over
considerable distances, and if anybody
discovers how to broadcast it on a
large scale the famous "death ray"
we read so much about in popular fic-
tion may turn out to be a stern
reality.

I ought perhaps to add that this
suggestion reached me long before
the first of April, which was the aus-
picious date actually chosen by a
German station to announce the
carrying -out of just such an experi-
ment. Listeners were solemnly in-
formed that wax records of various
scents had been prepared by a special
process and would be radiated on the
usual carrier -wave. Odorous effects
were to be expected via the loud-
speaker, and reports as to the quality
and/or intensity of reception were in-
vited. Here at all events is one way
of broadcasting what might be called
a scent(s) of humour.

The
" Stillies "

I was rather amused to hear that
America is preparing to launch out
on a large scale with a broadcast ser-
vice of still-life pictures, just at the
time when Europe, as a whole, is
going strong on real television. As
a matter of fact there is very little
connection between the two move-
ments. Still -pictures enjoyed a cer-
tain vogue over here some years ago,
with the Fultograph, but interest
soon lapsed and has not, so far, been
revived.

The American stunt is chiefly based
on the prospects of sending out "hot-
news bulletins" during the early -
morning hours-when ordinary
broadcasting has finished and the
transmitting station would otherwise
be closed down. 'The receiver, which
is left on all night, automatically re-
produces the messages as they come
in on a small picture -copying attach-
ment, so that the family is able to
regale itself at breakfast with later
information than that contained in
the usual morning paper.
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The B.B.C. and
Short-wave Reception

I learn that the B.B.C. are having
some trouble just now with their
Five -Hours -Back Relay. It is not to
be wondered, therefore, that ama-
teurs have stopped making contacts
with American stations on 20 metres.
For no reason at all reception condi-
tions on this band have suddenly de-
teriorated, and instead of being better
than they have been for years are now
almost useless.

The First
Transmitter

At the time of writing no decision
has been made by the Advisory Com-
mittee regarding the site of the first
high -definition transmitter despite the
many statements that have appeared
in the Press. Alexandra Palace
seems to be the favourite. One good
reason for setting the London tele-
vision station up at Alexandra Palace
in North London is that this building
is situated on a hill over 30o ft. above
sea level. There are towers of nearly
145 ft. at each of the four corners,
thus giving an effective aerial height
of about 450 ft. That is the sort of
height that is needed to give an ade-
quate service to the London district
on ultra -short waves.

From one of the towers, by the

way, it is said to be possible at night
to see a red light on the Southend
Pier.

It is to be hoped that the Advisory
Committee will be able to decide very
shortly where the first high -definition
station is to be erected. Even when
that point has been decided there will
still be a great deal of planning to be
done before the B.B.C. can put the
building of the plant in hand.

I understand that a special exten-
sion to Broadcasting House will in-
clude a complete set of properly -
equipped television studios, housed
inside a special " tower," as was
done in the main building.

Television
in Germany

A friend who has just returned from
Berlin tells me he was not particu-
larly impressed with the television he
saw there. Although t8o-line cath-
ode-ray receivers were in use, the
definition was not as good as the
equivalent Baird transmissions. It
is, however, the intention of the
German engineers to increase the de-
finition as soon as possible for they
claim that television will not have
any real entertainment value under
36o lines. This is rather interesting
for it shows that the "Television Com-

mittee were not far wrong when they
asked for 240 -line service.

Those who feel that this is too am-
bitious will now perhaps realise that
other countries have even more am-
bitious programmes in view. Inci-
dentally, France is determined not to
be left behind. Ultra -short wave
television transmissions are to he in-
augurated.

On ground of public economy
the policy will be pursued in Ger-
many of erecting a relatively small
number of television transmitting
stations with largest possible range.
Since the range is determined by the
height of the aerial, it has been de-
cided to establish aerials at the top
of very tall masts on flat land and on
the highest hills in mountainous dis-
tricts.

The researches conducted recently
by the German Postal Administration
in conjunction with the cable indus-
try have resulted in the manufacture
of a special type of cable suitable for
television. A cable of this kind will
shortly be laid in Berlin. The next
step will be to experiment with long-
distance relaying of television by
means of cables. If that proves suc-
cessful, it should then be possible, as
with the present sound apparatus, to
relay visually the scenes at any place
desired, first to the transmitter and
then over the ether to the radio audi-
ence.

Percentage of Modulation
By ARTHUR WESTON

IT is most Important to be able
directly to read the actual percen-
tages of modulation of a carrier if

quality is to be kept up to a high level.
To adjust low -frequency gain to give
maximum permissible modulation is all
very well with only one station opera-
tor, but it is very likely that a second
operator would cause either over or
under modulation according to the
strength of voice.

A number of amateur stations find
difficulty in keeping the modulation
level constant, particularly on music.
I have often heard a station putting out
good quality speech followed by bad
music due to the over modulation of the
carrier. The output from the pick-up
is very much higher than from the most
sensitive microphone, so that distortion
is not to be wondered at.

In my own case, where the modula-
tor is rather on the large side for the
fo-watt carrier, particular care has to
be taken to prevent variation in modu-
lation and distortion creeping in.

A simple unit by which the modula-

tion can be measured was made up and
so far has proved very useful indeed.
Coil Li and condenser C make avail-
able a voltage of any magnitude to be
fed into the grid of the triode valve.
Without any current in LI, and with

This is the circuit for the suggested meter. It is
better to use this than to rely on the fact that 23

per cent. rise should mean roo per cent. modulation.

RI set at zero, resistance R2 is ad-
justed to make the plate current return
to zero. This current is read on the
milliampere meter A. An unmodu-
lated carrier is then applied to L when
the milliampere meter will read a cer-
tain current.

With R2 left fixed RI is adjusted to
make the meter again return to zero.
The reading on the voltmeter is also
taken. Call that reading V r.

The carrier is then modulated when
the milliampere meter will read be-
cause of the increased amplitude of the
positive A.C. on the grid of the triode.
RI is then increased until the milliam-
pere meter again reads zero. The read-
ing on the voltmeter is also taken and
that, ready for reference, is called V2.

Percentage modulation is obtained
fiom the formula: M=roo (V,-V1) V,.

It is possible to calibrate the meter in
percentage modulation when it is to be
used with one particular station. To
do this adjust RI to make the milli-
ampere meter to read zero, after which
it is left set. This adjustment is made
without modulation. The milliampere
meter will then give readings as the
modulation is increased. The scale
can then be adjusted to read in percen-
tage modulation.
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This article out-

lines the possibility

of the construction

of an entirely new

type of Kerr cell

in which one elec-

trode is a metal

A photograph of the circular polariscopic in use.
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cylinder and the

other a central

co -axial wire. The

article was con-

tributed in Oct.

1934.

THE CIRCULAR POLARISCOPE
IN TELEVISION B>L.M.Myers

THE present form of polariscope
employed in conjunction with
the Kerr cell for the purpose of

modulating a light beam is the plane
polariscope. The Nicols are crossed,
and the retardation set up in the
nitro -benzene brings about an illu-
mination of the field. The retarda-
tion is similar to that produced in a
negative uniaxial crystal section such,
for instance, as calcite. The retard-
ation in calcite is given by the simple
expression

R = ( I - I-/
V, y,

and the retardation in an electrosta-
tically stressed material is given by

R =(I - I
/

d
V, V,

In both cases d represents the thick-
ness of the material parallel to the
direction of the light and V, and V2
are the velocities of the light vibrat-
ing in the two mutually perpendicular
vibration directions.

For calcite the light vibrating in
the principal plane, the plane con-
taining both the optic axis and the
direction of travel of the light, has
the greater velocity. For stressed
nitro -benzene the light vibrating in
the direction of the electrostatic stress
also travels the faster. The value of(i±)

V, V,
stant for the uniaxial crystal, but for
the nitro -benzene it depends on the

is, of course, con -

stress to which it is subjected so that
we can put

-)1 1

=CI -I2
v, V

or R = CH'd
in which H is the measure of the
electrostatic field and C is a constant.
C varies for different materials and
may be called the electrostatic stress -
optical coefficient in harmony with
the stress -optical coefficient suggested
by Filon in connection with retarda-
tion brought about by mechanical
stress.

Fig. 1.-Linear polariscope with crossed nicols.-
PP, is the vibration direction of polariser; AA, is
the vibration direction of analyser ; OX, OY are
the vibration directions of birefringeni section in the

polariscope.

It is usual when considering the
intensity of light passing through the
polariscope to calculate the effect

brought about by the angular phase
difference.

l'he retardation already considered
as in terms of the wavelength, but
it will be more convenient to deal
the angular retardation between the
two beams of light passing through
the material. If 8 is the angular re-
tardation, or the phase difference,
then its relation to the linear retarda-
tion R will be expressed by

8 R

27 A

Light
Intensity

\\., are now in a position to deter-
mine the intensity of light leaving the
polariscope assuming the Nicols to be
crossed, which is the case for all
adaptations of the Kerr cell. Let
the angle between the principal plane
of the analysing Nicol and the direc-
tion of the electrostatic stress be ©,
then if light vibrating in the princi-
pal plane of the polariser be of the
form

a sin wt
when it has reached the stressed
material we have to resolve it in the
vibration directions of the material.

In Fig. 1 PP' is the vibration direc-
tion of the polariser and OX and OV
are the vibration directions of the
stressed material. Let OX be the
fast direction, that is the direction
parallel to that of the stress. AA' is
the vibration direction of the analyser
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hich is dossed with, or at right -
angles to, the polariser. Resolving
the light vibration from the polariser
in the vibration directions of the
material we have

x =a sin wt cos 0
and

y = a sin wt sin O.
When the light emerges from the
material there will be a phase differ-
ence of 8 to be introduced in the fast
direction so that the emerging light
is of the form

x = a sin (wt + 8) cos 0.
y = a sin wt sin O.

We have now to resolve this light in

Fig. 2.-The circular polariser and analyser.-
PP1 is the nicol with quarter -wave plate OX ; OX1

is the analysing quarter -wave plate.

the vibration direction of the ana-
lyser so that the light emerging from
the analyser will be of the form
A = y cos 9 - x sin O

=a [sin wt sin Ocos O
- sin (cart + 8) sin O cos A]

a
= - sin 2 0 [ sin wt

2

- sin (wt + 8))
a

= - sin 2 O[sin cot - sin wt cos 8
2

- cos wt sin 8]
Collecting the coefficients of sin wt
and cos wt we have

a
A =- sin 2 O [ sin wt(i - cos 8)

- cos wt sin 8 ]
so that the intensity of the light,
which is proportional to the square
of the amplitudes is

a2
I = - sine 2 O [ (1 + cos' 8

4

2

- 2 cos 8) + sin28]
-cos 8

=a' sin'2(:)
2

=a2 sin' 29 sin 28/2.
For maximum intensity for a given

retardation we must have O = 45°,
which is a well-known practical fact.

The Circular
Polariscope

In this form of polariscope no re-
sults can be obtained which are of
any practical value unless the Nicols
are crossed. In what follows, how-
ever, we shall discuss a different form
of polariscope, which will be effective
for any orientation of the Nicols and
also, which is important, for any pos-
sible azimuth of the vibration direc-
tions of the stressed material.

Such a polariscope which will work
for any position of the Nicols is the
circular polariscope. Apparently the
first suggestion of the circular polari-
scope came from Airy in 1833.
(Trans. Cam. Phil. Soc., Vol. iv,
1833). He was the first to suggest
an analyser for circularly polarised
light.

The polariser consists simply of a
Nicol to which is permanently fixed
a quarter -wave plate with its vibra-
tion directions inclined at 45° to the
vibration direction of the Nicol. Then
it follows that the light leaving this
combination will be circularly polar-
ised, whether right-handed or left-
handed will depend on the azimuth of
the fast direction of the quarter -wave
plate in relation with the direction of
the polarising Nicol.

The analyser consists also of a
Nicol to which is permanently fixed a
second quarter wave plate. The com-
bination is therefore a circular ana-
lyer. The fast direction of the plate
is so fixed with respect to that of the
Nicol such that the light leaving the
polariser and being, say, right-handed
becomes, on travelling through the
analysing quarter -wave plate, linearly
polarised with its vibration direction
perpendicular to that of the analysing
Nicol so that it will be extinguished.

Having set up the polariscope in
this manner we shall show that ex-
tinction will take place for all pos-
sible relative orientations of polariser
and analyser.

Let the light emerging from polar-
ising Nicol be of the form

a sin wt
then upon entering the quarter -wave
plate we resolve in the two vibration

directions which are inclined at 45°
to that of the Nicol. We have,
therefore, Fig. 2.

x = a sin wt cos 45°
and y = a sin wt sin 45°
PP' being the vibration direction of
the Nicol and OX and OY the vibra-
tion directions of the plate, OX is the
fast direction. When the light
emerges from the quarter -wave plate

ir

a phase difference of - has been in -
2

troduced in the fast direction so that
we have

Fig. 3.-OX =fast direction of first quarter -wave
plate; OX' =fast direction of birefringent section ;
OX11= fast direction of analysing quarter -wave plate.

a
x = - sin (wt + r/2)

 2
a

y = - sin wt2
The light now enters the analysing
quarter -wave plate whose vibration
directions are inclined a to those of
the polarising plate. Resolving the
light in the two new vibration direc-
tions we have for the light entering
the plate

a
xl = -

4/2
i sin (wt + r/2) cos a

+ sin ,t sin u]

sin wt sin a

- sin (wt + 7 2) cos Cl
and for the light emerging from the
plate, a further phase difference of
r/2 having been introduced in the
fast, OX' direction, we have,

sin (wt + n) cos at

- sin (wt + r'2.) sinai]
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a
I

yi = - - Sin wt sin di
V

+ sin (sort + 7r/2) cos cc]

This light must now be resolved in
the plane of vibration of the analys-
ing Nicol, and as this is inclined at
.I5° to the vibration directions of the
quarter -wave plate, we have,
.4 =, x, cos 45° + y, sin 45°

x1+y,

,V 2

= O.
This shows that extinction takes
place for any angle between the
polariser and the analyser.

Light Intensity and
Circular Polarisation

Our next step is to determine the
intensity of light passing through
this circular polariscope when the
stressed material is introduced. The
problem actually resolves itself into
one in which we have to consider the
effect of superposition of three crys-
talline sections, but as we have shown
that in the circular polariscope any
effect is independent of the angle be-
tween the polariser and the analyser,
then it will simplify matters greatly
if we take the case in which the in-
clination of the vibration directions
of polariser and analyser is zero. The
Nicols will be parallel for this posi-
tion.

Let the light passing through the
polarising Nicol be represented by
the expression

a sin wt
Then on resolving the light in the
vibration directions of the polarising
quarter -wave plate, we have, for the
light entering the plate (see Fig. 3)

x = a sin wt cos 45°
y = a sin wt sin 45°.

On emerging from the plate a phase
difference of 7r/2 has been introduced
into the vibration in the OX, the fast,
direction. So that the emerging
light is given by the expression

a
x = - sin (wt + rr/2)

1,/ 2

ay =-
. 2

Let OX' and OY' be the vibration
directions of the stressed material
disposed between the two quarter -
wave plates; let OX' be the fast

sin wt.

direction and let this direction make
an angle ¢ with the fast direction of
the first quarter -wave plate. Then
on resolving the light in the vibration
directions of the stressed material we
have,

Fig. 4.-Form of cell electrodes.

Vi

a- sin (tot + rr/2) cos ¢
N/2

+ sin wt sin ¢]
fast direction

sin wt cos 0

- sin (tot + rr/2) sin 95]
But when the light leaves the mate-
rial a further phase difference of 8 has
been introduced in the fast direction,
therefore on emergence we have

a

x, =2
(

y, = a
V l

sin (wt + rr/2 + 8) cos ¢

+ sin wt + 8 sin ¢] = P

sin wt cos 56

sin (tot + 7r/2) sin 56] = Q
We have now to resolve these two
vibrations in the vibration directions
of the second or analysing quartet' -
wave plate. As these latter direc-
tions are parallel to those of the first
plate, then OX" and OY" are co-
incident with OX and OY. There-
fore the light on entering the second
plate is of the form

= P cos 4, -Q sin 0
= P sin 4, + Q cos ¢

which when expanded becomes
a

x11 = - { sin (wt + 2r/2 + 8) cos' «
V ¡ll

+ sin (wt + 8) sin ¢
cos 0 - sin wt sin 0
cos 95 + sin (wt
+ 7r/2) sin' 96]

ay = - sin (wt + 7./2 + 8) sin ¢2

cos 96 + sin (wt + 8)
sin' ¢ + sin wt cos' ¢
- sin (wt + ir/2)
sin 0 cos 95]

and which, after passing through the
plate and suffering further phase dif-
ference of 71/2 in the fast, OX",
direction becomes

X11

y

a
= - sin (wt + ,r + 8) cos' 56

+ sin (wt + 11/2 + 8)
sin 4, cos 0 -- sin
(wt + 7r/2) sin ¢ cos ¢

+ sin (wt + ir)

sin'4,]

sin (wt + rr/2 + 8) sin 0

cos 56 + sin (wt + 8)

sin' ¢ + sin wt cos'¢
- sin wt + 7r/2 sink
cos 0]

Finally, we have to resolve these
two vibrations in the vibration direc-
tion of the analysing Nicol in order
to determine the light leaving the
polariscope. It will be remembered
that in the circular polariscope the
vibration direction of the analysing
Nicol is inclined at 45° with the
quarter -wave plate, so that the vibra-
tion in this direction will be

A = x cos 45° + y sin 45°

V

a

2

or .4 -

I

1

x + y
4,/ 2

On expansion this becomes
a

A = - [cos (wt + 8) sin 2 ¢ - sin
2

(wt + 8) cos 2 4+ sin o,t
cos 2 4. - COS tot sin 2 «0 ] .

Collecting the coefficients of sin wt
and cos wt we have,

a
A = -[sin wt (cos 2 4, - cos S cos 20

2 -- sin 8 sin 247 ) + cos
wt (cos 8 sin 2 0- sin
COs 2¢ - sin 2¢ )].

The intensity of the light is the sum
of the squares of these coefficients, so
that

a'

I = - [cos 2 - COS (24. - 8)]2

4
+ [sin (2 4. - 8) - sin 296]2}

a'

= - (2 - 2 COS 8)
4

= a' sin' 8/2.
This informs us that the intensity of
the light is quite independent of the

(Continued on next page.)
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With Other Listening Posts
Another interesting report from B.R.S. 1295, John Preston of Muirkirk, Ayrshire, who mentions

the possibilities of DX on 1.7 mc.

RECENTLY I have been listen-
ing most on the 1.7 mc. band in
the late evenings. This particu-

lar band has a fascination for me and
reception of 6 -10 -watt stations gives me
more of a thrill than reception of
VK2ME or VUB.

It seems to me that the DX possi-
bilities of this hand have never been
sufficiently investigated, for it is gener-
ally assumed that the 1.7 mc. is a purely
local band, but this is far from the
truth.

I have listened to 2VQ making a con-
tact at 1,50o miles on this band, and at
the present time this " Very Quiet "
gentleman is slipping across to U.S.A.
in the early mornings. 5NW has been
reported a good signal in the Canary
Islands, as also has 6AU and 2jG
Various G stations have been reported
in Germany, Holland, Denmark, etc. I

heard 2LZ one night working OZ2H on
this " local " band. The regularity
with which Scottish stations 6SR, 6UU
and 5NW work stations in Kent, Essex,
Herts and London is remarkable.

Recently 6SR and 5PB, of New Mil-
ton, Hants, have reported each other at
R9, and similar QRK's have been re-
corded by 5ZJ, 6G0 and 5MM.

During the last two years, I have
missed few nights on 1.7, and one out-
standing thing is worthy of being re-
called. Early this winter when follow-
ing 2LZ and 2VQ in various tests
I was knocked all of a heap when
WIDIK, of Rhode Island, jammed
2VQ. This is not a tall tale but a sober
statement of fact which can be vouched
for by other stations.

These remarks refer to phone only,
as I do not copy CW. Ignorance is
responsible for that -and advancing

years. My QRA is in the south-west of
Scotland and on the simplest of receiv-
ers I have too per cent. reception of
stations in Kent, Essex, East London,
and Herts. Still further south there
are five " Paris Brussels " and 2 " X-
Itay Canada," who are very well re-
ceived.

There is, of course, plenty of QRM
from trawlers, but there is QRM on all
bands. 1.7 is no worse than others and
is certainly much better than 7 mc. on
Sunday mornings.

I have mentioned 5ZJ and in justice
to this station I must say that for a new-
comer his progress has been remarkable.
A month ago he was unknown, but to-
day he is amongst the leaders on 1.7
and an R9 signal in Scotland.

In contrast to this station I would
mention 2KT, who commenced trans-
mitting shortly after the Norman Con-
quest, and to -day is still able to keep
pace with the fast moving younger
generation. " Uncle Nick," as he is
affectionately dubbed, and his vis-a-vis,
" The Admiral " 6KV, have proved
occupancy on 1.7 and incidentally have
provided much merriment to offset the
eternal round of QRK, QSA, QRM,
QRN, and QSB.

2 Don Q has been silent of late, but
when working he can put up as good a
show as 2LZ, 5M14I or any of the Kent
and Essex stations. 6RQ, 6TQ, 5IL,
5WL, 2WG, 20V, 5RD, and that lively
Liverpudlian 60M have all done much
to popularise the 1.7 and recently 6VF
of Bristol and the northern station 2P0
have put across some remarkably fine
records.

I hope I have said enough to show
that this Cinderella of the ham bands
can be as interesting as any of her

sisters, and that it is not strictly true to
call it a band for local contacts only.

April was marked by great activity
on the 3.5 band. 5VL continues his
triumphant progress in W and VE and
reception of W and VE over here has
been as good as at any time this winter.
It is comparable with the fine reception
which is being had on 20 metres be-
tween 18 and 22 hours.

The fine conditions may be under-
stood when I say that R8 and 9 signals
from VE and \V's have been common
this week, between 23 hours and ot.00.
The last VE has been VE 'ET, who can
be received on a one-valver. Between
R6 and R7 have been VEIDY, VE2DX,
VE2AD, VEICL. W's who have been
well heard include W2AGA (Uncle
Dave, of Albany, New York), W2CQN,
'4V3SL, W8LÁC, WiLI, WiEOP,
W4NC, W2CUM, WIADY.

VF_iET intimates that the Canadian
amateur -band has been extended to in-
clude the frequencies 3,850-4,000 kc, and
says that in future most VE's will oper-
ate. there.

G stations who have provided fine re-
ception on 3.5 are 6SR, 5MM, 6LI,
60M, 5FB, 50G, 6MN, 5VL, 2AX, etc.

W EOP, of Callas, Maine, has been
heard calling G2MO, of London, and
VEiDY has been thanking SWL and
BRS for fine reports. He has especially
mentioned Mr. Edwards, of Sutton
Coldfield, Warwickshire. This Cana-
dian station asks for reports from
British Isles and will send QSL to all
those sending such.

Here is some information for the G's
operating on zo metres. Keep to the
frequencies 1,430-1,450 kc. where it is
clear of W, QRM. This information
comes from one of the most successful
G DX-ers.

" The Circular Polariscope "
(Continued from preceding page.)

azimuth of the vibration directions of
the stressed material, and therefore
of the electrostatic stress directions.

A New Type
of Kerr Cell

With the aid of this form of polari-
scope it will be obvious that a new
field for construction of the Kerr cell
is opened up. It is possible now to
construct a cell in which one elec-
trode is a metal cylinder and the
other is a co -axial wire within the
cylinder as in Fig. 4. In this de-
sign the fast vibration direction is
coincident with any radius of the
cylinder. But the plane containing

these directions is normal to the direc-
tion of the light path.

The circular polariscope can also
be used if it is desired to study the
disposition of the achromatic sur-
faces of uniaxial and biaxial crystals
in convergent light without the pre-
sence of the isogyres or achromatic
lines. Another well-known use for
this type of polariscope is in connec-
tion with the study of mechanical
stresses in various members in build-
ing structures, the members being
first constructed of celluloid (see
Coker and Filon, " Photo Elasti-
city ").

A photograph of the polariscope in
actual use is shown. The circular
analyser is seen on the left. In this
case the quarter -wave plate has not

been cemented to the Nicol. Just to
the left of the cell there is a compen-
sator of the Babinet type, whose
function it is to determine the re-
tardations of different liquids em-
ployed in the cell.

SUMMER LECTURE COURSE

London students will be interested
to know that a course of six lectures
on Television Advance will be given
at The Borough Polytechnic,
Borough Road, S.E., commencing
Thursday, May 9, at 7.30 p.m. The
course is a continuation of the course
normally now ended, but is continued
at the special request of the students
with the permission of the Principal.
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Fig. 2.-The approximate size of the ray divider unit will be apparent from
this photograph.

IT is often assumed that high -defi-
nition pictures are of necessity
produced by a cathode-ray tube,

but many experimenters will not wish
at this stage either to go to the ex-
pense of such a tube or spend time
on time -base circuits, etc., if they al-
ready have low -definition mechanical
apparatus and perhaps electrical
equipment which can be progressively
improved.

Now anyone who has attempted
the construction and adjustment of
multi -line mechanical scanners oper-
ating directly will realise that it is a
very tedious business and therefore
it is desirable to use some system
which uses a few lines many times.

The kind of apparatus about to be
described was evolved to work with a
30 -line mirror -drum which so many
experimenters already possess. It has
been pointed out elsewhere that such
a mirror -drum could be used for multi -
line scanning by adopting a mirror -
multiplier, i.e., a row of six or eight
(according to the number of lines de-
sired) mirrors, adjusted so that as
each patch of light passes over them
it produces six (or eight) lines of the
scan instead of a single line. Since
this arrangement consists of mirrors
which reflect the light, it is necessary
to make its path oblique in order that
the " multiplied " rays shall not be
obstructed by the mirror -drum. This
obliquity causes all sorts of difficul-
ties in arranging that the lines shall
fall exactly in the correct positions on
the screen, so that it is much prefer-
able to use a prism ray -divider as
here described.

The arrangement is shown in plan
in the diagram. The drum, of
course, has its spindle vertical to suit
horizontal line scanning. The dotted

AND
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240 -LINE

PICTURES

WITH A
30 -LINE

MIRROR -DRUM

line AB shows the axis of the opti-
cal (and modulating) system. C is
the mirror -drum --adjusted to a ratio
of eight times (in the direction of a
line) that of the desired high -defini-
tion picture ratio. D is the prism

Fig. [. -A plan view
the

positions of ray divider
and mirror -drum for

horizontal scanning. c

By Bernard H. Dakin
form at a reasonable price. E is an
associated row of adjustable -inclina-
tion glass plates, that is, a row of
eight plates, the first of which are
inclined (by the different amounts re-
quired) toward the drum in order to

/ /

o f

--- -
Jr,een

" ray divider "-a series of small
angle prisms across which each patch
of light in passing is made to go
across the screen in eight contiguous
lines; this it is hoped will shortly
be marketed in a completely adjusted

raise (i.e., displace upward) by the
appropriate amount the rays passing
through them to make the top lines
of each " bundle " of eight lines
while the last plates are inclined (by

(Continued on next page.)

Fig. ;.-This photograph shows the assembly of the mirror -drum receiver including the ray divider
or vertical scanning.
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An Experimental
5 -Metre Transmitter

IT is probable that there will be a
considerable revival in interest in
56 -megacycle working during the

coming summer. For local contacts the
160 -metre band has been used for some

001
L1 00005

OTO Turi

001

001

be taken in the construction of the
modulator.

As regards the oscillator, it is advis-
able to mount the two valves away from
the baseplate on supports and to con-
nect Li and L2 without any intermedi-
ate wiring. The .0000s-mfd. anode
tuning condenser is of the Eddystone
000 type and a coil consisting of five
turns of r4 -gauge wire á -in. diameter

. L2
"20,OOOf1

75 jC.T.

(4V. AC

2MFD

Soon)

firilffe
V3 k50H. SOMA

--__3
50,0oon

I'

H.T.+2500

H.T.-

This modulated five -metre transmitter is very stable in operation. The zoo miles record set up last
year used a fundamentally similar circuit.

years, but owing to the increasing
amount of QRM on that band and the
unreliable results after dark, amateurs
are endeavouring to find a more simple
means of effecting local contacts.

It has been realised that a five -metre
transmitter will provide quite reliable
results up to 4o miles and with a little
luck this range can often be very con-
siderably increased.

Last year we experimented with a
circuit based upon the suggestion of
the Tungsram Valve Co., which used
two Tungsram P41oo's as push-pull
oscillators and a multi -grid valve of
the APP412o type as a modulator.

As can be seen from the theoretical
circuit, the entire equipment is of the
very simplest kind and can be con-
structed without much difficulty. The
speech amplifier is exceptionally small
and ample modulation is obtained when
using a microphone of the single -button
type.

Both the microphone transformer and
the modulation choke have to be
screened otherwise no precautions need

will connect across the two condenser
terminals quite nicely

The inductance L2 should be con-
nected across the grid of Vi and the
grid of V2, so when fixing the positions
of these valves arrange that the dis-
tance between the two grids is equal
to the length of the inductance L2.

Only one high -frequency choke is
required and this can be wound on a
i -in. test tube; it should consist of so
turns of 26 -gauge double -cotton covered
wire wound solenoid fashion.

The only point which might bother
the home constructor is the fixing of
the inductances L3 and L4. If all of
the tuning condensers are to come to
the front and be arranged symmetri-
cally then some artificial means of fix -
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ing must be arranged for these induct-
ances.

On the other hand, if the .000r-mfd.
aerial tuning condenser is mounted
close to L t then the outside windings
of I.3 and L4 can be actually connected
across the aerial tuning condenser. L3
and L4 are both one turn each and half -
inch diameter and they must be ar-
ranged so that the coupling between
them and L1 is reasonably tight.

One of the most effective means of
radiating is to erect a vertical aerial of
approximately half -wavelength. A
piece of copper rod, providing it is
firmly clamped, will do excellently.

A horizontal di -pole can also be used,
and in many ways this type of aerial
is to be preferred to the half -wave ver-
tical aerial. A di -pole can be erected
much more easily and if each half is
quarter -wavelength will not take up
very much space.

The down feeders consist of lamp flex
and unless they are kept comparatively
short, they will have to be series tuned,
in which case the .000r condenser,
parallel tuning L3 and L4, will have to
be omitted.

During our experiments we obtained
our high-tension supply from a Rother-
mel Gen -e -Motor. This gave z5o volts
at approximately 65 milliamps enabling
us to obtain quite a healthy wattage.
As the converter runs from a 12 -volt
accumulator it is ideal for portable
work, so we can recommend the whole
equipment for the serious attention of
amateur experimenters.

We should like to point out that even
though the apparatus is very simple it is
essential to obtain a Post Office radia-
ting licence for its use.

" 240 -line pictures with a 30 -line
Mirror Drum. "

(Continued from page 281)

the different amounts required) away
from the drum to lower (i.e., displace
downwards) the bottom lines of each
" bundle."

Fig. 2 shows a photograph of such
an arrangement intended to produce
a 'So -line scan with a 3o -line mirror -
drum. The six prisms and six plates
are clearly visible. Fig. 3 shows the
complete layout.

For a picture -frequency of 25 per
second the motor will have to run at
1,50o r.p.m.-just double the usual
speed for 3o -line pictures, but since
a series -wound motor with large re-
sistance is almost universally em-
ployed, this presents little difficulty.
One can even use an existing motor
with its spindle horizontal with a
twisted -over belt to a pulley on the
vertical mirror -drum spindle.

It need hardly be stressed too much
that care must be taken with accurate
adjustment and balance of the drum.
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Beat -frequency Oscillators
Very few commercial super-hets embody any means of beating up C.W. transmissions. This automatically

precludes the receiver being used by the serious amateur unless some means of heterodyning is easily
possible. Here are some details showing it can be done.

USING a beat oscillator in con-
junction with the intermediate -
frequency amplifier of a super -het

receiver for reception of unmodulated
code is quite a conventional idea. How-
ever, the introduction of receivers not
using automatic volume control very
considerably simplifies the addition of
the beat oscillator.

With the really modern super -het

the first one, which would be left with-
out any A.V.C. control.

A circuit that really will overcame
these troubles and provide a ready
means of beating up C.W. signals of
all strengths is shown in Fig. 2. When
the beat oscillator signal is introduced
into the diode circuit, it will operate
equally well on strong or weak signals.
The strength of the signal from the beat

TO L.F. AMP.

with two or more stages of intermediate -
frequency amplification and A.V.C.
voltage applied to all grids, complica-
tions generally arise. What actually
happens is that the beat note is abso-
lutely inaudible when signals over a
certain level are received. This does
not matter very much when the receiver
is insensitive, for as a general rule none
of the C.W. signals would rise over
a low strength level.

As a matter of interest we have illus-
trated the connections for the simplest
type of beat -frequency oscillator coupled
to the intermediate -frequency amplifier.
This is in Fig. i.

It will be seen from the circuit that
the strength of the beat oscillator signal
applied to the second detector is depend-
ent on the amplification of the preceding
valve. Where this valve is A.V.C. con-
trolled, a strong signal will reduce the
amplification, so the beat -frequency
oscillator either produces a weak note
or is inaudible altogether.

If the strength of the beat oscillator
is increased to overcome this then it is
likely to operate the A.V.C. and make
the receiver insensitive to weak signals.
Of course, it is possible to have two
stages of intermediate -frequency am-
plification and A.V.C. only on the
second one, injecting the beat note into

Fig. t.-By feeding the
output from a beat note
oscillator into the grid
of an I.F. amplifier,
C.W. reception is con-
siderably simplified.
No super -het receiver
without an oscillator of
this kind is suitable
for C.W. reception.

oscillator will be sufficient to draw from
4-8 micro -amps. direct current in the
diode resistance.

Under these conditions the beat oscil-
lator will not develop sufficient A.V.C.
voltage to reduce to any appreciable
extent the overall sensitivity of the
receiver. As a matter of experiment a
diode resistance of greater than too,oco
ohms can be used, the signal from the
beat oscillator being adjusted to a pro-
portionately less current flow through
the diode resistance.

Fig. z.-In this
arrangement it is
important that the
beat note oscillator
be tuned to a har-
monic of the C. W.
station and not to
the fundamental. By
introducing the os-
cillator signal into
the diode circuit no
complications are
set up when auto-
matic -volume -con -
fro/ is applied to
the I.F. or H.F.

stages.

The use of a stronger signal on the
beat oscillator is not necessary, even
though a stronger signal does not re-
duce the sensitivity of the receiver
where the high -frequency amplifying
valves are self -biased.

Stray voltage feeding from the beat
oscillator to the input of the inter-
mediate -frequency oscillator must be
small, as the amplification of this stray
pick-up is dependent on the strength of
the incoming signal.

The amount of stray pick-up is also
to a large extent dependent on the ar-
rangement of the I.F. amplifiers and
whether or not a filter is used in the
anode circuit of the oscillator. This
filter circuit is shown in Fig. 2, where
it is in the high-tension positive lead to
the final I.F. amplifier.

It is an excellent arrangement to
combine the transformer feeding the
diode circuit with the primary and
secondary coils of the oscillator. The
grid blocking condenser of the oscilla-
tor section can also be mounted inside
the coil, for this reduces stray pick-
up into the I.F. amplifier.

A trimmer actually mounted on to the
I.F. can be used to tune the beat oscil-
lator, while a standard type twin trim-
mer of the Cyldon type can be used to
trim the primary and secondary of the
transformer.

It is most important that the beat
oscillator is not tuned to the funda-
mental frequency, otherwise it will
cause serious absorption and loss in
signal strength. So it is advisable to
tune the oscillator to the harmonic-
either the second or third-it is im-
material which. This, in addition to
preventing loss in signal strength,
enables the oscillator to operate very
strongly without producing too strong
a signal.
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Noise Snp1)1ession

UST recently, interference and
general QRM on the top band has
been getting steadily worse. At

the moment, conditions are so bad after
dark that long-distance contacts are
almost impossible.

If the troubles are segregated, they
can be divided up into four groups. (i)
The bad QRM from trawlers and the
harmonics from the medium -wave
broadcasters; (2) the high noise level in
the receiver; (3) night distortion on all
stations over a certain distance; (4)

On the left is the first impedance matching trans-
former connected close to the aerial at the top of the
mast. The second transformer is fitted to the

receiver chassis.

local interference from domestic
appliances or motors, etc.

Of these, four troubles only two can
be reduced or eliminated. These are
the harmonics from the medium -wave
broadcasters, and the local interference
from electric appliances.

I do not propose to deal with the
elimination of harmonics, for this is
quite simply done with a wavetrap.
Actually a series coil in the aerial lead
if tuned to the fundamental of the
offending medium -wave broadcaster
will cut out all but the strongest
harmonic. I found that it was essential
to cut out as much interference as
possible for every little helps.

The high noise level can often be
seduced if the volume control on the
receiver is reduced as well. This can
only be done if the station is at good
strength and there is not any need to
boost strength to overcome local inter-
ference or other QRM. So it will be
seen that any reduction in noise, no
matter what kind, will help to bring in
the long-distance stations.

Broadly speaking, if the local inter-
ference can he cut out or reduced the
stations will be heard with much
greater clarity even if trawler inter-
ference is still bad.

Belling -Lee have just brought out a

By G5ZJ
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on the Top Band
new noise suppressor which I have tried
with great success. It can be erected
in the average garden and is quite
simple to erect.

I remember G6CT telling me that his
reception on the top band was spoilt by
QRM from local trams. Here is the
very idea to overcome that trouble.

It must he realised that it is not
possible to prevent pick-up of inter-
ference by an elevated aerial. All that
can be done is to make sure the lead-
in wire does not increase the pick-up
as it comes down past the house or
other buildings. Often as the aerial is
high up the amount of pick-up from
motor cars, for example, some 4o ft.
below is very small. The lead-in wire
is generally the cause of the trouble.
The amount of noise picked up
increases towards the ground.

With the Belling -Lee Rejectostat
system this is all overcome. First of
all the aerial must be erected as high
as possible, and if it is known from
where the interference originates then
at right angles or as far away from it
as possible.

It is possible to erect the aerial as far

and screened down -lead will almost be
bound to reduce the interference.

The aerial is coupled to a transmis-
sion line close to the top of the pole
by means of a step-down transformer.
This unit transforms the picked -up
energy, at aerial circuit impedance, to
approximately 1/ to of that value and
applies it to both sides of a twin cable
or transmission line.

Both conductors in this cable are
balanced with respect to earth so that
any pick-up on one of the wires is can-
celled by a similar pick-up on the other.

This point in addition to the metal
screening outside the cable accounts for
the fact that with a perfectly erected
transmission line there is not any pick-
up on the line itself.

The receiver is coupled to the trans-
mission line at the other end in a simi-
lar manner. A transformer is again
used and increases the impedance of
the line to the impedance of the
receiver. In extreme cases the trans-
mission line can be buried so as to
make quite sure the interference will
not be carried on to the receiver.

A direct earth must be used as quite

" TRAM, OVERHEAD WIRES]

óeqQ
RF ti

ELECTRICAL
MOTORS.0

AERIAL
RCEA STAT

EARTH

Where the interference is local it is advisable to bury the lead in wires as much as possible. This is par-
ticularly advisable when the interference is from car ignition or small motors.

as goo ft. away from the source of inter-
ference without reducing signal
strength. The long lead-in will not
affect results even on the very short
waves for s(secial matching trans-
formers are supplied which balance
out the effect of the lead inductance and
capacity.

I have also noticed that the field of
a motor car ignition spark decreases
very rapidly vertically, but not neces-
sarily horizontally, so the high aerial

often the interference is carried along
water pipes or steel girders. A good
direct earth will make a big difference
to the amount of suppression.

It does seem that this type of noise
suppressor is going to help many
amateurs to obtain good top -band
reception.

The amount of signal loss is frac-
tional and can be discounted in view of
the extra readability of long-distance
signals.
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The Short-wave Radio World
A 400 -watt C.W. Transmitter.

LTHOUGH a 40o -watt C.W.
transmitter is a little large for
the average British amateur, the

basic principles of this arrangement can
be adapted for more moderate power
working.

The two valves in the push-pull stage
are of the 83oB type with a rated anode
dissipation of 45 watts. According to
the editor of " R9 " at 4o metres these
valves have dissipated 40o watts at
1,70o V/A.

Link coupling has been used in view

A Review of the Most Impor-

tant Features of the World's

Short-wave Literature

general use. Already in other parts of
the world amateurs have discovered
that the 21 -metre band has some inter-
esting possibilities and in many cases
has proved to be more useful for DX
than the 5 -metre band.
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It is a sound idea to couple the CO to the sub -amplifier by means of a transformer.

does overcome the possibility of a faulty high frequency choke.
This

of the extreme efficiency of this arrange-
ment and automatic bias is embodied
throughout. The low resistance values
are quite in order owing to the steep
slope of the valve used.

A point that will interest amateurs is
that only one tuning condenser is of
more than midget size while the coils
are all of the low -power type. Only
one coil uses a heavier gauge than No.
14 copper wire.

Li and Cr is a crystal acting as grid
tuning for the A -P -D oscillator, 'which
always works on 3.5 or 7 megacycles.

The inductance L3 is a dual -wound
coil working as a 1-1 ratio radio -fre-
quency transformer. For the 3.5 mega-
cycle band wind 30 turns of twin 20-
gauge double -cotton covered wire on a
11 -in. former. A UX2ro is in the inter-
mediate stage and works at 4o watts,
which drives the 83oB stage to 400
watts. In the original circuit L5 and
L6 were coupled together by means of
a single -turn coil inter -connected by ro
feet of lamp flex. Keying is in the
primary of the mains transformer.

A 75 -centimetre Combined Trans-
mitter and Receiver.

Three-quarter metre transmission has
not much practical value to amateurs
in this country, but the time is not far
distant when it will come into more

How long it will be before micro-
waves come into general use is a mat-
ter for conjecture, but here is an inter -

wire wound solenoid fashion on a i -in.
former.

The aerials used consist of short
lengths of re -gauge wire threaded
through holes in a in. wooden rod.
The actual aerial is a wire 13; in. long
with one reflector 14; in. long and two
reflectors 13 in. long.

The aerial wire is spaced a quarter -
wave ahead of a reflector wire with a
space of about 7 in. between the aerial
and the director.

A Simple Test Set.
Test sets are always useful, but the

average experimenter can but rarely
make up such apparatus because of the
expense. In a recent issue of Austra-
lian Wireless Weekly a really interest-
ing unit of this kind is described that
can be made quite cheaply.

It is claimed that the total cost will
be under £4 ios. even including a high-
grade meter. The unit has been de-
signed to read voltages from o-500, re-
sistances from o-1oo,000 ohms, and
milliamperes from 0-20o. Actually it
has been arranged so that the readings
are split up for different values, so mak-
ing for accurate readings.

The ohmmeter is adjusted for zero
by means of the 40o -ohm potentiometer.
By moving the gang switch No. r the
8,000 -ohm resistance is cut out, but at
the same time a 10 milliamp. shunt is
connected across the meter.

When the switch is on ohms direct,
the 8,000 -ohm resistance is left in cir-
cuit and the 10 milliamp. shunt is open -

Who will be the
first amateur to
experiment with
micro -waves?
This circuit will
be a good one with

which to start.

Aerial Feeder
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esting circuit of a 75 -centimetre trans-
ceiver which was published in a recent
edition of Radio.

This combined circuit uses two
valves, one as an oscillator and the
other as a modulator when transmitting,
while for reception the same two valves
work in the conventional way. The
high -frequency choke consists of 25
turns of 22 s.w.g. double -silk covered

circuited. The other two positions are
for changing the circuit to read either
resistances or voltages. In the case of
current readings the shunts are con-
nected across the meter, while for volt-
ages the resistances are connected in
series with it.

This type of instrument is ideal for
the service engineer or for the short-
wave enthusiast who cannot afford an
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array of suitable meters. The fact that
the meter will read low values makes it
very useful.

An Australian Two -valve Short-
wave Receiver.

We are indebted to B.R.S. 1,374 for
details of a two -valve short-wave re-

experimenters. All the constructional
details are printed in the January io
number of the Brisbane paper, the
Queenslander.

One-half of the class B valve acts as
a simple grid detector with the leak
across the grid series condenser. The
reaction winding is in series with the
primary of the intervalve transformer,

(Lft)-A resist-
ance bridge that can
be made from stan-
dard components is
a handy adjunct to
the laboratory. This
unit is intended for
the serious experi-

menter.

(Right)-A Bzi
is the type of valve
used in this two -in -
one circuit. Even
though it is novel,
the results given are
good. It is a fine
receiver for the
beginner on short

waves.

ceiver which has proved popular in
Australia.

The idea of using a class B valve to
fulfil two operations is not entirely new
but in this instance the actual circuit
arrangement will prove of interest to

while the amount of regeneration can
be governed by the variable resistance
R2.

The second half of the valve is then
coupled to the detector through a high -
ratio transformer of conventional pat -

MAY, 1935

tern. This transformer has a volume
control across the secondary, the resist-
ance having a value of 5oo,000 ohms.

Details are also given as to how the
coils should be made for the various
wavebands. It is suggested that the
former used have a diameter of i; ins.
and be of high quality material.

For the 15-3o metre band five turns
for Li and seven turns for L2 are re-
quired. For z6 -6o metres fifteen turns
for Li and nine turns for Lz are used,
while the final band from 55 -too metres
calls for twenty-five turns on Li and
twelve turns on L2.

The components are of standard type

v

LT+ LT -GB+ FIT- GB- T+

while the values should be .0oo25-mfd.
for C2, .0001-mfd. for C,, .0003-mfd.
for C3; Rz is 25,000 ohms, a
B valve, such as the Cossor B24o. The
remaining components are of standard
values and are not critical.

GERMAN TELEVISION
RECEIVERS

FI V E concerns in Germany are
now manufacturing television
sets. The Telefunken Com-

pany has two types both using high -
vacuum cathode-ray tubes. The
dimensions of the screens are 15 by
r7 centimetres and 23 by 26 centi-
metres (5.9 by 6.7 and 9.o by
10.2 inches). The Telefunken Com-
pany is the only German company
which has a screen material produc-
ing a black -white picture.

The cathode-ray tube receiver of
the Fernseh A.G. has a screen with
dimensions 24 by 3o centimetres (9.4
by 11.8 inches), and is the largest
one available in Germany. The re-
production of this television receiver
is generally praised as the best of all
German receivers.

The television receiver of the Radio
A.G. D.S. Loewe also uses a cath-
ode-ray tube. This receiver, with

screen dimensions of only 10 by 15
centimetres (3.9 by 5.9 inches), is
the cheapest one on the German
market, selling for $220 to $270.

The dimensions of the screen of
Ardenne receiver are 15 by 17 centi-
metres (5.9 by 6.7 inches) ; the colour
of the picture is light -green. The
ultra -short wave superhet used is
worked without a second detector.
The rectification of the i.f. impulses
is done by the cathode-ray tube.

A Mechanical
Receiver

A very different type of television
receiver is made by The Tekade Co.
This receiver is a mechanical type
utilising the mirror screw. A neon
glow lamp is used as the light source
controlled by the impulses obtained
by the ultra -short wave superhet re-
ceiver. The mirrors on the spindle

reflect the light of the neon lamp
upon the back of a semi -polished
glass plate, having dimensions of
12 by 15 centimetres (4.7 by 5.9
inches).

The German Government, in colla-
boration with the German radio
industry, is now working on a
plan to sell these television receivers
by instalments. The very success -
full experiment with the so-called
"Folksempfanger" (people's broad-
cast receivers) that had been sold
during the season 1933-34 to the
number of 5oo,000 sets is evidence
that co-operation between the Gov-
ernment and the German radio in-
dustry is also likely to be successful
in popularising television.

CANADA AND TELEVISION
It is reported that an American

television promoter has been subsi-
dised by the Canadian government to
erect the first experimental station in
Montreal. This is to be 120 lines,
mechanical scanning. The apparatus
provides for a projected picture
Io ins. by 12 ins.
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A "DE LUXE" CATHODE-RAY TELEVISION

VIEWER
THE DESIGN REVIEWED

As stated in our issue last month, we are commencing the design of a " de luxe" television viewer and receiver based

on the cathode-ray tube. The scanning circuits will be adaptable to the higher definition television when it is
established and the design of the receiver will be brought up to date by the publication of a short-wave circuit to

fit in the place of the broadcast band receiver in the original. In this article the designer discusses the problems
of the layout and circuits.

JUDGING from the comments of
readers, the recently -published
design for a cathode-ray receiver

aroused great interest and formed the
basis of several experimental layouts
which have given good results. At
the same time, we feel that there are
a good many of our readers who are
hesitating to launch out on the con-
struction of what is a fairly expensive
receiver, in the thought that it may
be obsolete in a few months' time.

Nothing is more remote than the
possibility of a revolutionary change
in the television system in the imme-
diate future. Further, whatever
change is made in the direction of
higher definition can be accom-
plished with the cathode-ray tube,
since it provides such a satisfactory
means of high-speed scanning. A
cathode-ray tube used on the present
transmission will not, therefore, be
made obsolete, but will rather be
used in a more efficient manner when
the standard of transmission is raised.

It is not a difficult matter to so
arrange the scanning circuit that the
number of lines on the screen can be
increased to 18o or 240 by the altera-
tion of one or two simple compon-
ents. So the television section of the
complete receiver can be taken to be
up to date for a very long time to
come.

With the receiver for sound and for
vision we shall not be so fortunate.
The high -definition tel on
short waves will necessitate a com-
plete re -design of these items, but
even then there will be no necessity
to scrap the existing sets, as they will
be serviceable for the ordinary broad-
cast band. The aim of the design is
to enable the alteration to the receiv-
ers to be made with the minimum of
disturbance to the make-up of the
whole set.

A final objection which will occur
to everyone-why make up an expen-
sive set which will only be used for
an hour or so a week? This argu-
ment would have more weight if the

set were only designed for television
reception, but the fact that a sound
receiver is incorporated in the cabinet
means that the owner has the ordin-
ary broadcast programme always
available. The cabinet as a whole is
not wasted-rather, the value of it
will increase with increasing tele-
vision facilities.

The
Cabinet

The cabinet is an ordinary radio-
gram with the speaker grille at the
lower part. One of the difficulties
in the make-up of a cathode-ray re-
ceiver is the disposal of the tube!
The overall length of tubes varies,
but an average figure can be taken
to be 5o cm. (20 ins.), and with this
length to be accommodated in the
cabinet the depth must be increased
to an unwieldy amount or the tube
must be adapted to fit in a special
way.

If the tube is mounted vertically no
alteration to the dimensions of a
standard cabinet are necessary, but
the lid of the cabinet must be fitted
with a mirror for viewing the image
and must be adaptable to an angle to
suit the line of vision. At no time
is it possible to view the image direct
without peering in the top of the
cabinet.

Changing
the Scanning

When the picture is viewed in the
mirror the right- and left-hand sides
of the picture are reversed, and due
allowance must be made for this in
connecting up the scanning circuit.
When the tube is viewed direct the
scanning is in the wrong direction
and must again be reversed to give
the correct picture. This is done in
a very simple way in the cathode-ray
tube by connecting one pair of the
deflector plates to a changeover
switch, which is wired so that the
potential applied can be changed in

polarity. This switch is marked
" Direct " or " Mirror," enabling
an immediate changeover to be made.

Power
Supply

The tube used in the circuit is the
Ediswan type AH with a white
screen, giving the nearest approach
to realism in the picture. This tube
requires 2,000 volts for its excitation,
which is provided by a power unit in
the lower part of the cabinet. To
avoid expense and to keep the high-
tension gear as compact as possible
this same supply is used for the scan-
ning circuit.

There is thus only one possible
source of danger in the equipment,
and, provided that care is taken in the
wiring and the transformer and rec-
tifier are properly screened, no risk of
shock is present.

It is just as well, however, to re-
peat a warning which has appeared
many times in this journal: The volt-
age used in cathode-ray tube circuits
is much higher than that of the ordin-
ary receiving set, and is definitely
dangerous. The greatest possible
care should be taken in the wiring
and the layout of the components, and
only tested and proved components
should be used in the set.

Adjustments should never the made
with the high-tension switched on,
and the whole equipment should be
protected when it is in use. Pro-
Nided these precautions are observed
there is no ri.;k.

It is often said, and justly, that
television is for the entertainment of
Londoners. This is true to the ex-
tent that the Londoner can always
rely on full signal strength for his
vision. At the same time the sound
accompaniment is more difficult to
receive, and what is gained on the
roundabouts is sometimes lost on the
swings.

The construction of the scanning
circuit will be described in next
month's issue.
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THE SCOPHONY SYSTEM OF TELEVISION

SCOPHONY, LTD., has been
registered as a private company
with a capital of £140,000 in

shares of £1 to take over from a pre-
vious company of the same name cer-
tain processes and world patent rights
in the field of television, cinemato-

Mr. S. Saga11, Managing Director of
Scopbony Ltd,

graph)' and commercial communica-
tions, which are in the main the in-
vention of Mr. G. W. Walton.

The Board consists of :
Sir Maurice Bonham Carter, K.C.B.,

K.C.V.O., Director of O. 1'.
Falk & Co., Ltd., Chairman.

Mr. W. S. Verrells, Chairman of
E. K. Cole, Ltd., Deputy Chair-
man.

Mr. S. Sagall, Managing Director of
the old Scophony, Ltd., Manag-
ing Director.

Mr. R. E. Cornwall, Director of the
London & Yorkshire Trust.

Mr. O. Deutsch, Director of the old
Scophony, Ltd., and Chairman
of Odeon Theatres, Ltd.

Mr. A. Levey, Director of the old
Scophony, Ltd.

Mr. G. W. Walton.
Mr. L. L. Whyte.

It will be remembered that in the
report of the Television Committee
the Scophony system was described
as " one of the most distinctive " of
those under development in this coun-
try.

Messrs. E. K. Cole & Co., Ltd.,
the well-known radio manufacturers,
have taken an important interest in

IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENTS

the new company and are represented
on the board by their Chairman, Mr.
Verrells, and by Mr. R. E. Cornwall.
Mr. O. Deutsch, Mr. A. Levey and
Mr. S. Sagall represent the former
Scophony, Ltd.

The Scophony system is based on
the inventions of George William
Walton, a Lancashire engineer,
whose early television patents date
from 1922. Mr. Walton saw the
limitations of the Nipkow disc and
mirror -drum and set out with the ideal
of giving pictures in the home ap-
proximating in definition, size and
brilliancy, the home cinema. Accord-
ingly he had the courage to break
away from previous television con-
ceptions and after many years of
arduous work succeeded in evolving
an entirely new method of optical re-
presentation of pictures. This
method is equally applicable in tele-
vision, cinematography and picture
telegraphy.

Some six years ago Mr. Walton be-
came associated on the business side
with Mr. S. Sagall, a pioneer of com-
mercial television in this country. It
was largely due to Mr. Sagall's un-
bounded enthusiasm and remarkable
persistence that Mr. Walton got his
initial financial backing, and the
original Scophony, Ltd., was formed.
The path of the Scophony Company
was, however, very thorny and Sagall
and Walton had to struggle along
continuously fighting against heavy
odds. In spite of these very grave
obstacles, the Scophony laboratory,
consisting of Mr. Walton and a small
band of enthusiastic technical col-
laborators, succeeded in obtaining ex-
cellent results. Truly projected pic-
tures of the size of the home cinema
are already available. The Scophony
system also holds out the prospect of
large screen television for cinemas.

The
Scophony Receivers

Scophony, Ltd., have already en-
tered the field of manufacture of high -
definition television transmitters, and
the design of receivers for the pro-
posed London transmission service is
well advanced. While it is too early
to quote now a price for the receiver,
it is anticipated that the price will be
definitely competitive.

As has been explained in this jour-
nal previously, the basic optical prin-
ciples of the Scophony system applied
in cinematography make available a
new type of a one -dimensionally re-
corded film which could be /tooth in
length of the normal film for the same
amount of recorded information. This
when applied in practice to the home
cinema would make it possible for the
amateur to obtain his film, say, at an
expense of only 2s. 6d. for five
minutes' entertainment, as compared

Mr. 1V. S. Ferrell!, Chairman of E. K. Cole,
Ltd. and Deputy Chairman of Se_phYny Ltd.

with 3os. for the normal home cinema
film.

The fact that the well-known radio
concern, E. K. Cole, Ltd., manufac-
turers of Ekco radio apparatus, have
taken a substantial interest in Sco-
phony, Ltd., and are represented on
the board of the company by their
chairman and one of their directors,
is of great significance. Mr. Ver-
rells is a pioneer and built up the Ekco
Company from very small beginnings.
Ekco employs in its modern Southend
factories many thousands of workers.
It is interesting to note that Ferranti,
Ltd., are also shareholders in Sco-
phony, Ltd. Cinema interests are
strongly represented by Mr. Oscar
Deutsche, head of the largest inde-
pendent circuit of cinemas in this
country, and of Mr. Arthur Levey,
who has wide cinema interests both
in this country and U.S.A.
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G5LC has worked all continents with this tranrmitter. Series modulation is used while the
P.A. runs at 5o watts C. IV. and 12 watts for phone. It is licensed for all amateur bands.

IL seems that this month the only
topic of conversation amongst the
amateur fraternity is two-way work-

ing with zo-metre W phone stations.
Even the listening stations are com-
menting on the exceptional strength of
these stations after 20.00 continuing
until 23.3o and sometimes later.

Most small super-hets are at the mo-
ment bringing in American stations
R8 -R9 while several readers have
logged some of the more powerful
transmitters on 0 -V -i's and 0 -V -2's.

For example, \V. A. Clemenson, of
Hampstead, says that the 20 -metre band
is full of 20 -metre phone stations right
up until 1 o'clock in the morning. He
mentions that \V2FLP, using 75 watts,
and W2BYj, with 25o watts, wish to
work European stations, and at the
same time would like reports from
B.R.S. listeners, so will the G stations
please give them a call. W6SZY is
leaving for Japan in June -I wonder
if any G stations will work him from
the new QRA.

Reports
Wanted

Another station being heard well
in this country is W7AMX on 7 mega-
cycles, which is on the air from o6.00
to 07.30 with an intput of i8o watts. Mr.
Clemenson also mentions that HC1FG,
Rio Bamba. was received R7 and zo
metres at 23.45. So far his log stands
at 93 countries.

I have an excellent QSL card from
a receiving station operated by Oliver
Derrick and Myles Mackenzie, at Stir-
ling. They again comment on 20 -

metre phone stations and mention that
American stations are receivable even
though local omnibuses cause a con-
siderable amount of QRM. Stations
which are particularly well heard are

VE1EI, HI7G, W8GIY, VE2EA,
W2GOQ and W3QAD.

The 40 -metre band in Stirling is ap-
parently only suitable for local recep-
tion. Stations heard include G5P1'.
G5PB, G6PK, G6XR andG6VF. Oliver
Derrick wants to know if there are any
G stations in his area who contemplate
putting out 5 -metre transmissions. It
so, will they please communicate with
him at Gowanhill, Drip Road, Stirling,
giving details.

Over 130 stations were received in
Stirling using a simple detector and
one L.F. receiver, during four week-
ends only, which seems to confirm
what I always imagined, that Scotland
is particularly good for DX.

Reception
in Scotland

Another listening station in the same
area, B. McDougall, of Glasgow, does
not give me such good reports. He
finds that the only stations above R5
were G5TZ and G6ZX, although quite
a number of F's were coming in R7.
I am glad to see that G5MR can be
heard so well in Glasgow. This sta-
tion used to be within two or three
miles of me, but has since moved to
I believe, Hastings. Mr. McDougall
points out that he heard G6ZX and
G2XO using a special W code. Are
there any amateurs who can check this
or know anything about it?

20 -Metre Stations
B.R.S. 1,448, Eric Wills, of Exeter,

finds that in his area, 20 -metre stations
can be heard during the afternoon, and
include W2GRA, W3RN, WIAFU,
ZBIG, SUICF, VQ4CRL, CT3AB,
CTIBY. 20 -metre phones continue to
come over until 22.00 when all Ameri-
cans are between R5 and R7.
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Heard
on the
Short
Waves

By

Kenneth Jowers

Some later news from this listener
mentions that VK2EO, YR5AA,
OM2RX, VS1AJ have also been heard.
Of the commercial stations VK2ME
and VUB, Bombay, are generally R9.

Commercial Broadcasts
F. A. Beane, of Ridgewell, Essex, is

disappointed to find so little space de-
voted to commercial broadcasters. Well,
the reason for this is that as a general
rule the commercials vary so very
slightly as compared with the amateur
stations. Mr. Beane has made some
very good logs. He has heard stations
such as HJIABD, TIEP, TIGPH,
PRA8, YV5RMO, YV2RC, YV3RC,
and VK3LR. if readers want further
information on commercial stations,
perhaps they will be good enough to let
me know.

B.R.S. 1,353, S. Bradbury, says that
conditions are fine on zo metres in
Bradford. Funnily enough only be-
tween 21.00 and 23.00. He comments
on the strength of the Cuban station
CO2HY, and the Canadian VE2BG. In
his log I find aver 3o stations, all long
distance, were received in less than an
hour -and -a -half. These include Cuban,
Canadian, and American amateurs, so
it seems that Yorkshire is O.K. for
short -waves, and the reason for my not
receiving many reports is perhaps be-
cause of lack of interest.

Japan
J5CE, Japan, has been heard in

Stockport by R. H. Jackson. In addi-
tion he has worked VS6AQ, W7AMX,
and has logged OM2RX, VS6AQ,
VU2FP, CX1CG, LU1CH, ZD1D,
VK3ZF, PY2CA, VP2CE, and VP1AA.
Very good going ! It seems that
Cheshire is a live county; one of the
best stations I have worked recently has
been 60M, of Birkenhead.
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I have always been given to under-
stand that amateurs in the Birmingham
area, besides being very efficient, are
a friendly lot. This seems to have been
borne out in practice for I receive a
lot of very nice letters from that area.
Talking about Birmingham, G. Mar-
tin, G2LB, would like to exchange sta-
tion photographs, so anybody who
would like a snapshot of G2LB and
would care to exchange, please drop a
line to 3 Gladys Road, South Yardley,
Birmingham.

J. Greenshields, of Burnt Oak, says :
" I think your readers would like to
know of the extraordinary results I

Bib. 1287 uses a simple receiver and has received a
large number of ,'eri%teuti. rs. His latest is

IViOXDA.

have been getting on 20 metres. The
receiver in use is an o -V -I using two
triodes, with a badly screened aerial,
20 feet long. Between midnight and
01.30 I received one or two south
Americans, including HI7G at R7. This
'is the time when the 20 -metre band is
supposed to be dead."
Amongst the 40 odd stations heard at

Burnt Oak, were W4HUT, W3IX,
W3VRX, VE4NI, W3GI.Y, W3CHO,
\V3VOX, WSHI, and \V6VCJ. He
also comments on the strength of the
commercial stations \V2XAD and
W8XK on 19 metres, CT1AA and
WIXAZ, all RS. VK3LR has also
been logged between 8.15 and 8.30
G.M.T. at R7-8.

From the listening post at Standon,
R. D. Everard says that he is losing a
lot of DX stations owing to high noise
level on his big receiver, so he is going
to build the Contest Three. I have the
same trouble, particularly on the top

bands, and I find that this receiver is
very often more useful if headphones
are used than my large super. The
star DX stations heard at Standon this
month were XIT and XIK, TIzAP, all
on 4o metres. On 20 metres our old
friends K4SA, W3EHY, W3DDO,
W4BFH, SPIES and OE6DK.

Transmissions
from Iceland

Last month I queried reception of
stations from Iceland. Mr. Everard
tells me that on several occasions he
has heard an Icelandic station calling
the Faroe Isles. If anybody can con -
confirm or deny this, I shall appreciate
the information.

B.R.S. 1,287, G. Sadler, of Stamford
Hill, has sent me a photograph of his
receiving station. I certainly like his
slow -notion dials; he should be able to
calibra:e his set quite nicely with these.
B.R.S. 1,287 has received verification
ftr.nr WIOXDA who, by the way, is no
m ,re. On an o -V -i receiver stations
were heard from the following coun-
tries. VE, FB, YM, PK, FP, LA, U.
OH, W6, OZ, HA, SP, OE and F.
Good going for a two -valve receiver !

J. F.smond, of the Bennett Television
Co., has been using a short-wave con-
verter in conjunction with a three -valve
A.C.-D.C. receiver, and with this hook-
up and a 20 -foot aerial, he has logged
VK2ME and W2XAF at full loud-
speaker strength. He has sent me a
full list of items broadcast; during two
hours the transmission was too per
cent. word perfect. The whole of the
transmission from PRV, Brazil, and
several other stations were obtained
without any aerial whatsoever. The
actual pick-up being obtained from a
lead-in wire a yard away from the re-
ceiver.

Stanley C Isaacs forgot to give me
his address, which is a pity because he
has a very fine report. He is also using
an o -V -i and has heard EA, PI, CT,
ED, LX and PI stations in addition to
the Japanese JVM on 27.9 metres. He
finds 20 metres very productive for
American and Canadian stations right
up to 23.30.

Of the G stations I find the Scottish
to be amongst the best. C-5NW, Dun-
dee, G6SR, Edinburgh, and G6UU,
Bonyrigg, are R8-9 signals every even-
ing from 23.30. I have worked these
stations for the last week or so every
evening and very rarely are they inter-
fered with by QRNL or suffer from fad-
ing.

I should like reports on G6GO, of
Ashby Parva, who is putting out a very
strong signal which is received all over
the country. I can rarely give him a
better report than R4-5, so I should like
to know if any other readers find that
this station can only be received in cer-
tain areas.

It does seem that on the 1.7 mega-

cycle band stations have unusual skip
distances. For instance, at LetJJworth
the best stations are those from Bris-
tol, Birmingham, Cheshire, Scotland
and Cornwall. Stations in interme-
diate areas are generally unreliable
with poor signal strength. I should
appreciate other readers' comments on
these points.

For some time I have been using an
eleven -valve S.S. super for all wave-
lengths. But just recently, owing to
very bad noise level I went over to a
tuned o -V -t. This was quite satisfac-
tory with the exception of rather bad
break -through from medium -wave
broadcasters. I have just completed a
two H.F. detector -Pen. receiver with
ganged tuning and band -spreading for
both the 16o- and 8o -metre bands. From
the first preliminary tests it seems that
this receiver will give me optimum sig-
nal strength with minimum noise level.

Talking about receivers, one of our
most enthusiastic listeners, F. Baker,
of Coulsden, has sent me the circuit of
his set. It consists of a leaky -grid de-
tector, transformer -coupled to a triode
amplifier, which is in turn resistance -
coupled to a pentode output valve. Both
the low -frequency arrangement and the
reaction circuit are unusual, but have
proved to be very satisfactory. I have
found from time to time that when a
receiver has two low -frequency stages,
one resistance coupled, it is always
better to put the resistance coupling
last, as it gives much smoother reaction.

A trip to Brussels has been arranged
by G5UK and I strongly advise readers
to take advantage of the facilities
afforded. The tour commences on
Friday, August 2, returning on Tues-
day morning, August 6. The cost is

3 12s. 6d., subject to exchange fluc-
tuation, and includes third-class British
rail, second-class steamer, and second-
class Belgian rail, together with "pen-
sion" in Brussels. The August Bank
Holiday week-end has been chosen, for
it coincides with the convention
organised by the Reseau Beige. Early
reservation is imperative and letters
should he addressed to Gcl'K, Max
Buckwel1, 19 Meadway, Leigh -on -Sea.

Leslie Cooper, G5LC, has sent me
some details of his latest transmitter.
It consists of C.O. neutralised sub -
amplifier and locked T.P.T.G., -for 20
or 4o metres using a 7168 kc. crystal.
A simple transmitter consisting of a
pentode C.O. of about .inzle P.A. is
used on So and 160 metres, the crystal
frequency being 1773 kc. 52 countries
have been worked, and the station is
licensed for all amateur bands.

WAC and B.E. certificates have been
obtained.

G6AU is a comparatively new station
and uses C.O. P.A. of conventional
design with a PM24A oscillator and
P4too class -C amplifier. Choke control
modulation is employed, the modulator
being a Do24 running at 25 watts.
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Trade Notes
of the Month

Reports on Apparatus Tested
" Reliance " Fixed Resistances

T
HE variable resistances and
potentiometers of the Reliance
Mfg. Co. have been used for

some time by constructors in cathode-
ray television equipment, and they
will be interested to learn that this
firm have now produced a range of
small fixed resistances from o.5 ohm
to 500 ohms.

These are wound with stout -gauge
wire on paxolin formers measuring
24 ins. long by 4 in. wide, the con-
nections being made to soldering tags
riveted at the ends of the former. The
end of the resistance wire is firmly
squashed under the rivet and there
is no possibility of a loose contact
developing.

Tire Reliance p9tentio ireters.

The resistances are rated at 2-3
watts dissipation, but owing to the
generous radiating surface provided
it is probable that a higher current
could be taken for short periods with-
out damage. For self -bias circuits
in output valves these resistances
should be most useful and will oc-
cupy little room on the baseboard.
The sample tested was of the low -
resistance type (o.5 ohm) and is par-
ticularly intended for use in the cath-
ode circuit of cathode-ray tubes when
operating from a 2 -volt cell or simi-
lar supply. Variable resistances of
the same value can be obtained for
fine control of filament current, and
the photograph shows the construc-
tion of a variable type. The Reliance
Co. also advise us that the high -
resistance potentiometers for use in
cathode-ray tube scanning circuits
arc now supplied with insulated spin-
dles tested to 2,000 volts, which will
avoid the risk of shock in high volt-
age time -bases.

The price of the fixed resistances
described above is is. and they can
be obtained from the Reliance Manu-
facturing Co., Westbury Works,
Westbury Road, Walthamstow, or

A Neat Synchronising Gear
OST amateurs who build disc

Mreceivers sooner or later appre-
ciate that a means of holding

the picture steady without the neces-
sity for hand -control is very desir-
able. No method of synchronising
may be said to be perfect, but if suit-
able gear is used it is possible to hold
the picture for periods of ten to fif-
teen minutes, and as a rule
about three adjustments only
are necessary during the course
of a programme.

A neat and efficient synchron-
ising gear has been produced
by H. E. Sanders & Co., of 4
Grays Inn Road, W.C.r, which
is shown by the photo-
graph. A light skeleton cast
phonic wheel is used and adjustment
is provided both for height and pole -

The Sanders synchronising gear is adaptable for
every type of mechanical scanner.

piece positioning; thus the gear is
adaptable to any type of disc receiver.
The light construction of the phonic
wheel, which is of a specially soft
grade of cast iron, precludes ineffi-
ciency due to eddy currents and
makes possible a reliable instrument
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at the low price of 25s. 6d. The
phonic wheel can be obtained separ-
ately at 4s. 6c1.

A New Wearite Wave -trap Coil
QNE of the most popular receivers
of the moment is the i -V -i with
an untuned high -frequency stage.

This type of set is ideal on all wave-
bands except the ióo-metre amateur
band where trouble is noticed from
harmonics of the local medium -wave
stations.

In some quarters this interference is
so bad that the amateur stations cannot
be received except after broadcasting
hours. To overcome this trouble we
have been using a Weari:e iron -cored
wave -trap coil designed for medium -
wave receivers.

We found that this coil could be con -

The IF earite nave -trap coil.

nected in series with the aerial lead-in
wire and when tuned to the fundamental
frequency of the interfering station the
trouble was eliminated.

A a typical example G6KV is in some
areas blotted out by a harmonic of the
London regional station. With the
Wearite coil in the aerial and tuned to
the wavelength of London the interfer-
ence was cut out and G6KV heard free
of whistles.

Only half of the coil need be used,
for as a general rule the long -wave sta-
tions do not cause trouble. The lead-
in wire from the receiver is removed
and connected to terminal No. i on the
coil. Terminal No. 2 is then connected
to the aerial terminal on the receiver.
Across these two terminals a .000s vari-
able condenser is connected for tuning.
The price is 7s. 6d., and it can be ob-
tained from Messrs. Wright & Weaire,
T.td., Tottenham.

Clix Airsprung Valve Holders
\TI -MICROPHONE valve
holders do not always do just
what they should. During the

past few years we have tested several
so-called anti-microphonic valve hold-
ers which were worse than the rigid
type.
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" A Test Transmitter for 7 Metres "
(Continued from preceding page.)

must, of course, both withstand 40o volts between each
other and 800 volts to earth.

Two single -wave rectifiers, type VX28to have been
used because they were the only normally -listed valves
suitable for 75o volts H.T. They are capable of deliver-
ing too milliamps. so that they are working well within
their capacity. To minimise voltage fluctuations a
small load of too,000 ohms has been connected perman-
ently across the supply. This has the further advan-
tage of discharging the condensers when the transmit-
ter is switched off. Otherwise if the oscillator valves
cool before the rectifiers there is a danger of some volt-
age being left on the condensers.

The new T.C.C. jelly -impregnated condensers have
been used, which enables a quite compact power unit
to be built up despite the high voltage. Incidentally it
is as well to fit a metal cover over the whole unit or
arrange some alternative protection against accidental
contact with the live terminals. Still better modulating
characteristics can be obtained with slightly smaller
power output by omitting the first condenser of the
filter, as described in my article last month. The H.T.
voltage is then only some 600 volts, as against 75o to
800, but the regulation is better and the circuit will
modulate with a smaller input. Generally speaking,
however, the arrangement given will be satisfactory
for, as will be seen from Fig. 6, full modulation is ob-
tained with about 4o volts peak.

Operation
of Transmitter

A grid -bias battery has been used to supply the modu-
lator valve for convenience. It could be dispensed with
by using a self -bias arrangement consisting of t,000
ohms by-passed by a large condenser (at least 5o micro -
farads) connected between the centre tap of the 4 -volt
winding for the modulator valve and H.T.-, but such
an arrangement is bound to introduce some frequency
distortion, and for the greatest fidelity the battery is
preferable.

The modulation itself is introduced in series with the
battery and should be adjusted to be about 40 volts
peak, the battery itself being 36 volts. With no modu-
lation on the anode, current should be between 40 and
5o milliamps., varying slightly according to the load on
the transmitter.

Adjustment of the filament tap should be made on
the aerial -current ammeter. Having adjusted the
oscillating circuit to the required wavelength the aerial
should be tuned -in until maximum current is obtained.
The position of the filament tap should then be adjusted
until this current is a maximum. This must not be
clone while the transmitter is switched on, unless rubber
gloves are worn, as the filament of the oscillator valve
is 40o volts above earth.

When the modulation is switched on this current
will increase to an extent depending on the depth of
modulation and the type of signal. It should, how-
ever, never increase more than zo per cent. With a
pure sine -wave modulation the increase in oscillating
current for too per cent. modulation is 23 per cent.
With a television or even a radio signal, where the
wave -form is very peaky, full modulation may be
reached on the peaks while the average depth of modu-
lation is much less.
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ERIE
Resistors and
Volume Control
SPECIFIED FOR

The
" ALL WAVE SUPER "
Receiver

insist on

and Amplifier.

ERIE BEISTORS

II

3/6
or with
built-in
mains
switch
5

It's not by chance that designer
and manufacturers alike use Eries.
It's because they are the best for
the job. An important factor is
their consistency and inherent
stability. Insist on Eries. See
that the Resistors you buy bear
the genuine Erie identifying. label.

A Ruuatln
ERIE RESISTOR

JADIO RLS0NMI Co. LW.

ORITISM MAOL.

'1471
Ra¿,oMkt IRe`mium0nI /

ror
Co

sls

BRI`MAI
Per Watt in
á1l Values.

Each resistor colour -
coded, labelled and
Guaranteed.

FREE. Send for the invaluable Erie
Resistor Guide-" Erie Service Instruc-
tion Booklet."

Jlliilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll11111111111111i`

Whatever your set,
fit the Erie Variable
Resistance. With
the bonehard Erie
resistance element
and Erie precision
construction, it is a
definite improve-
ment on everything
else of its kind.
Contact is smooth
and positive ; there
are no hop -off
noises ; its abso-
lutely noiseless effi.
ciency is permanent,
Made in all values.

5,000 ohms to 2 megohmso
At all dealers.

E THE RADIO RESISTOR CO. LIMITED
= 1, Golden Square,. Piccadilly Circus, London, W1 E.
iil1111111I I I1111I 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 1111111111=

Insist on
ERIE

Volume
Control

the
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1935 SHORT WAVE
B.T.S. ADAPTOR

Make your Set an All - Wave Set
receive America direct. No alterations
whatsoever. . . . simply plugs into your present

Battery or A.C. Mains
Set. With 2 plug-in coils,
13-52 metres. Send only

7/6 ; balance in 10 monthly
payments of
5/-. Cash or
C.O.D. Car-
riage Paid,
E271216. Extra
Coils,46-96and
90-190 meters,
4/6 each.

Send for descriptive leaflet.

New DISCOVERER H. F. P.3

Gauranteed
WORLD WIDE
SHORT WAVE
RECEPTION
COVERS! 3-96
METRES
12,000
MILES
TUNING
RANGE

KIT "A" Comprises all neces-
sary parts to build,
with 6 coils (13-96

metres), less valves and cabinet.
With Full Size Blueprint and detailed
instructions. Cash or C.O.D. Car-
riage Paid, E4/15!0, or 716 deposit
and II monthly payments of 9/ -
FINISHED INSTRUMENT.
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid
£810/0, or 12 monthly payments of
15/ -

Send Coupon for details and FREE BLUEPRINT.

PILOT AUTHOR KIT
EXACT TO SPECIFICATIIION

Build with a Pilot Author Kit andmake a 100%, success certain. Since 1919 the most popular Kits
with Home Constructors the wholeworid over because they are exact to the designer's specification

and are complete down to the last screw and piece of wire.

 ALL WAVE SUPER 
Described in this month's issue

RECEIVER KIT.-Author's Kit of First Specified parts
for Receiver Portion only, less Cabinets, Valves and
Speaker. Cash or C.O.D., Carriage Paid, E8 0 0

Or 12 monthly payments of 14 9
AMPLIFIER KIT.-Author's Kit of First Specified
Parts for Amplifier Portion only, less valves, cabinets
and speaker. Cash or C.O.D., Carriage Paid E7 6 0

Or 12 monthly payments of 13/3

COMPLETE KIT.-Author's Kit of First Specified
Parts for Receiver and Amplifier Portions, including
set of 6 Specified Valves and Peto -Scott Twin de Luxe
Cabinets, less speaker. Cash or C.O.D., Carriage
Paid .. .. ... E22 8 0
Or deposit E3/18//6 and II monthly payments of 37/.

KIT -BITS You pay the Postman. We pay post
charges on all orders over 10'-.
GT. BRITAIN ONLY.

RECEIVER.
I Peto -Scott Ready -drilled Zinc -covered

Chassis ... ... ... ... ...

4 Specified Valves ... ... ... ...
AMPLIFIER.

I Peto -Scott Ready -drilled Zinc -covered
Chassis ... ... ... ... ...

2 Specified Valves ... ... ...
Peto -Scott Twin De Luxe Cabinets...

(Receiver Portion, £1/2,76. Speaker and
Amplifier Portion E17570.

I W.B. Stentorian Senior Speaker. ...

E s. d.

2 9
3 6 0

1 9
I II 0
2 5 0

2 2 0

BEGINNERS' SHORT WAVE 2 e CONTEST THREE
KIT "A" CASH or C.O.D. f2 : 13 : 6Carriage Paid.
Author's Kit of first specified parts. OR YOURS
including ready -drilled Aluminium FOR
Baseplate and Panel, with Bulgin 6.'6Short Wave Coils, less Valves.

and 8 monthly payments of 6/6

KIT A " Cash or C.O.D. £5 : 13 : 6Carriage Paid.
Or 12 monthly payments of 1016.

KIT " A " Author's Kit of First Specified parts less
Valves and Cabinet.

Set of three Specified Valves ... E1 12 6
One Peto -Scott Cabinet ... El 0 0

FREE BLUEPRINT OFFER
PETO -SCOTT CO., LTD., 77 (Dept. T.4), City Road, London, E.C.I. Telephone: Clerkenwell9406-7.1
West End Showrooms : 62 (Dept. T.4), High Holborn, London, W.C.I. Telephone : Holborn 3248.
Please send me descriptive literature of the Peto -Scott NEW DISCOVERER H.F.P.3, together with
FREE BLUEPRINT, for which I enclose lid. in stamps to cover postage.

I NAME
ADDRESS

L T.4

SEND FOR LATEST TELEVISION LISTS.

Quick fault=tracing
DEMANDS

CURRENT
0-6 milliamps
0-30
0-120 ,

VOLTAGE
0-6 volts
0-120 .,
0-300 
RESISTANCE
0-10,000 ohms
0-60,000
0-1,200,000 
0-3 megohms

The D.C.
AVOMINCR

401 -
Deferred Terms

if desired.

ACCURATE
Even the smallest degree of distortion i

Stele -

vision calls for immediateunnoticeddy in light
t

faults which might pass
glaringly apparent im-

become, in television, B
meter of

perfections.
More than ever

mpo Lances-vit l to perfectan accurate testing meter

The world-famous D.C.

AV O IU'ORegde Mark

is 10 accurate
instruments in one. Circuits, valves,

components, batteries
and power units can allwith

be
In handsome case, prods

tested quickly and easily. testing
leads, interchangeable

crocodile clips,

and instruction booklet.

The IN O R
UNIVERSAL AVOM
Gives 22 different ranges of readings.

The best

of A.C. and D.C. meters. 3 -inch scale. Total

resistance 200,000 ohms.
Complete with leads,

crocodile clips, testing
prods and instruction

booklet

THE AUTOMATIC
COIL WINDER AND

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO.. LTD.,

Winder House, Douglas Street, London, S.Wl.

Telephone : Victoria 3404-7.

D.C. VOLTS
0- 75 millivolts
0- 5 volts
0- 25
0-100
0-250
0- 500

MILLIAMPS
0- 2.5 milliamps lil

0- 5
0- 25 "0-100 "
0-500 ,.

ESTING
The UNIVERSAL AVOMINOR

A.G. VOLTS
0- 5 volts
0_ 25
0-100 ,.
0-250
0-500 ,.

RESISTANCE
0._ 20,000 ohms

000
p-500,000 ,

0- 2 megohms
0- 5
0-10

Deferred
if desired.

Send for full/ descriptive folders,
post free.

£5
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Commercial Receivers for the Short -waves : No. 4.

The Philco All -wave Suiper-liet
DURING the past year we have

been trying to find a receiver of
extreme sensitivity and selectivity

on all wavebands. We have found
it, a set that will bring in short-wave
stations from 12 to 200 metres, and
medium wavers from zoo to 56o metres.

An
Eleven-valver

The receiver to which we refer is the
Philco 16B all -wave super using eleven
valves. It will cover all the wavebands
mentioned in five distinct steps. A

separate tuning dial is brought into
view for each of the five channels. These
wavebands are all calibrated in frequen-
cies and so accurately that we could
often check up wavelengths of new sta-
tions heard.

This Philco set is ideal for amateur
transmitting or receiving stations. The
ordinary man in the street who wants
to hear all the programmes there are
will also find this set ideal, and in addi-
tion short-wave stations from all over
the world can be heard with great relia-
bility and good volume.

We have been using this receiver for

some time now to log amateur stations
on all bands. The ordinary commer-
cial short-wave stations can also be re-
ceived from midday until the early
hours of the morning.

We can say with every confidence
that a minimum of 20 short-wave sta-
tions can be heard at any time of the
day. By referring to our log book for
the past few months we noticed such
entries : ninety-five zo-metre phone sta-
tions, mostly from America, in less than
two hours ; Sydney at full loud speaker
strength for a period of nearly two
hours ; 16o -metre amateur stations on
the loud speaker from distances up to
Soo miles, and so on.

On all wavebands the receiver is ex-
tremely efficient, not like some sets that
have good and bad patches. Tuning is
by means of a single dial which can be
pulled in or out to give slow or fast
gearing as required.

Switching for all wavelengths down
to 12 metres is accomplished by means
of a single switch, while the master
volume control is combined with the
on -off switch.

Most of our readers have the impres-
sion that a short-wave receiver must

This all -wave re-
ceiver although it
uses eleven valves
is no larger than
the average broad-
cast super -bet.
Ganged tuning,
single dial control
and A.V.C. on

all wavelengths are
only three of the
many features of
this receiver. Five
tuning scales, all
calibrated in fre-
quencies, is a fine
idea for it over-
comes the diffi-
culty of designing a
clear tuning scale.

have lots of controls and be tricky to
handle. Nothing is farther from the
truth with the Philco 16B. The con-
trols are more simple than with the
average medium -wave set.

The length of aerial used is im-
material ; if it is too long, instead of
causing the receiver to stop oscillating
on the shorter wavebands, nothing hap-
pens at all to the reception, except
some times an increase in volume.

As a typical example of what we
mean, a station in Boston, Mass., was
being heard on the loud speaker with
a 5o -foot elevated aerial. When the
receiver was connected to an uninsu-
lated stay wire that was holding up the
aerial mast there was not any appre-
ciable decrease in signal strength. The
A.V.C. action was sufficient to keep the
signal strength up to the original level.

Compactness is another feature. The
receiver is no larger than the average
five -valve super.

On the medium waveband the most
impressive feature is the genuine 9 kilo-
cycle separation. Every European sta-
tion that has a 9 kilocycle separation
from its neighbour can be received with-
out trouble.

Quality is good, while a four -position
tone corrector switch enables the switch
to be varied at will. The output is up
to to watts and this output can readily
be obtained from distant stations and
from the short-wave Americans.

Every part of the circuit is com-
pletely screened. The amateur trans-
mitter will find that duplex working is
now possible on much closer frequen-
cies to transmitter frequency than with
ordinary super-hets, while pick-up from
local stations or nearby interference is
greatly decreased.

We cannot speak too highly of the
receiver no matter from what angle it
is considered. It appears to be ideal
for all types of listeners.

Technical
Data

Model : 16B.
Price : £36 5s.
Valve combination : Oscillator (Phil -

co 76), first detector (Philco 77), two
intermediate -frequency stages (Philco
78), diode detector (Philco 37), first low -
frequency amplifier (Philco 77), driver
(Philco 42), class A output (two Philco
42's), Q.A.V.C. control valve (Philco
78), and a full -wave rectifier (Philco 8o).

Mains supply: A.C. only, 200-250
volts.

Type : r 1 -valve all -wave super -het.
Makers : Philco Radio and Television

Corporation, Ltd.
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TELEVISION IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY!

COMPREHENSIVE
AUTHORITATIVE

PRACTICAL
THE contributors to " TELEVISION TO-

DAY " include many distinguished names.
As an example may be mentioned Dr. V. K.
Zworykin, the inventor of the Iconoscope ;
and Philo Farnsworth, the inventor of the
Farnsworth Camera and the Electron Multi-
plier. Engineers connected with some of the
chief companies concerned with the commer-
cial development of Television have written
important sections of the work.

How many of these experts do you know ? They
all contribute to " TELEVISION TODAY."
Philo Farnsworth.
Capt. A. G. D. West,

M.A., B.Sc.
F. J. Camm.
H. J. Barton Chapple,

B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
J. J. Denton, F.T.S.
F. H. Haynes.
T. D. Humphreys.
E. Bolton King, M.A.
N. Levin.
N. W. Maybank.
W. J. Nobbs, F.T.S.,

A.M.I.R. E.
G. Parr, F.T.S.
A. T. Sinclair.
J. H. A. Whitehouse.
H. W. W. Walden.

V. K. Zworykin.
L. H. Bedford, M.A.
R. W. Corkling,

M.I. R. E.
Dr. Alfred Gradenwitz.
E. W. Hobbs, A.I.N.A.
Percy Harris, M.I.R.E.
R. J. Kemp.
T. M. C. Lance,

A.M.I.R.E.
L. M. Myers, F.T.S.
O. S. Puckle.
C. Huarrington.
E. H. Traub, F.T.S.
W. D. Wright, D.Sc.
R. C. Walker, B.Sc.,

A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.
Mech.E.

Get Parts I and 2 " TELEVISION TO -DAY " from
your Newsagent, I each or direct for I ;'2 each post
free from George Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton
Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

1-1.1\VJ
PRACTICE

AND PRINCIPLES
CLEARLY EXPLAINED

IMPORTANT

NEW PART WORK
PARTS I and 2 OUT NOW

Dealing with
aRITISH

SysTEMs
CONTgNENTAL

SYSTEMS
AMERICAN SygTeMS
of transmtsslon

And
recoption

CAT}tone
RAY TUSES

MECHANICAL
SCANNERS

1CONOSCOpE
ELEOTRON

CAMERA

PHOTO CELLS
V.S.W. CIRCUITS

Components
andmethod;, etc., efc,

george Newnes, Ltd.
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Correspondence is invited. The Editor does not necessarily agree with views
expressed by readers which are published on this page.

Television for the Provinces :: Amateur Transmitters :: An
American Opinion .. Amateur Television Transmissions

Thirty -line Transmissions.

Television for the Provinces
SIR,

May I add my support to the ques-
tion raised by your correspondent,
Mr. E. K. M. Bird, in the April issue
of TELEVISION AND SHORT-WAVE

WORLD.
I have had for this last two years

a viewer, home-made but good, that
I use regularly. Owing to the very
snobbish attitude of the " powers
that be " I have to be content to see
via the London station only, which
is the world's worst for reliability in
the north. If, as Mr. Bird suggests,
the transmissions were sent out from
Midland Regional, the whole country
would benefit from the increased
power, etc. Personally, I think it is
about time the authorities realised
that their " London first " policy is
disheartening experimenters " up
north." I am sure that regular
transmissions from the Midland sta-
tion would satisfy everybody, besides
giving us up here a chance to solve
some of the mysteries of television.
I think you will find that the majority
of northerners agree with me.

MANCHESTER.

* * *

Amateur Transmitters
SIR,

I should like to add my congratu-
lations to, the many you have already
received in connection with your new
publication. At last the short-wave
enthusiast is being catered for by a
British periodical. And now a word
of warning-you have published a
most admirable and lucid article on
the construction of a short-wave
transmitter. I suggest that you
should make it abundantly clear to
your readers, many of them no doubt
young and having their first experi-
ences in short-wave work, that trans-
mitters cannot be built or worked
without the necessary licence. It
will soon be found by many young
experimenters and perhaps new en-
thusiasts of more mature
it is easier to construct a low -powered
transmitter than many of the modern

broadcast receiving sets-having
built one, the urge will be to operate
it. The pirating of call signs held
by amateur experimenters is unfor-
tunately on the increase, and every
effort should be made to stop this
lamentable practice. I am sure that
you as a periodical interested in the
welfare and future of British experi-
menters will appreciate this point.

Our amateur transmitters have a
reputation second to none in the
world and we look to those who will
join us in perhaps the most fascinat-
ing hobby of our time to uphold this
prestige; this cannot be done if the
newcomer to amateur radio illegally
operates a transmitting station.
Apart from the legal aspect of
this matter such an act brings the
whole of the amateur movement into
disrepute.

Again congratulating you and
wishing you every success.

G5ZG (Chigwell, Essex).
* * *

An American Opinion
SIR,

In a letter from the well-known
American amateur transmitter,
W2FLT, in New Jersey, he makes a
few remarks on the quality of our
new book. Perhaps you will allow
me to quote his words for interest on
this side:-

" I must say, that at last you have
the makings of an amateur mag.
Believe me, hats off and all credit to
TELEVISION AND SHORT-WAVE
WORLD ! I believe it is a step to-
wards the American way of publicity,
and that it is one of the finest things
that could happen to British amateur
radio. However, it retains a whole-
some amount of that British reserve
which I admire so much. Long live
TELEVISION AND SHORT-WAVE WORLD
and may it keep going forward.

" Not only do I like the mag itself,
but also its policies . . . A darn
nice little mag. with plenty of meat
and no bunk."

His remarks may seem a little out
of place to those members of the
R.S.G.B., but I may say that the

existence of the Bull " is well-
known to him, and as we all know,
it cannot be bought at the bookstalls.

The contents exceed my earliest
expectations especially in regard to
individual articles, and I'm pleased
also to see that the old features are
not being squeezed out.

Each member of the Hampstead
Radio Society MDP wishes me to say
" thanks," and may your pages in-
crease !

W. A. CLEMENSON
(West Hampstead).
* *

Amateur Television Transmissions
SIR,

Would it interest your readers to
know that the G.P.O. have agreed to
my request to include television trans-
missions, on a closed aerial, with my
transmitting licence?

My first transmitting licence was
6PQ for to watts, but when my Mar-
coni operator left, the G.P.O. re-
duced my power and put me on the
closed aerial circuit; but now that one
of my tenants is an ex -Marconi opera-
tor and is drilling me well with morse,
I hope to get full transmitting facili-
ties restored. In the meanwhile, I
can manage to test apparatus, and
my call sign is 2BKC.

My proposition that free television
licences be granted to the dumb and
deaf, and a national fund be estab-
lished to give those unfortunately
afflicted people free television sets,
has been referred to in World Radio;
and I have had letters from the
B.B.C. and the G.P.O. about the
idea. But you have not yet mentioned
it in your magazine.

FRED. W. EDWARDS, F.T.S.
(Castle Gresley, Burton -on -Trent).

* * *

SIR,
I am in complete agreement with

your correspondent, Mr. A. Graham,
regarding his proposal to transfer the
existing television equipment from
London to Manchester, after the in-
auguration of the high -definition
transmissions.

The North National station could
be used for the transmission of vision,
and Midland Regional for sound, as
at present.

I fail to see why enthusiasts out-
side the London area should be de-
prived of television facilities, whilst,
as is usually the case, Londoners
enjoy the fruits of the latest develop-
ments.

HENRY MYERS (Bolton).
(Continued on page 302.)

Thirty -line Transmissions
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ak,f1jONEICTS
SPECIFIED for the

ALL -WAVE SUPER

One of the " I " series
switches, with indicator

The Wearite 1.22 Rotary
Switch (D.P.D.T.)

A neat positive -
action switch of
finest materials. 3 6Low capacity.

of D.T.
window.

The Wearite L.F. CHOKE
Type H.T. 35.

30 Henries. 50 rn/a. 10 6
1600 ohms resist.

To Messrs. Wright and Weare, Ltd.,
740, High Road, Tottenham, N.17.

Please send copy of your Booklet
A834 with technical data on Coils,
Chokes, Transformers and
Theoretical Circuit Diagrams. Please
also send leaflet on NEW WAVE
TRAP COILS.

Name

Address

T.5/35.

FILL IN
AND POST THIS
COUPON TO -DAY!

r'/ 6741

AND
SHORT-WAVE WORLD

SPECIFIED
AGAIN!

THE ).B. SPECIAL
POPULAR LOG FOR THE

"AMATEUR BAND SUPER"
00025 D.S. Price

5/-
This double spaced condenser has been specially de-
signed by J.B. Technicians for the " Amateur Band
Super" described in this issue of "Television." Its
smooth action gives knife-edge tuning without effort.
Write now for our free illustrated catalogue describ-
ing this and other J.B. components in full detail.

JACKSON BROS. (LONDON), LTD., 72, St. Thomas St., S.E. I.
Telephone: Hop. 1837.

THE SIGN OF THE
BLACK DIAMOND

a

T R\

R5 GB

The black diamond definitely identifies YOU
as a radio amateur.

For nearly 22 years the R.S.G.B. badge has
proved a silent witness to the value of co-
operation in Research and Experiment. Let
us tell you how you may become a member
of this senior amateur radio organisation.

MEMBERSHIP BRINGS-
A copy of the T. & R. Bulletin each month-
free QSL service facilities-calibration
service-slow morse practices-organised
contests-field days-conventions-partici-
pation in the work of the Society's Research
and Experimental section-

A GUIDE TO AMATEUR RADIO
(2nd Edition).

Explains in detail how to become a radio
amateur, price 8d. post free.

All communications to :-
THE SECRETARY
Radio Society of
53, Victoria Street,

(Dept. S.W.4),
Great Britain,
London, S.W.I.

Aiention of " Television and Short -rare

FOR YOUR TELEVISION SET
Use Varley Components for your television set.

Remember that thirty-six years experience in special-
ised electrical engineering goes into the production of
every Varley product.

Write for free catalogue. e
Mains Transformers.
Heavy Duty Smooth
ing and Output
Chokes.
High Inductive
Chokes.

Resistances. A I I

Types.

Power Potentio-
meters.
Volume Controls.
N i co r e Flat -Gang
Units.
Duo-Nicore Coils.
Junior H.F. Chokes.
Nicore H.F. Chokes.

E.P. 20 Mains Transformer 27/6

y4fft7r rxJca
PROPRIETORS:- OLIVER PELL CONTROL LTD

OPrer Pell C,ntrol Ltd.. 136,nnJicld Ral
\Vorld uuu,c hrnn;,t aucnil.n.

IF. 6, . I :1. Tela [U./n.01 234
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" Correspondence "
(Continued from page 3oo).

A Mystery Transmission
SIR,

In reference to Mr. R. F. Hans -
ford's (Bognor Regis) letter, you may
be interested to know that I received
a mysterious television signal on a
wavelength of 483.5 metres. On re-
ferring to a station chart I found
483.8 metres to be the wavelength of
Brussels No. a ; by altering the dial
a fraction I received this station quite
clearly, and then moving the dial to
the opposite side of thé transmission
I received Trondheim. The list of
stations, howeve`,,gave no indication
of a station between these two and I
could not identify the station. The
time was 6.3o G.M.T.

D. ATKINSON (Tynemouth).

SIR,
I also picked up this transmission

on February 28 and believe that it
came from Moscow No. 4 (RW39
Stallina) and can only assume that
Mr. Hansfcrd was using an old
identification chart, for Bucharest
and West Regional are both just
above this Moscow station.

The pictures were very poor, but I

was almost as thrilled as when 1 saw
my first images over two years ago.

With regard to the normal trans-
missions from London I find that
those on Wednesday evenings are al-
most useless owing to fading and dis-
tortion which gives rise to two super-
imposed pictures being seen, the one
about half a frame above the other.
Sometimes the top picture predomin-
ates; sometimes the lower. I pre-
sume this is clue to the difference in
time taken by the ground and re-
flected rays to reach the set.

As a reader from No. a may I add
my congratulations on your excellent
magazine and wish it every success.

T. S. BERRY (Smethwick).

Image Changing
SIR,

Your corre3pondents, Jensen and
Base (Wallasey), in their letter in the
April issue of TELEVISION AND SHORT-
WAVE WORLD, state that they have
experienced the effect of an image
changing from positive to negative
without apparent cause.

I have experienced this several
times during the last eighteen months,
particularly on nights when fading
and echo images were pronounced.

1 did not attach much importance
to it at the time, as I was using a
cumulative grid rectifier, and thought
it was being overloaded by a tem-
porary rise in signal strength, there-
by causing anode -bend rectification
to set in. This, I think, would cause
the effect in question.

F. 1:. f.. hia itx (Lowestoft).

Programme Time
SIR,

Has not television been transmitted
long enough now to deserve more
than one -and -a -half hours per week?
Surely now we can have at least one
hour per day on our present-low-défi-
nition system even if it was only film
transmissions. At present eve poor
amateurs, when needing to try out
some idea, have a wait of three or
four days to get a 45 -minute pro-
gramme. Then, if any adjustment
is necessary, which may occupy a
little time, we have another wait be -
for another test is possible.

I feel sure your Journal and other
readers could help to get more pro-
grames, which are needed badly,
even if it is only to let the Television
Committee of the B.B.C. see they
are wanted.

A. FRYER.

SAVAGE

TRANSFORMERS
as specified by the Edison Swan
Electric Co., Ltd., for use with

their Cathode-ray Tubes.

TYPE T.U.I. f 2000 volts 5 m'A.} Manufacturer's
12 v. 1.5 amps. C.T. f Type 36, -

TYPE T.U.2a 1000 volts 10 m/A.l Manufacturer's(cancelling 4 v. 2.5 4 v. 2.5 Type 36-
T.U.2) amps C.T. amps.C.T. )

TYPE T.U.3 {35-0-35 V. 20 mr'A.1 Manufacturer's
4 v. 2 amps. C.T. f Type 15'.

W.B RYAN SAVAGE Ltd.
56j58, CLERKENWELL ROAD, E.C.I

Telephone: Clerkenwell 3068

The Journal of the Television Society

Published THREE times yearly by the Society-Subscrip-
tion rate, 15 - per annum.

PRICES OF BOUND VOLUMES

Parts I to XII (Volume I) of the Journal of the Television Society
may now be had BOUND at the following rates :-

Members of the Ordinary price,
Society. Non -Members.

CLOTH case in Blue and Brown,
complete with Index and Title
page 30 40' -

FULL LEATHER CASE (Rich
Blue Colour) complete with
Index and Title page ... ... 31'6 41¡'6

(Packing and Postage 9d. extra.)

Single Copies of the JOURNAL may be had at 5/- per copy
post-free or 2 6 per copy for Members of the Society.

ORDERS for BOUND VOLUMES to be sent to the Printers :

Messrs. Blacket, Turner & Co., Ltd.,
34, Northbrook Street,

Newbury, Berkshire.

ORDERS for single copies to be sent to the
Editorial Secretary

W. G. W. Mitchell, " Lynton," Newbury, Berkshire.

Mention f " Telision and Short-wave World " will ensure prompt attention. r
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